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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2004 and 2005 the Town of Chatham (“Town”) acquired two parcels of land located near the
geographical center of the community. Subsequently named the Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens
Conservation Area (“Sylvan Gardens”), these parcels contain 9.4 acres of undeveloped land and
six hundred feet of freshwater pond shore. Sylvan Gardens was added to the Town’s
conservation lands because it serves the Town and its people as plant and animal habitat, as a
protected portion of the watersheds of White Pond and Black Pond, as a unique collection of
horticultural plants, as a historic landscape containing remnants of Sylvan Nursery and the land
uses that preceded it, and as a serene, attractive, and varied setting for passive recreation.
In 2010 the Town contracted with Environmental Landscape Consultants, LLC (“ELC”) to
develop a management plan (“Plan”) for Sylvan Gardens. Having once been a private home with
gardens and a commercial plant nursery, the site had received minimal care over the last several
decades. There are issues with access and public parking; trails and passive recreation; invasive
plant and vegetation management; and conservation protection and restoration—including
protection of endangered species. (Please note: words in bold type are defined in Appendix A:
Glossary.) ELC was contracted to provide technical assistance in addressing these issues.
Along with ELC’s extensive work on development of technical information for the Plan, ELC’s
consultant team worked with Town Conservation staff and a Work Group of volunteers from the
community. During a series of meetings the consultant team presented design and management
ideas and other technical information to the staff and Work Group for their review and for
selection of recommended options. The planning process also included three public meetings to
present recommended design and management plans and to receive public feedback.
The principal elements of the Plan are a set of Goals and Principles, a Vegetation Management
Plan, a Five Year Restoration Plan, an Access and Parking Conceptual Plan, a Recreation Plan,
and Recommendations for Establishing a “Friends-of” Organization.
The recommendations of the Plan are based on goals identified or affirmed as part of the
planning process. Based on these goals, the Plan addresses the protection and enhancement of
the ecological, recreational, and aesthetic benefits that Sylvan Gardens provides the community;
the safety, accessibility, sense of welcome, and educational benefits it offers visitors; and the
creation of a non-profit “friends” organization that will support the ongoing management and
restoration of Sylvan Gardens.
The Plan also identifies eleven principles for planning, design, and management that will support
the realization of these goals.
One of the principle features of Sylvan Gardens is its diverse collection of plant species,
including invasive plants, ornamental plants and native plants. As part of the Vegetation
Management Plan, a detailed plant survey was developed by ELC staff working in conjunction
with botanists from the New England Wildflower Society. The survey identified 110 native
species, 77 non-native species—including a variety of species planted as ornamental landscape
plants—and 24 invasive or aggressive species.
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Invasive and aggressive plant species pose a significant risk to the native plants, to ornamental
plant species, and to unique specimen plants found at Sylvan Gardens, thereby adversely
affecting both the conservation value and the recreational value of the site. A key conclusion is
that management of invasive plants is a critical part of the restoration plan. Both general
approaches to invasive plant management and specific suggestions for management of key
invasive species are included in the Plan.
A site the size and diversity of Sylvan Gardens is not easy to manage. To aid in developing
management and restoration plans, the site is divided into “zones” with key features that make
them unique. Nine distinct Vegetation Zones are identified, mapped and described. Both the
Vegetation Management Plan and the Five Year Restoration Plan use the zones as the basis for
developing vegetation management and restoration goals, guidelines, and recommendations.
For each zone, the Vegetation Management Plan provides a vision for its management and
restoration; identifies its potential based on its existing flora, on referenced plant communities
found on Cape Cod, on scenic and recreational value, and on what could be achieved with a
realistic level of effort and resources; and provides recommendations for management of specific
invasive plants and ornamental plants found in that zone. Additional recommendations for each
zone specify how that area’s value to the community could be enhanced through restoration of
native plant communities.
The Five Year Restoration Plan provides yearly and seasonal tasks for the Town and the
community to carry out the first phase of management, restoration and development in line with
the goals and principles. Timing and details for implementation of some of the specific zone
recommendations considered key management and restoration tasks is also included in the five
year timeline.
The Access and Parking Conceptual Plan proposes a coordinated system of parking, trails, and
overlooks that will provide public access that is safe, legal, accessible based on the standards set
by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and consistent with Sylvan Gardens’ character.
To determine the locations of parking and trails, the consultants developed two sets of design
alternatives for parking and access, each of which was evaluated based on environmental impact,
maintainability, security, visitors’ experience of the landscape, impact on neighbors, permitting
requirements, existing rights to potential access routes, and cost. No alternative scored highest
on all criteria, so the final selection weighed each alternative’s advantages against its drawbacks.
The recommended conceptual access plan, identified as “Access Alternative 1,” locates three
non-accessible parking spaces on Parcel 4 and one accessible parking space on Old Main Street
at the foot of Emily’s Way. It connects the two parking areas via a sidewalk on Old Main Street
and provides pedestrian access to two accessible pond overlooks via accessible trails on Emily’s
Way and within Parcel 5A1.
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The Recreation Plan complements the Access and Parking Conceptual Plan by proposing
secondary accessible trails that will extend access to a broader range of plants and landscapes
and by providing locations and standards for landscape elements to make Sylvan Gardens safe,
welcoming, and educational for all visitors and to protect vulnerable plants and habitat from
misuse. It also recommends signs and unobtrusive barriers to protect habitat, visitors, and
neighbors; interpretive and directional signage to help visitors navigate and understand the
landscape; bike racks at trailheads; seating along trails and at overlooks; and the removal of
unsafe stone stair treads.
The Recommendations for Establishing a “Friends-Of” Organization offer guidance for the
establishment of a non-profit group to raise funds for implementation, publicize Sylvan Gardens
to the Chatham community, build connections with schools and nonprofits, and organize
volunteers for vegetation management and site maintenance.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens, located north of Old Main Street and east of Balfour Lane, consists of two
unconnected parcels that together contain almost ten acres of undeveloped land and six hundred feet
of freshwater pond shore, portions of which are home to state-listed plant species. The Town of
Chatham purchased 8.5 acres from the Abreu family in 2004, and received an additional 1.4 acres as
a gift from the Sylvan family in 2009.
As the former site of a nursery, Sylvan Gardens is valued not only for its habitat and recreational
value, but for the unique collection of ornamental plants that have become naturalized there.
Unfortunately, many of the native and ornamental plants are overgrown and threatened by invasive
and aggressive plants.
The Town of Chatham, Department of Health & Environment, commissioned the Sylvan Gardens
Land Management Plan with the goal of managing and preserving the resource areas of the property,
which are sensitive and critical habitat for endangered and threatened species, while re-creating an
easily accessible “garden in the woods” for conservation and passive recreational purposes.
A “work group” made up of nine volunteers worked with two town staff members and the Consultant
team to articulate project goals and planning principles for the property (Chapter 3); management
plans for vegetation (Chapters 4 and 5), parking and access (Chapter 6), and recreation (Chapter 7);
and recommendations for the establishment of a nonprofit “friends” group (Chapter 8). The land
management plan proposes to supplement the current trail system with accessible parking and trails;
to control and manage invasive species and replant with native species; to highlight ornamental
plants; to protect and restore sensitive habitat along Black Pond and White Pond, and to enhance
views of the ponds.
This plan will be reviewed by the Conservation Commission prior to its adoption. A Notice of Intent
will be filed with the Conservation Commission and Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection for work proposed within 100 feet of the wetland resource areas. Based on prior approval,
the removal of English ivy and bittersweet from trees; the removal of the stairs to White Pond; the
construction of safety barriers, and the clearing of a maintenance trail for safe access by volunteers
have begun and will continue. The plan will also be reviewed by the Massachusetts Natural Heritage
and Endangered Species Program for work proposed within estimated habitat and priority habitat for
rare species. The Town of Chatham Selectmen will be advised of the completion of the plan and the
plan will be submitted for their endorsement.
Depending on the recommendations it contains, the final design for parking and access, which is not
part of the scope of this plan, will be reviewed by the Planning Board, Conservation Commission,
Building Commissioner and potentially the Zoning Board of Appeals.
Implementation of the plan will require a community effort. The continued participation of citizen
and professional volunteers in events organized by the Conservation Division throughout the year is
essential. The support of these efforts by a “Friends of Sylvan Gardens” organization will further
contribute to the success of this management plan.
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CHAPTER 2: PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY
Property Description
Sylvan Gardens is a conservation property managed by the Town of Chatham Conservation
Commission. It consists of two parcels, identified as Parcel 5A1 and Parcel 4. A privately owned
residential parcel identified as Parcel 5 is located between the two Sylvan Gardens parcels.
Parcel 5A1 and Parcel 5 share access via a paper road designated “Emily’s Way” (see Figure
2-1).
Parcel 5A1
The Town of Chatham acquired the 8.3-acre Parcel 5A1 in 2004 for $4.2 million using Land
Bank funds for the purposes of conservation and open space. Parcel 5A1 has approximately 100
feet of frontage on White Pond and 500 feet on Black Pond and borders abandoned cranberry
bogs to the east and southwest. Portions of Parcel 5A1 are subject to easements, including an
easement over an existing driveway that provides access from Balfour Lane to two dwellings on
White Pond.
There is currently no public vehicular access to parcel 5A1. Nearby Balfour Lane is a private
road. A private gravel driveway borders the eastern side of the property. Emily’s Way, which is
the Town’s legal access, is an undeveloped paper road connecting Old Main Street to Parcel
5A1.
A house that had been located in the northwestern portion of the property, overlooking the
ponds, was removed as a requirement of the purchase. This created a sparsely vegetated and
gently sloping meadow with variable soils. Minor home remnants and a grape arbor have
remained in place.
Parcel 4
The Town of Chatham acquired by gift the 1.14-acre parcel 4, which has frontage on Old Main
Street and Route 28. Parcel 4 borders a Cape Cod Mosquito Control Project ditch that drains the
abandoned cranberry bog bordering Parcel 5A1 to the west. It is hoped that Parcels 4 and 5A1
may one day be connected through acquisition of a pedestrian easement across Parcel 5.
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Property History
The following history of Sylvan Gardens is based on discussions with Loyola Sylvan, the
daughter-in-law of Rolf and Emily Sylvan; discussions with visitors of Sylvan Gardens when it
was a nursery; conversations with DooDee Nowak, who grew up in the neighborhood; written
historical perspective from Bob Zaremba, owner of Maps of Antiquity, who researched old maps
and books to account for ownership, building development, and topographical changes; and
records from the Barnstable County Registry of Deeds:
Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens was once part of a 4 square mile land holding of William Nickerson, the
first Englishman to acquire land from Sachem Mattaquason of the Monomoyick Indians.
Nickerson acquired the holding around 1656. In 1674 he sold a portion of it to Teague Jones,
whose ownership ran along the south shores of Black and White Ponds, from Perch Pond to the
west end of White Pond. The southern boundary of the property was a town road that connected
the farms in South and West Chatham to the village center and the harbor.
Most of the area around the original house site and barns near Old Main Street would likely have
been cleared all the way to the pond for agricultural purposes in the 1700’s. There would likely
have been some row crop farming, particularly if the soil was rich, grazing, and barnyard
animals.
The first home may have been built in the early 1700’s. Some time between 1831 and 1858, a
school was built near the homestead, as indicated on The 1858 Wall Map of Barnstable, Dukes
and Nantucket Counties.
Access to the peat bog and drying rights were granted to Nathaniel Young in 1872. (“Drying
rights” refers to the drying of mined peat from a bog. The peat was cut out of the bog during the
winter, much as one would cut ice, and the blocks were laid on the upland nearby to dry through
the summer. With wood scarce after forests of Cape Cod had been cut, the dried peat was used
for home heating.) The current open water area of the bog west of Sylvan Gardens’s Parcel 4 is
probably where the peat was mined. The center of the bog would have had the fewest shrub and
tree roots and its peat would have been the densest and best for fuel.
The peat bogs were later converted into cranberry bogs as shown on the 1890 USGS
Topographic Map of Chatham. The cranberry bog to the southwest of the property was in
operation until 1959. The management of cranberry bogs included spreading a layer of sand over
the peat-based substrate. The sand was obtained (as it is today) from nearby areas, often along
slopes.
It is likely that the topography of the Sylvan property was altered by cranberry management.
Areas that might have been mined include the roadbed along the northwest section of the
property that extends to the two houses on White Pond; the slope that extends down to Black
Pond; and a small pit near Balfour Lane now filled with brush. A man-made ditch along the
western property border drained the cranberry bog. Today, the cranberry bog is overgrown with
shrubs and is slowly transitioning into upland, and the ditch is kept flowing by the Cape Cod
Mosquito Control Project.
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Lower Cape Nursery
Harry L. Parker purchased the property around 1925. The land was transferred from Mr. Parker
to Katherine Reese & Guy Parker in 1939. Upon the death of Mrs. Parker the land was
transferred to their daughter Emily and her husband Rolf Sylvan. They lived in the house located
on 88 Old Main Street and later built a guest home overlooking the ponds. They opened Lower
Cape Nursery, a commercial nursery specializing in tulips and daffodils.
A long driveway from Old Main Street ran to the home overlooking White and Black Ponds. A
pull off area for public parking existed about ¼ of the way down the former driveway. Visitors
parked and walked the trails, picking up numbered tags that corresponded to the daffodils or
tulips they wished to purchase. They put the tags in an envelope and placed the envelope in a
drop box. Each fall Mr. Sylvan dug up the bulbs and distributed them to the buyers.
In 1998 Sylvan Gardens was subdivided into two lots and Emily’s Way was approved. Katherine
(Kassie) Abreu and her husband Manuel (Mannie) inherited the property closest to the ponds
(Parcel 5A1) and Peter Sylvan inherited 88 Old Main Street (current Parcels 3, 4, 5).
Upon Mannie and Kassie’s passing, their five children inherited Parcel 5A1. In 2004 they
subdivided it into nine home lots and a 33 foot wide access road. To protect Parcel 5A1 from
development, the town purchased it.
When Peter Sylvan passed away, 88 Old Main Street was transferred to his wife Loyola, who
subdivided it, creating Parcels 3, 4 and 5. She sold Parcel 5 to a private homeowner in 2005 and
donated Parcel 4 to the Town in 2009.
Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens
Voters approved the purchase and gift of Parcels 5A1 and 4, along with initial funding to
develop this Land Management Plan and create access onto the property, at the December 2004
Town meeting. The deed requires the property to be titled Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens.
Although portions of Parcels 5A1 and 4 had formerly been used as a nursery, and still include
strolling trails and outstanding horticultural specimens, several decades of reduced maintenance
have allowed the Sylvan Gardens property to become overgrown with aggressive and invasive
vegetation. The Town has coordinated AmeriCorps and volunteer work days on the property to
slow the spread of invasives and clear out debris. Neighbors mow the trails in the summertime.
Through grant funding the Town recently acquired a bushhog that has been used to control
invasive species and mow the meadow areas.
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Maps of Interest
•

History of Chatham- Smith 1909- 1947. Reprinted in 1981. - map appears after page 72.

•

History of Chatham- Smith- map after page 132

•

Town map of 1831

•

Wall map of Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket Counties. 1858

•

1874 Coast and Geodetic Survey Chart running from Chatham to Nantucket

•

1874 Coast and Geodetic Survey Chart running from Chatham to Nantucket

•

Eleanor Henderson’s book on transportation in Chatham

•

Town maps of Chatham. 1906. Atlas of Barnstable County. Walker.

•

Topographic map of Chatham. Beginning in 1890

Barnstable County Registry of Deeds Records:
•

Document 993,255: Quitclaim Deed transferring Lot 1 on Land Court Plan 8569-C to the
Town of Chatham

•

Document 406,136: Easement granted by Emily P. Sylvan to Eastward Homes for
accessing lots 8 & 9 on Plan Book 380, page 88

•

Document 1,125,053: Quitclaim Deed transferring Lot 4 on Land Court Plan 8569-D to
the Town of Chatham

•

Plan Book 5229, Page 288: Easement granted from Eastward Homes to the Abreus for
accessing two residences from Balfour Lane and over 115 Balfour Lane

•

Plan Book 109, page 352: Easement, mining and drying rights granted to Nathaniel
Young
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CHAPTER 3: GOALS AND PRINCIPLES
To guide the management of Sylvan Gardens, the Work Group developed six project goals and
eleven principles for planning, design, and land management.
The Project Goals are based on the purposes of the purchase of Sylvan Gardens, as well as the
objectives described in the Conservation Division’s Request for Proposals for this planning study
(see Appendix B).
The Principles for Planning, Design, and Land Management offer strategies for achieving those
goals. They are based on Sylvan Gardens’ specific character, value, challenges, and
opportunities; its historic and potential role in the lives of Chatham residents; and the combined
land management, planning, and design experience of Work Group members, Conservation
Division staff, and the consultant team. They are not listed in priority order.
The goals and principles serve three purposes:
•

During the development of the management plan, they provided consistent direction.

•

They will guide the Town in its implementation of the management plan’s
recommendations.

•

They will ensure that this management plan remains useful even after initial goals are met
and unanticipated changes have occurred, by acting as a durable “mission statement” that
will – with occasional revisions – guide the adjustment of the plan’s recommendations
and the development of new initiatives.

PROJECT GOALS
Goal 1. Protect and enhance the full diversity of benefits that Sylvan Gardens provides.
Sylvan Gardens is a beloved landscape that provides substantial ecological, horticultural,
historical, and recreational value to the Town of Chatham.
Sylvan Gardens is a varied place, and people value it for varied reasons—as habitat for native
species or as the setting of childhood memories; as a unique collection of horticultural treasures
or as a protected watershed for Chatham’s ponds; as an enveloping and mysterious forest that
stays green all winter or as a windy promontory with dramatic pond views; as a serene refuge or
as a place to chat with neighbors; as a landscape that’s romantically overgrown or one that
demands ecological restoration.
All of these views are important, and all must be included in the vision for Sylvan Gardens.
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Goal 2. Protect and enhance Sylvan Gardens’ biodiversity, its native plants, and its plant
and wildlife habitat.
The vegetation of Sylvan Gardens varies broadly, with non-native plants predominant in some
areas and native plants predominant in others. Where plants native to Cape Cod exist, either in
whole communities or in fragmented remnants, they should be preserved.
Goal 3. Preserve Sylvan Gardens’ non-invasive ornamental plants.
Sylvan Gardens’ ornamental plants are beautiful in themselves, they connect the site to its
history as a garden and a nursery, and they transform their surroundings, adding a sense of lush
abundance to the native forest’s austere beauty. Because of them, every path and every season
brings surprise.
Goal 4. Preserve the qualities that make Sylvan Gardens special.
Sylvan Gardens is a place apart. Its scale is intimate, with narrow unpaved trails curving through
dense woods and small meadows and opening occasionally to distant pond views.
In managing Sylvan Gardens—adding new elements, removing existing elements, and regulating
visitor behavior—make sure to keep Sylvan Gardens quiet, contemplative, and neighborly.
Goal 5. Make Sylvan Gardens safe, accessible, welcoming, and educational.
Provide ADA-compliant access to Sylvan Gardens via new parking and accessible trails.
Expand on the basic level of access established by the Parking and Access Plan by upgrading
selected existing trails to ADA standards, and possibly by building new ADA-compliant trails.
Provide seating, interpretive elements, and stopping places that all visitors can share. Seating
along accessible trails will encourage their use by visitors with limited mobility; way-finding
signs will reassure new visitors that they are welcome, and interpretive signs will give visitors
clues to the site’s history, its ecology, and its vegetation. Design these elements to accommodate
visitors with a range of disabilities, including but not limited to physical and visual impairment.
Goal 6. Support the establishment of a self-sustaining “friends” organization.
Assure sustained management by laying the groundwork for a nonprofit organization that can
solicit donations of funds and materials, organize volunteers, hire contractors, and facilitate
communication among neighbors, visitors, and the Conservation Commission.
Structure the “friends” group to assure that its work will remain consistent with the Town’s
intent and mission for the land. Such a group will have to work closely with Town staff. Include
in its charter the Town’s rules for land under Conservation Commission control1. The
Conservation Commission will be the Town’s authority for review of trail construction, planting,
and plant removals.

1

http://www.town.chatham.ma.us/public_documents/chathamMA_conservation/ConservationRules
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PRINCIPLES FOR PLANNING, DESIGN, AND LAND MANAGEMENT
Principle 1. In a place as varied as Sylvan Gardens, different parts of the landscape
require distinct management approaches.
Sylvan Gardens contains diverse plant communities, which vary in topography, hydrology,
structure, composition, and character.
No single management practice can be applied uniformly to the entire site. Even the
management of a specific plant species is likely to vary from one portion of the site to another.
Base the management of each area on its valued features and the factors that may threaten them.
Principle 2. Management of invasive plants is the most important step towards assuring
the health and longevity of native and ornamental plants.
The native and ornamental plants at Sylvan Gardens today are the rugged survivors of decades
with little or no care. Their greatest need is protection from the invasive species that
increasingly dominate the landscape.
At Sylvan Gardens, invasive herbaceous plants, creeping vines, and shrubs are displacing
understory vegetation and inhibiting regeneration of native species, and invasive climbing vines
are weakening and killing trees and shrubs. Without active management, the damage to
ornamental plants and to the biodiversity of the site as a whole will increase.
Although many invasive plant species are present at Sylvan Gardens, English ivy (Hedera helix)
poses a unique and increasing threat due to its adaptability to shade and sun, its ability both to
creep across the ground and to climb trees, and its rapid vegetative spread. It should be removed
wherever practicable, leaving at most a single well contained stand as an educational exhibit.
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Principle 3. Focus vegetation management efforts where they produce the greatest benefit.
Invasive plants are tenacious, and many of them resist even repeated treatment. Even if the
invasive plants in Sylvan Gardens were to be eradicated entirely, re-invasion by seed would
occur quickly.
In some areas, eradication of invasive plants will emerge as an important and attainable
objective. In others, reduction and containment of invasives will be a more realistic alternative,
especially if resources are limited.
In setting management objectives for each area, and identifying which areas take priority,
consider and balance the following factors:
•

Correction of hazardous conditions caused by plants near trails

•

Protection of the site’s most valuable and irreplaceable vegetation

•

Protection of the vegetation that is most susceptible to damage from invasive plants

•

Protection of areas that are relatively free of invasive plants2

•

Protection of areas where a realistic and sustainable level of effort can have a lasting
impact

•

Protection of areas where a limited amount of herbicide can be effective

•

Efforts that yield visible results3

Principle 4. Where feasible, manage invasives by mechanical means. If and when
herbicides are necessary, they should be applied sparingly by a knowledgeable licensed
applicator.
Where mechanical removal of invasive plants is likely to be ineffective, prohibitively laborintensive, or unacceptably damaging to soil and surrounding vegetation, the use of herbicides
may supplement or replace mechanical control.
For each stand of invasive plants where herbicides will be used, choose the herbicide that poses
the least environmental risk; apply it using the technique that best contains the herbicide to the
invasive plant (such as direct application to cut stems), and apply at the season where the
smallest amount of herbicide will have the greatest effect.

2

Where invasives are already fully dominant, there is little change from year to year. Where
invasives are first appearing, they are likely to spread quickly. It can be tempting to tackle the
worst problems first, but monitoring and managing minimally invaded areas is often a more
effective use of time and resources.
3

The health of the site is important, but so is the morale of its volunteers and advocates. Visible
results can help sustain participation and rally support for future efforts.
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Principle 5. To protect areas disturbed by management and access projects from erosion
and re-invasion by exotics, replant with native species.
When a site is disturbed by construction or plant removal, invasive species are quick to move in.
In all operations, limit the area of disturbance. Promptly plant native species in the disturbed
area to suppress the germination and vegetative encroachment of invasive plants. Where longterm revegetation is not immediately achievable, provide temporary protection of the disturbed
area.
For restoration of disturbed areas select native species (preferably locally sourced) that will
support wildlife and demonstrate the ornamental value of native plants.
Principle 6. Some aggressive plants have ornamental value. Where they can be securely
managed and contained, consider containing rather than eradicating them.
Many plants now known to be aggressive or invasive were first planted for their ornamental
value, which in some cases still contributes substantially to the experience of Sylvan Gardens.
Although plant species that appear on the Massachusetts Prohibited Plant List should be
controlled where feasible, aggressive ornamentals may be contained within a portion of their
current area, monitored regularly to prevent them from spreading, and marked with signs
describing their impacts and the legal restrictions on their distribution.
Principle 7. To protect vegetation and wildlife, restrict potentially destructive uses and
behaviors.
The pond edges are priority habitat for rare and endangered plant species that are susceptible to
damage by foot traffic. The Town’s deed prohibits the pond shore from being used as a Town
landing or beach. Abutters maintain a ten-foot walking easement to White Pond. To protect
shoreline vegetation at White Pond, restrict public access. Install physical barriers at the top of
the slope above White Pond and remove existing stairs.
People and dogs that wander off the trails can damage plants, compact and erode soil, and disturb
wildlife. As visits to Sylvan Gardens increase, monitor for signs of off-trail use. Encourage
visitors and their dogs to stay on the trails by installing signs, creating unobtrusive barriers, and
educating neighbors and friends of Sylvan Gardens about the potential harm.
Discourage disruptive and destructive behavior. Prohibit after-hours parking and use brochures
and signs to indicate what activities are allowed. Rules should be consistent with other
conservation land, but additional rules may be added if necessary and feasible. Support
communication among frequent visitors to help establish norms of appropriate use.
Where possible, communicate restrictions in a positive and educational way. Explain the value
and fragility of the landscape, and suggest alternatives for visitors. On signs prohibiting access
to White Pond, for example, indicate that public access to White Pond is available on Wilfred
Road.
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Principle 8. Native and ornamental vegetation may be selectively removed.
Selective removals may be appropriate where natives or other ornamentals crowd or shade a
valued specimen or where naturalized ornamentals compromise the distinctive character of a
native plant community.
Principle 9. Protect the privacy and property rights of abutters.
Sylvan Gardens’ neighbors include residential and commercial properties. Where a trail
approaches private property, mark the boundary with a sign that requests visitors’ respect for
neighbors’ privacy. Install a split rail fence that will prevent unauthorized parking within Sylvan
Gardens and discourage vehicular access via Balfour Lane, a private road.
Principle 10. Plant daffodils in designated areas, but otherwise add no non-native
ornamentals.
Daffodils (Narcissus) add color to the landscape at a time of year when few other plants are
blooming. They are important to the identity and historic character of some areas of Sylvan
Gardens, and they can co-exist successfully with native vegetation. In areas that already have
substantial daffodil plantings, and in which the cultivation of daffodils is compatible with project
goals, reinforce those plantings with new bulbs.
Accompany each planting of daffodils with an integrated planting of attractive herbaceous
natives to avoid the impression that exotic plants have a monopoly on ornamental value.
Principle 11. Protect the character of the landscape from well-intentioned intrusions.
Avoid introducing new elements that call attention to themselves rather than their surroundings.
Fit parking, trails, and overlook areas to existing grades wherever possible. Keep new and
rebuilt trails as narrow as construction and access needs will allow; and curve them to avoid
monotonous views.
Keep signs, benches, bike racks, and other new elements simple and unobtrusive. Consider
using natural elements like fallen or cut trees for informal seating and barriers. Make sure to
leave places where no added elements distract from the experience of the landscape.
Avoid the temptation to open up big views. Filtered views often feel more engaging and better
integrated with the overall experience of the landscape. Shape new and existing views to
reinforce the landscape’s character and visitors’ sense of where they are.
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CHAPTER 4: VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PLAN
A. Introduction
The Vegetation Management Plan is a critical component of the Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens Land
Management Plan, as the diversity of species, plant communities1 and plant collections are
among the most important reasons people visit and enjoy the site. The Vegetation Management
Plan provides the overall vision for the restoration of this site. It is also integral to the
development of the Five Year Restoration Plan, and impacts the location of trails and amenities
made in the Recreation Management Plan.
Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens is a valuable, complex, and challenging landscape. In developing this
Management Plan Town of Chatham staff, the consultants and the Work Group have
recognized that no single image or landscape “type” can capture Sylvan Gardens’ complexity.
Sylvan Gardens is a native landscape that provides wildlife habitat; it is a garden landscape of
ornamental plants—including many unique specimens; it is a historic landscape containing
remnants of a commercial nursery; it is a contemplative landscape that offers trails through
woodlands and views over coastal plain ponds; and it is a disturbed landscape impacted by a
demolished home and overrun by invasive plants that threaten native and ornamental species
alike.
The property, having at one time been the site of a private home and a commercial nursery, has
also been adversely affected by a significant period of minimal site management. Since the
Assistant Conservation Agent was hired, Town of Chatham staff and volunteers have
performed management with limited resources and time.
In the interim, Sylvan Gardens seems to have lost some of its beauty and biodiversity. Over
the years noxious and invasive plants have strangled and damaged trees, crowded out native
and ornamental plants, and obscured the landscape plantings that were appreciated by its
neighbors and by those who remember walking there when it was a popular nursery
specializing in daffodils and tulips. Currently, the property is inaccessible to most of
Chatham’s citizens since access has not yet been developed.
To develop a comprehensive and manageable plan for the vegetation on this site, the consulting
team has divided the site into “zones”—areas with features and plant community characteristics
that make them distinct and recognizable. See Figure 4-1: Vegetation Management Zone Map
for location of the zones on the site. The Vegetation Management Zones (“zones”) are
described in detail below.
The Vegetation Management Plan starts with the vegetation survey described below and
included as Appendix B: The Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens Flora List. The Vegetation Management
Plan includes input and recommendations from the Work Group, Town Conservation Division
staff, other Town staff and the public through the community review and planning process.
The Vegetation Management Plan will be implemented by the Town’s Conservation Division
as part of the restoration of this site. The initial phase of restoration is outlined in Chapter 5:
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Five Year Restoration Plan, where a timeline is provided for initial implementation of the
Vegetation Management Plan, as well as for other key components of the Land Management
Plan. Implementation is dependent on staffing, funding and volunteer commitment.
B. Flora List: the Vegetation Survey of the Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens
An important component of the Vegetation Management Plan is the survey and documentation
of native, naturalized, nuisance, and invasive species. This includes the ornamental plants
planted during the years that Sylvan Gardens operated as a nursery and a private garden.
The vegetation survey list, titled “The Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens Flora List”, is located in
Appendix D. Site surveys were completed on December 9, 2010, May 9, 2011, August 3, 2011
and August 24, 2011 in order to assess and identify plant species during different growing
seasons. For example, some herbaceous species, including warm season annuals and some
pondside species, are not identifiable until summer. This list is not necessarily comprehensive
as it only provides a snapshot of identifiable species present during the surveys.
The site vegetation surveys were conducted by Environmental Landscape Consultants, LLC
(ELC) and New England Wild Flower Society (NEWFS) staff. The Flora List was compiled by
Michael Talbot of ELC and John Burns of the NEWFS.
The Flora List is divided among “native plants”, “non-native plants”, including ornamental
plants of interest, and “invasive/aggressive plants” that have the potential to—or have actually
become—dominant and disruptive in some areas, impacting non-native and native vegetation.
These classifications are a guide to which plants need protection and which plants should be
considered for management2. The Flora List is organized by the plant’s scientific or “botanical
name”. For reference, a two-page site map showing the location of some of the key ornamental
plants is also included in Appendix D.
It was not possible to identify the complete botanical name of every ornamental plant on this
site. There are many cultivated plants growing at Sylvan Gardens, and for some there is no
way to identify exactly what cultivar, variety or selection of what species describes the plant.
As a nurseryman, plantsman and plant breeder over many decades, Rolf Sylvan undoubtedly
brought in plants from many sources, including unnamed cultivars and varieties from other
plant breeders. The Town is not aware of any records indicating the source and background of
the plants on this site. With the extensive breeding of varieties and cultivars of plants, such as
apples, rhododendrons, boxwood, Japanese and English hollies, some plants could only be
identified by their genus.
If plant records for Sylvan Gardens are located in the future, it may help to identify specific
plants that are now uncertain. More detailed identification of specific plants could be a task for
the “Friends of Sylvan Gardens” group. Another option for cataloguing uncertain ornamental
plants would be to bring in an expert in that genus, such as a knowledgeable member of the
American Rhododendron Society, to help identify specific cultivars or selections growing in
Sylvan Gardens. When the Tower Hill Botanic Garden, for example, decided it wanted to
identify all of the heirloom apples in its collection—and staff botanists and horticulturists did
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not possess this very specific expertise—the Botanic Garden brought in an apple expert from
Maine, Mark Fulford, to make these identifications.
C. Invasive, Aggressive and Noxious Plants
In many of the Vegetation Management Zones invasive and aggressive species have a
significant presence and are often dominant plants. Management of these species is an
important element of the Vegetation Management Plan. This section provides background on
what are invasive and aggressive species, why management of invasive species is important,
and how they can be managed.
1. What are Invasive and Aggressive Plants?
There are many definitions of invasive plants. One important guide for New England is an
ongoing collaboration of academic and conservation organizations known as The Invasive
Plant Atlas of New England (IPANE). The mission of IPANE “is to create a
comprehensive web-accessible database of invasive and potentially invasive plants in New
England that will be continually updated by a network of professionals and trained
volunteers. The database will facilitate education and research that will lead to a greater
understanding of invasive plant ecology and support informed conservation management.”3
The Vegetation Survey notes which of the invasive and aggressive species found at Sylvan
Gardens are listed in IPANE—and most of the species listed in that portion of the
vegetation survey are listed in IPANE. Listed below are the IPANE criteria for inclusion in
their catalog of species, as quoted directly from their old website4:
1. The species is not native to the New England states according to
standard references on the New England flora. (In some cases a species'
native range may be unclear or include part of New England).
2. The species is or has the potential to become naturalized in one or more
of the New England states.
3. The species is or has the potential to establish in minimally managed
habitats.
4. The species does or has the potential to disperse rapidly and widely, and
to disperse across spatial gaps.
5. The species does or has the potential to establish large populations in
minimally managed habitats, becoming dominant or disruptive.
6. The species may be classified as invasive in other areas of its naturalized
range (outside of New England).
There are other plant species not included in IPANE that can also become “dominant and
disruptive” in minimally managed habitats. These species are generally not included in
IPANE because they may not spread by seed in most or all of New England. Thus, they
may not meet criteria #4 above, for example. Nonetheless, they can have invasive
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tendencies once they escape into minimally managed habitats, and can do serious damage
to natural and even ornamental landscapes.
Generally, such aggressive plant species not listed in IPANE are listed in Noxious Weed
Lists for other states or regions, such as the Middle Atlantic States and the Pacific
Northwest. These regions have more moderate climates, as does Chatham, when compared
with much of the rest of New England. With a longer growing season and more moderate
winter conditions, these species can more rapidly and successfully compete with native
plants and can also damage or even kill ornamental plants.
Aggressive species are identified in several ways in the Vegetation Survey. Some are
simply identified as being weedy or can affect other plants. Species such as the commonly
planted vinca (Vinca minor), or periwinkle, can escape into woodlands and appear to outcompete the native herbaceous layer, as well as some key, low-growing native shrub
species, such as black huckleberry (Gaylussacia baccata) and lowbush blueberry
(Vaccinium augustifolium). Species such as non-native wisterias, including both the
Chinese (Wisteria sinensis) and Japanese (W. floribunda) species, can strangle trees and
shrubs and seriously damage or even kill them.
Many of these aggressive plants are listed on a Noxious Weed List in another state. This
includes species that are found in open fields, such as common wormwood or mugwort
(Artemisia vulgaris); species that invade understory layers and out-compete other plants,
such as false lamium or yellow archangel (Lamiastrum galeobdolon); and species that can
also strangle or shade out other plants, such as trumpet creeper (Campsis radicans)—which
is native in other parts of the United States but has invasive tendencies here.
The most aggressive species in Sylvan Gardens is English ivy (Hedera helix). It has spread
over large areas and in some locations is now the only remaining understory species,
creating what are referred to in the Pacific Northwest as “ivy deserts”. Without
management of English ivy there is almost no possibility of restoring some areas to either a
native habitat or a more interesting and attractive ornamental landscape. This species is
encroaching into other areas in Sylvan Gardens where native species and ornamental plants
are at risk of being lost.
English ivy is also growing on many canopy trees. The ivy makes the tree subject to
windthrow by encouraging rot at the base of the trunk and by adding significant canopy
weight, both of which greatly increases the risk of windthrow. Visible evidence of tree
damage and windthrow caused by English ivy was found during site assessments. Without
management of English ivy many more trees are at risk of serious damage and a premature
death.
Under certain conditions some native plants can be aggressive and impact other plants
adversely. In areas where there have been past disturbances, such as mowing of the
understory, native species such as fox grape (Vitis labrusca), blackberry (Rubus spp.) and
catbriers (Smilax spp.) can become dominant and crowd out or excessively shade other
plants. Poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans) can also become a dominant plant in these
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situations. It is possible that some valuable plants may need to be protected from excessive
growth by these native species.
2. Why Manage Invasive and Aggressive Plants?
As discussed above, invasive and aggressive plants can physically damage and kill more
valuable plants by strangling them, crowding them out, or shading them excessively. They
can out-compete other plants which are considered important to this site. Invasive species
cause economic and ecological harms and should be managed because they:
a. Adversely affect native plant communities. Invasive plants adapt, outgrow and
overtake native species; they develop into monocultures; and they reduce biodiversity.
b. Adversely affect wildlife. Invasive plants modify habitat necessary for native wildlife;
they change the food supply; and they alter the food web important for a diversity of
native species.
Many of the Goals for the Land Management Plan for Sylvan Gardens are either directly or
indirectly achieved through management of invasive and aggressive species. Principle 2
calls for the control of invasive species specifically to preserve valued plants and habitats.
3. How Can Invasive and Aggressive Plants Be Managed?
While it may seem clear that management of invasive plants is important, the task of
managing them requires a long-term investment of time and resources. It also requires a
range of management tools—techniques that have been shown to help control and even
eradicate invasive species from specified areas. This section is a brief discussion of the key
tools for invasive species management. In Appendix F: Reference and Technical
Documents, Management of Invasive Vegetation, there are detailed documents with
information on these techniques applied to the management of four of the key invasive
species found at Sylvan Gardens. Several of these documents include research done by The
Nature Conservancy on how successfully the various techniques manage these species.
Research papers such as these and others available from conservation organizations and
academic institutions that have assessed the costs and efficacy of various invasive plant
management techniques can be a valuable tool in deciding what management plan is best
suited for specific species within specific areas of Sylvan Gardens.
a. Mowing/Cutting
Mowing or cutting of invasive or unwanted vegetation can be used as a temporary
means of controlling these plants. It can be used to help limit their spread by seed, and
it can be used to limit their damage to surrounding vegetation.
Mowing is also a means of management that can be done without the use of herbicides.
Mowing or cutting alone, however, is a time-consuming method of controlling invasive
plants. It can also be very costly compared to other management tools.
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To significantly control or eradicate invasive and aggressive species, bi-monthly cutting
throughout the growing season for as many as three to five years may be required.
Mowing has been shown to control Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica)—a difficult
invasive species to eradicate—but mostly for relatively small stands. Missing even one
scheduled mowing or cutting can set back the management effort significantly, as many
invasive species can replenish their stores of carbohydrates in a relatively short period
of time and thus be able to survive regular cutting longer.
Cutting techniques can be used in conjunction with targeted herbicide application to
achieve more rapid and effective results.
b. Mechanical Removal
Mechanical removal includes manual removal, hand pulling plants, as well as using
hand held equipment, such as a Weed Wrench™, shovel, Pulaski or mattock.
Mechanical removal also includes removal with power equipment, such as skid steers
and mini-excavators.
Mechanical removal can be an effective means of managing many invasive and
aggressive plants alone or in combination with herbicide pre-treatment. Manual
removal works best on younger plants with less well developed root systems. However,
using mini-excavators and skid steers5 allows for the removal of some invasive shrubs
up to six inches in diameter or larger and can facilitate the removal of dense stands of
vines.
The limitations of mechanical removal include the following:
•

The plants may be too large, too remote or inaccessible for effective removal,
especially for larger plants that would require the use of skid steers or miniexcavators for successful removal.

•

The plant may be so intertwined with other valuable plants that it is not possible to
remove enough of the root system without damaging those valued plants. This is
often a problem for invasive vines, such as Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera
japonica), Oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus), and porcelain berry
(Ampelopsis brevipedunculata).

•

Hand pulling is generally effective only for very young plants in moist, noncompacted soils; breaking plants without removing roots will generally lead to the
re-sprouting of that plant. Using hand-held equipment may be more effective, but
both methods are generally hard work for individuals doing the work.

•

Experience has shown that using volunteers for hand-pulling and/or mechanical
removal of unwanted vegetation tends to “burn out” volunteers and discourages
them from returning to work on the site.

•

Some invasive and aggressive plants can re-sprout from even small root pieces left
in the soil, including Japanese knotweed, phragmites (Phragmites australis var.
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australis), and black locust.
mechanical means alone.
•

It is very difficult to manage these species by

Mechanical removal of plants leaves a disturbed soil area where weed seeds can
germinate more easily and become established. The area may also be subject to
erosion; therefore, the use of mechanical removal should include a plan to
immediately cover and/or revegetate the disturbed soil. If the area is subject to
erosion, help prevent erosion during planting and plant establishment by applying a
layer of mulch or by installing biodegradable erosion netting pinned or staked onto
the soil surface. Install or seed plants through the netting.

For larger invasive plants or extensive areas of invasive plants, such as the expanses of
English ivy and stands of invasive vines and/or shrubs, hand removal requires many
hours of volunteer or paid labor. Use of power equipment, such as skid steers and miniexcavators, can significantly reduce the amount of time required for removal, but the
extensive use of this equipment can damage other valuable plants by direct damage to
trunks and branches, by compacting soils and by directly injuring plant roots. The use
of such equipment should always be supervised and the area monitored for excessive
damage to valuable plants. Using smaller tracked vehicles, such as the Dingo and MT52 described in endnote #5, can significantly limit that damage.
c. Management Using Herbicides
There is controversy about the use of herbicides to manage vegetation. However, many
conservation organizations—including The Nature Conservancy, the New England
Wildflower Society and Audubon Societies throughout the nation—allow for the
careful, targeted use of herbicides to manage invasive species (a process also referred to
as “chemical treatment”). The reason is simple: these management techniques can
significantly reduce the time, the labor and the cost of invasive plant management.
Furthermore, chemical treatment can significantly improve efficiency of invasive
species management, thus greatly speeding up the restoration process.
Conservation organizations, academic and land grant institutions generally limit
herbicide choices to two types of active ingredient: formulations of glyphosate (such as
Roundup Pro®6, Rodeo®, AquaNeat®) and of triclopyr (Garlon® 3A, Remedy™,
Pathfinder® II). Glyphosate is non-selective, which means it can affect almost all
plants. Triclopyr is selective, which means it affects broadleaf plants only. When used
according to the label, triclopyr does not kill grasses or sedges. This makes triclopyr a
better choice when nearby grasses and sedges are to be preserved.
These herbicides are favored because they are generally less toxic, they have been
shown to effectively manage a wide range of invasive and aggressive species, and they
have fewer adverse ecological effects. Both herbicides, but especially glyphosate, are
known to bind to soils resulting in minimal groundwater leaching. They are broken
down by microorganisms, generally do not remain viable for long in soils, and do not
translocate into the roots of other, valuable plants.
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One significant advantage of these techniques over mechanical removal is that there is
much less soil disturbance requiring immediate action to prevent erosion or weed
establishment.
Although these herbicides are the least toxic choices, it is important to apply these
materials with care, avoiding any potential impacts on valuable plants, soils, wildlife
and people. It is legally required in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that herbicide
labels are read and followed and that the appropriate, labeled formulation is chosen for
the specific application. Herbicides can only be legally applied by a licensed applicator
on Town property.
The best use of herbicides is in conjunction with the full range of management tools
described above. Integrated Pest Management (IPM)7 principles, developed by
academics, University Extension staff and professionals to reduce pesticide use, are a
good guide for the appropriate use of herbicides. These principles have guided the
recommendations in the Vegetation Management Plan and the Five Year Restoration
Plan detailed in the next chapter.
For further information on specific techniques for managing invasive and unwanted
vegetation using herbicides see Appendix F: Reference and Technical Documents;
Management of Invasive Vegetation. The first section of the Appendix is devoted to a
detailed discussion of application techniques. Management recommendations for
specific zones and species are also provided in Chapter 5: Five Year Restoration Plan.
In considering whether to use herbicides in the management of specific invasive and
aggressive species on this site, it is important to remember that herbicides are simply a
management tool. For invasive species management the amount of herbicide required
for control per acre is generally small, especially as compared, for example, to
conventional lawn management programs.
It is also important to consider the overall vision for each portion of Sylvan Gardens
and to determine whether appropriate, targeted herbicide use can help achieve that
vision or achieve it more rapidly. Principle 5 provides guidance on when to use this
tool by looking at mechanical removal as a first option.
D. Vegetation Management Zones
As discussed in the Introduction to this Chapter, the vegetation zone mapping concept
simplifies development of an overall management plan by dividing the site into more
manageable sections. This aids in prioritizing site enhancement tasks using limited resources in
a way that supports the planning Goals and Principles.
The consulting team developed the Vegetation Management Zones by careful assessment of the
overall site, and by identifying plant communities, vegetation types and other important
features that differentiated one zone from another. The zones, as shown on Figure 4-1:
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Vegetation Management Zone Map on page 2 of this chapter and described below, will be used
as the basis for the detailed Vegetation Management Plan in the next section. The names of the
zones are descriptive representations of current conditions and are not meant to imply the future
vision or regulatory definitions.
In the course of that assessment, the following Vegetation Management Zones were identified:
Zone 1: Pond Edge; pond shores/pond edges of White and Black Ponds that are affected by
fluctuating water levels, including Bordering Vegetated Wetlands (BVW);
Zone 2: Upland Transition; the sloped area landward of Zone 1 (pond edge), including the
sloped area east of the driveway located from Balfour Lane down to White Pond;
Zone 3: Pine Barrens8; the relatively small area beneath a principally pitch pine (Pinus rigida)
canopy between Zone 2, Zone 5 and Zone 6;
Zone 4: Black Locust Grove; a relatively large area in the northeastern and eastern sections of
the main Gardens (Parcel 5A1) bordering Zone 6;
Zone 5: Former House Site; now principally an open field at the edge of Zone 2, with views of
the two ponds, and bordering Zone 6 to the east;
Zone 6: Ornamental Zone; the largest zone; wooded with a principally non-native understory;
Zone 7: Woodland/Shrubland; an area of mixed woodland and shrubland vegetation on the
southeastern portion of Parcel 5A1 along the east side of the old access road to the
boundary of the (private) Parcel 5 on the south end; this Zone includes the portion of
Emily’s Way that is within Parcel 5A1;
Zone 8: Open Woodland and Field; primarily on the west side of the old access road emerging
from the Parcel 5 property; it extends on the west to the cranberry bog and includes
the old brush dump; this Zone also includes some forsythias (Forsythia spp.), lilacs
(Syringa spp.) and invasive species growing on the east side of the old access road
adjacent to Zones 6 and 7.
Zone 9: Mixed Woodland (Parcel 4); this separate parcel was donated to provide a possible
location for parking and access to the main Gardens (Parcel 5A1); it is a canopied area
that borders the cranberry bog and the Mosquito Control ditch on the west and the
Parcel 5 property on the east. The southeast border of Parcel 4 is on Old Main Street.
E. Vegetation Management Plan
1. Zone 1: Pond Edge
The Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens includes areas designated by the Massachusetts Division of
Fish & Wildlife, Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) as both
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“Priority Habitat” and “Estimated Habitat” for rare and endangered species. The two rare
plant species and one rare animal species identified by the NHESP would be found in this
pondside habitat. A state-listed plant species was observed in this zone during the
vegetation survey. Fluctuations in pond levels are important for providing the habitat
required by these rare or endangered species.
This zone is under the jurisdiction of the Conservation Commission pursuant to the
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act and the Town’s Wetlands Protection Bylaw.
Thus, this is one of the most critical areas of conservation concern within Sylvan Gardens.
These pond shores are very sensitive to disturbance from human activities, such as boating,
fishing, and even just walking to or on the pond edge.
The vegetation is principally native and is typical of pond shore communities on coastal
plain ponds, with some invasive and aggressive species observed here as well. Shrub
honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii or L. tartarica), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), grey
willow (Salix cinerea) and Oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus) have been
identified on the shore of White Pond; and there is English ivy encroaching into this Zone
from a neighboring parcel along White Pond. A small stand of phragmites is in its early
stages of encroachment on the shores of Black Pond; and a large, potentially serious
wetland invasive species, grey willow, is also establishing here.
Vision: Protect, preserve and enhance the conservation values and interests,
especially the wildlife habitat value, of this Zone.
Recommendations for Zone 1:
•

Monitor for disturbances, such as erosion, watercraft storage, and use of the pond
shore as a beach or landing.9 10

•

Require that proper storage of private kayaks and boats be on properties other than
Sylvan Gardens for those residents who have easements to use this area as a
portage.

•

Public access to these pond shores should not be encouraged in order to preserve
rare and endangered species habitat.

•

Monitor for invasive species, such as shrub honeysuckle, Oriental bittersweet,
English ivy, phragmites, grey willow and multiflora rose. When observed, control
and, where appropriate, replace invasive plants with appropriate native species.

•

Because of the danger that these invasive species can spread rapidly, eradication of
phragmites11 and grey willow observed on Black Pond should be a priority for Year
1. Refer to the Five Year Restoration Plan for additional information. Follow-up
monitoring and treatment of surviving or newly emerging phragmites stems and/or
grey willow should be done in late summer each year.

•

Revegetate areas where there has been disturbance, where existing vegetation is
sparse, and where invasive plants have been removed. Plant native species
appropriate for a coastal plain pond shore community.
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2. Zone 2: Upland Transition
This zone includes the sloped area inland of the pond shore described under Zone 1. This
zone has significant conservation value and is considered a resource area under the Town’s
Wetland Protection Bylaw and the Massachusetts Wetland Protection Act.
Much of this zone is inland bank with relatively dense vegetation. The vegetation on the
Black Pond inland bank is primarily native and constitutes a shrubland community typical
of many coastal plain ponds on Cape Cod. There are some non-native plants, such as
Japanese hollies (Ilex crenata) and upright yews (Taxus sp.), which have naturalized here.
English ivy and other invasive species are beginning to invade this area from Zones 3, 4
and 5. It is important to monitor for encroachment of grey willow into this zone.
This zone includes a stand of primarily native vegetation between Zones 3 and 4 and south
of the path along Black Pond. The vegetation is similar to that found on the adjoining
inland bank and also has high wildlife habitat value.
The buffer zone to the BVW on White Pond in Zone 2 is the inland bank to White Pond,
and it adjoins the inland bank to Black Pond as a continuous slope. Zone 2 does not
include any of the area landward of the top of the inland bank along White Pond and
between White and Black Pond, as this is within Zone 5.
The inland bank on White Pond is open woodland with a large specimen American beech
(Fagus grandifolia) and both native and non-native trees. The understory includes nonnative and some invasive shrubs. The herbaceous layer includes woodland grasses, such
as wavy hairgrass (Deschampsia flexuosa), and aggressive species, such as English ivy and
vinca, or periwinkle (Vinca minor).
Vision: Preserve, protect and enhance the native plant communities here through
removal of invasive species and restricting access through this Zone.
Recommendations for Zone 2:
•

Remove the stairway on the inland bank to White Pond. Erect an unobtrusive
barrier at the top of the stairway path to permit existing vegetation to develop
naturally and/or revegetate the pathway.

•

Erect physical barriers, such as a split rail fence, along the top of the bank and the
edge of natural vegetation to limit pedestrian access.

•

Eradicate invasive species, including English ivy.
Monitor regularly for
encroachment or establishment of invasive plants and remove when observed.

•

Selectively thin trees and shrubs to maintain vistas of the ponds at the overlook
areas in Zone 5.
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•

Monitor for disturbances. Restrict public access through this zone to designated
paths. This includes blocking an unofficial trail from the path along Black Pond to
the shore of Black Pond.

•

Identify and selectively remove non-native plants, especially some or all of the
Japanese hollies and upright yews naturalized in the buffer zone to Black Pond.
Prioritize removal of non-natives that have the least ornamental value, those
encroaching on other woody plants, and those closest to Zone 1.

•

Revegetate areas where there has been disturbance and where invasive and other
non-native plants have been removed.

3. Zone 3: Pine Barrens
This zone borders Zones 2, 5, and 6. It includes a portion of the slope from Zone 6—
particularly at the location of the memorial bench down to the path that runs adjacent to
Black Pond. It is the smallest of the nine zones.
This zone was delineated because it has elements of a pine barrens plant community,
including a pitch pine canopy. The understory includes sapling pitch pine and wavy
hairgrass with a small population of lowbush blueberry. Pink lady’s slipper (Cypripedium
acaule) has been observed in the past. Briars (Smilax spp.), blackberries (Rubus spp.) and
swamp azalea (Rhododendron viscosum) are also growing near the path.
One of the most unique elements of this zone is a population of trailing arbutus (Epigaea
repens), the state flower of Massachusetts and a plant associated with pine barrens. A
significant population of trailing arbutus has established near the path. This wonderful,
delicate, native, low growing, evergreen heath plant is threatened by a rapidly expanding
population of English ivy. The ivy is overtaking the understory, starting to grow on trees,
and threatening to expand onto the inland bank of Black Pond.
Along with English ivy, invasive species include Oriental bittersweet. Wisteria is also
emerging throughout this zone. The briars and blackberries, while native, may become
more dominant and disruptive in the future—affecting the visual appeal of this area,
impeding the possible emergence of other native vegetation, and affecting travel on the
path.
The northeast section of this zone contains several mature yews and Japanese hollies.
Their removal would increase views of the ponds from the path above and would allow for
native vegetation appropriate to a pine barrens plant community to be seeded or planted.
Vision: Preserve and protect the native vegetation present and restore a pine barrens
plant community free of invasive and aggressive species.
Recommendations for Zone 3:
•

Monitor for disturbances to the trailing arbutus. Consider restricting pedestrian
disturbances through signage that identifies the unique nature of this plant.
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•

Manage Oriental bittersweet, wisteria and English ivy; start by carefully hand
pulling English ivy encroaching on the trailing arbutus and on the trees. In other
areas English ivy can be manually removed year round or controlled in the fall12,
when native plants are dormant, and removed later.

•

Monitor regularly for encroachment or establishment of other invasive plants and
remove when observed.

•

Select and preserve one or more pitch pine saplings for growth as replacement
canopy trees.

•

Selectively remove Japanese hollies and upright yews naturalized on the edge of this
zone.

•

Revegetate areas where invasive and other non-native plants have been removed
using pine barren plants, such as lowbush blueberry, black huckleberry, wavy
hairgrass, columbine (Aquilegia canadensis), Pennsylvania sedge (Carex
pensylvanica), bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) in sunnier spots, and scrub oak
(Quercus illicifolia). Scrub oak is a low-growing oak and an important pine barrens
species associated with several rare moth species. Scrub oak may be suitable as a
substitute for the non-native hollies and yews. If canopy trees are considered for
revegetation, although as of now none are needed, plant pitch pine, as this helps to
preserve the pine barrens plant community.

•

Prune and remove vegetation to preserve views of the pond from the memorial
bench in Zone 6.

4. Zone 4: Black Locust Grove
This zone is a relatively large area at the northeast portion of Parcel 5A1 bordering Zone 6
to the west and south and Zone 2 to the north. Part of this zone is within the adjacent
upland resource area/buffer zone to the inland bank of Black Pond.
Much of this zone is in light shade or is relatively open and sunny. Black locust (Robinia
pseudoacacia), an invasive species, is the dominant canopy tree; American holly and black
cherry (Prunus serotina) are also found in the canopy. Some black locusts have been
marked for removal because they are hazardous to visitors walking on the single trail
through this Zone.
The dominant herbaceous plants on the portion of Zone 4 nearest to Black Pond are nonnative grasses, such as orchard grass (Dactylis glomerata), and native brambles, especially
northern dewberry (Rubus flagellaris). There are also small populations of native
Pennsylvania sedge and lowbush blueberry.
On the portion of Zone 4 to the east, farther from Black Pond, invasive shrubs and vines,
such as shrub honeysuckle, multiflora rose, Japanese honeysuckle, and Oriental
bittersweet, are dominant under a sparse and open canopy. There is also a large population
of native pokeweed (Phytolacca americana); this plant is becoming dominant and possibly
disruptive—likely because of past mowing of this area, which encourages pioneer species
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such as pokeweed. Significant populations of invasive species exist on the adjacent
private property, so these invasive plants will likely provide a source of seed for reinfestation.
Removal of all black locusts would be an important part of restoring the conservation
values of this zone. Removal of some or all of the upright yews would also enhance this
site for restoration to native plant communities. Removal of these dominant canopy
species will increase light levels and allow for native grassland and flowering forb
(wildflower) transformation. There is scientific evidence that black locusts suppress other
plants from growing by allelopathy, although the suppressive compounds appear to be
mostly in the leaf litter. Removal of the black locusts will limit this effect over time.
Grasses grow well under black locusts, so a native grassland restoration is appropriate
once the trees are removed and the site is sunnier. Grassland plants, including native
flowering forbs, would complement and coexist with the daffodils. Some herbaceous
species, such as goldenrods (Solidago spp.) and broomsedge bluestem (Andropogon
virginicus), a native grass, are known to suppress the growth of black locusts as well.13
Other plants known to grow in soils and sites dominated by black locusts include eastern
red cedar (Juniperus virginiana) and oak trees, including bear oak (Quercus illicifolia), a
valuable pine barren/heathland species that grows to about 6 to 10 feet in height.
Non-native plants in the understory also include upright yews and Japanese hollies. Other
invasive species include English ivy and dame’s rocket (Hesperis matronalis). Remnant
populations of daffodils remain throughout.
Vision: Restore this area to an open grassland plant community with native flowering
forbs (wildflowers) that provide a place for the stands of daffodils; restore areas to
the south and east to a mixed native woodland/shrubland plant community.
Recommendations for Zone 4:
•

Cut and remove black locusts marked for removal and those deemed “hazardous”14.
Manage cut stumps of live trees to prevent re-sprouting.15 Large diameter black
locust logs can be reused on site for informal barriers or seating.

•

Prune vines and other plants and remove debris to keep the trails open.

•

Initially, mowing should be halted and the Zone monitored to observe what plants
grow back in this area. This may be particularly valuable once some or all of the
black locusts and possibly the yews are removed. Use these observations to
develop a management and restoration strategy.

•

Manage or eradicate other invasive species as part of a restoration process as
financial or other resources become available, especially Oriental bittersweet,
multiflora rose and English ivy.

•

Because there are large populations of invasive plants on the neighboring property,
it is important to monitor yearly to detect any reestablishment of these species.
Aggressive native species, particularly blackberries, will require yearly
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management to prevent adverse impacts on desired plants and encroachment on the
trail.
•

Develop a planting plan and revegetate areas where invasive and other non-native
plants have been removed. The plan should include native grassland species and
flowering forbs to complement and coexist with the daffodils.

5. Zone 5: Former House Site
This zone is considered important to the future restoration of the Gardens, as it is the
location of proposed overlook(s) due to the impressive views of both White and Black
Ponds. The topography is generally flat to gently sloping, making this zone suitable for
accessible trails.
This is a disturbed area with urban and compacted soils from construction, demolition and
vehicular traffic. It is generally an open, sunny zone now dominated by herbaceous plants.
Some native species, such as little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium), are establishing.
Mostly non-native species dominate the herbaceous layer at this time.
The north and west regions are open woodlands and to the east there is a grove of
American hollies alongside the only eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) present on the
site. The views of zone 5 are enhanced by the numerous ornamentals in zone 6 located to
the east. Remnant populations of perennials, such as European ginger (Asarum
europaeum), remain. Several invasive plants are present, including English ivy growing
among the grasses in the northern portion, several populations of wineberry (Rubus
phoenicolasius)—with one stand under the American hollies significant enough to warrant
management, and privet (Ligustrum spp.) under the American hollies. Porcelain berry, an
invasive and aggressive vine species, has established in the vicinity of the hemlock and the
existing grape arbor.
Transforming this site to a grassland or heathland will provide year round interest to
visitors. Grassland and heathland plant communities are rare on Cape Cod and include a
large number of attractive grasses and forbs. They provide butterfly and bird habitat and
provide habitat for important prey species. It would be a good place for educating the
public about the importance of establishing similar native habitats elsewhere, including use
of grasslands as a lawn substitute.
Vision: Establish a native heathland and/or grassland community with year round
interest for visitors that could also serve to educate the public, surrounded by native
shrubs and trees with two observation areas and accessible trails.
Recommendations for Zone 5:
•

Maintain the existing barrier restricting vehicular traffic from entering the former
driveway.

•

Manage invasive and unwanted, non-native species, including English ivy, wisteria,
porcelain berry and wineberry.
Monitor regularly for encroachment or
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establishment of invasive plants and control whenever observed. Porcelain berry is
in the early stages of establishment in this zone. A rapidly expanding population of
this vine is established in the vicinity of the grape arbor; this is potentially a very
serious invasive plant that could invade much of Sylvan Gardens in the future.
•

Prune and enhance the health of the apple tree under the supervision of a skilled
arborist or horticulturist. This should include a yearly application of a naturalorganic granular plant fertilizer in the fall to aid in gradually improving the health
and vigor of this stressed tree. (Do not use Holly-tone®, as apples prefer a slightly
acid pH and Holly-tone® lowers pH.)

•

Have a skilled and knowledgeable person carry out a field assessment of the soils,
including analysis of texture and compaction; sample and test the soil for pH,
nutrients, cation exchange capacity, etc. Use this information to provide guidance
in proper site preparation and plant selection.

•

Identify and selectively remove non-native plants, especially the Japanese
andromeda (Pieris japonica), wisteria and other non-native plants blocking views of
Black Pond.

•

To prepare for construction of accessible trails and observation areas, paths should
be laid out where the grades already meet ADA requirements or require only
minimal grading. Trails should be laid out before a restoration planting plan is
developed.

•

Develop a restoration planting plan. The plan should focus on introducing native
plant communities of both ecological and ornamental interest that will grow in the
site’s existing variable soils. In sunny areas, sandplain grassland and/or sandplain
heathland (rare habitats on the worldwide endangered habitat list and ranked as two
of only seven “S1” ranked terrestrial habitats by the NHESP) and other coastal
grassland plantings would be most appropriate. Include a range of native flowering
forbs suitable to a low maintenance, dry, sandy garden. This will demonstrate an
excellent alternative to imported soils, turf or other non-native residential
ornamental landscape plantings. These grasslands also provide very high wildlife
habitat value, including habitat for birds, butterflies and mammalian prey species.

•

In portions of the site where it is too shady for maritime or sandplain grasslands,
develop a plan that demonstrates other native options, such as shrubland species and
herbaceous plants of the maritime forest. This would include spotted geranium (the
native species: Geranium maculatum), Pennsylvania sedge, lowbush blueberry,
black huckleberry, columbine, wavy hairgrass, sweet fern (Comptonia peregrina)
and false Solomon’s seal (Maianthemum racemosum).

6. Zone 6: Ornamental Zone
Zone 6 is one of the most popular areas in Sylvan Gardens, as it provides shaded pathways
with many of the most important ornamental plants, including many mature specimen
plants, displayed throughout.
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This is the largest zone and is almost entirely wooded. Generally, the only native plants
remaining are some of the canopy trees. The understory is dominated by non-native
species, including most of the priority ornamental plants on the property.
The most aggressive plant is the extensive, spreading, dense population of English ivy.
The herbaceous groundcover layer is dominated by English ivy, including many areas
where this is the only remaining species observed. It is also affecting other plants,
including the canopy trees. It would require a major investment in time and resources to
eradicate the extensive population of English ivy, so management to control and limit the
impact of this aggressive plant is proposed.
There are some invasive shrubs and vines, such as several large specimens of winged
euonymus (Euonymus alatus). Some very large wisteria vines are also damaging trees and
shrubs by their climbing habit and the heavy weight of the vines on those plants. The
wisteria is also spreading to other areas, either by seed or by vegetative means. Oriental
bittersweet is also impacting valuable plants.
Vision: Protect and preserve the forested pathways and large population of valued,
ornamental plants, while maintaining an understory that allows those who come to
admire these plants to continue to enjoy them for years to come.
Recommendations for Zone 6:
•

Monitor the pathways and prune, cut and remove downed trees, branches and other
obstructions to the trails. Continue to mow the trails for now, including, where
feasible, English ivy on either side of the trail.

•

Manage poison ivy growing adjacent to the trails.16 Consider installing signage
that identifies poison ivy and warns those walking through Sylvan Gardens to avoid
this plant.

•

Control English ivy, wisteria and Oriental bittersweet growing up trees and other
valuable plants.17 Be sure to completely remove English ivy from the root flare, as
well as the lower trunk, of affected trees.

•

Prune the dead top from the large umbrella pine (Sciadopitys verticillata).

•

Assess the ornamental plantings each year; prune and remove vegetation that is
encroaching on the valuable ornamentals. This includes, but is not limited to,
English ivy, Oriental bittersweet, periwinkle and wisteria. At the same time
determine if, under the guidance of a skilled arborist or horticulturist, any of the
ornamental plants would benefit from restoration pruning and undertake when
appropriate. Refer to Appendix E: Management of Ornamental Vegetation for more
information regarding the care of some of the ornamental plants here.

•

Manage invasive species. Because of its extensive dominance and disruption of the
understory, removal of English ivy from the herbaceous layer will proceed
incrementally over years. Begin removal efforts at the perimeter of the invaded
area—the areas where the English ivy is actively expanding—and work inward
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towards areas where it is already well established. Removal can also proceed from
the edge of trails. Working incrementally will also allow techniques, discussed in
Appendix F and the Five Year Restoration Plan, to be evaluated and improved over
time.
•

Assess this zone to determine where one, well-contained and well-monitored stand
each of English ivy, wisteria, forsythia, and vinca can and should remain for
demonstration, for educational purposes and for the enjoyment of visitors. Develop
and maintain a pruning and management program to keep the one remaining
wisteria contained, as well as the other aggressive, invasive plants.

•

Revegetation should only proceed in areas where invasive plants and other more
extensive management tasks are completed and have been monitored sufficiently to
be sure they have been successful. During the monitoring process, assess what
grows back naturally to determine if there is a seed bank of any native vegetation
remaining in this area. Control other invasive plants that emerge.

•

As areas are prepared for revegetation, develop a revegetation plan using native
plants appropriate to the site. Include soil analysis and testing as part of the site
assessment. Use this information to help make sustainable plant choices.

•

Develop a Geographic Information Systems database for the more valuable
ornamental plants that tracks proposed and completed tasks for each plant. Tree
management software is available for setting up plant management programs for
larger sites.

7. Zone 7: Woodland / Shrubland
This zone is in the southeast section of Parcel 5A1 and is east of the old access road. It
includes the portion of Emily’s Way that extends into Sylvan Gardens. Zone 7 will
become more significant to visitors when an accessible trail within Emily’s Way is
constructed. As of now, this is one of the least accessible zones.
Portions of this zone have canopy trees, including invasive sycamore maples (Acer
pseudoplatanus). The spread of seedling sycamore maples appears limited; but they
should be removed to prevent further encroachments. There are also native oaks and some
impressive non-native trees, including a mature cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus libani) and a
large Japanese heartnut (Juglans ailantifolia) with a major leader that is broken but still
attached to the tree.
The Cedar of Lebanon and Japanese heartnut, as well as other attractive ornamental plants
in this area, could be accessed via a new trail proposed in the Recreation Management
Plan.
Other parts of this zone are open shrubland. Where the old blueberry patch was located
just east of the access road, there is a stand of native coastal shrubland species, including
bayberry (Morella pensylvanica), Virginia rose (Rosa virginiana) and poison ivy. Monitor
these native species and prevent impacts from English ivy, Oriental bittersweet and other
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non-native plants. Elsewhere there are populations of invasive shrubs and saplings, such
as sycamore maple, a single Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius) and shrub honeysuckle.
Vision: Create an accessible trail to other zones that meanders down Emily’s Way
past attractive native and ornamental plants.
Recommendations for Zone 7:
•

During any and all trail construction, remove English ivy and poison ivy adjacent to
the trails. Continue management of poison ivy after the trail is constructed.

•

Maintain trails by removing debris, vines, hazardous branches and snags, stumps
and other obstructions that present a tripping or other hazard. Prune vegetation
encroaching on the trails.

•

Cut and remove the large broken leader on the Japanese heartnut. Assess other
valuable ornamental plants to determine if some restoration pruning is warranted. If
so, arrange to carry out restoration pruning under the guidance of a skilled arborist
or horticulturist.

•

Manage vines and other plants that adversely impact existing valuable vegetation,
such as key ornamentals and native species.

•

Using volunteer labor, cut an access trail to the Cedar of Lebanon.
damaging native shrubs and trees in the process.

•

Restoration of this zone to native and appropriate plant communities will require
management of invasive species first, including sapling sycamore maples, Oriental
bittersweet, English ivy, Scotch broom (unless there is consensus to leave this one
specimen for education purposes) and shrub honeysuckle. Monitor regularly for
encroachment or establishment of invasive plants and manage whenever observed.

•

Take a series of soil cores to determine compaction and to provide a field
assessment of soil texture. Use this information to develop a revegetation plan that
accounts for any soil compaction or difficult soil conditions found. If there are
soils observed that appear to be imported, a soil test to determine pH, percent base
saturation of cation nutrients and cation exchange capacity may provide useful
information, although recommended native plant communities are very adaptable.

•

Revegetate areas where there has been disturbance from trail construction or
removal of invasive plants. For revegetation, consider native shrubland species or,
in larger, sunny, disturbed areas, maritime or sandplain grassland plantings. If the
accessible trail makes this a popular destination, consider native plantings for
educational purposes. For example, along the trail small groups of individual
native species can be planted for display, such as native viburnums, hollies and
other shrubs, grasses, flowering forbs and trees.
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8. Zone 8: Open Woodland and Field
This zone is primarily in the southwestern portion of the Parcel 5A1. It is a significant
area for enjoyment by the visitors to Sylvan Gardens because it is along the proposed main
access path.
Three areas within this zone were identified:
a. Northeastern section of Zone 8: Open woodland northeast of the old access road;
this access road is proposed to be the main path into the Gardens. The understory
consists of non-native shrubs, such as forsythia and lilac (Syringa vulgaris), trumpet
creeper vine (Campsis radicans), and invasive species, such as winged euonymus,
privet, Oriental bittersweet, Japanese honeysuckle and shrub honeysuckle. The
herbaceous layer includes remnant populations of daffodils and Solomon’s seal
(Polygonatum biflorum var. commutatum.)
b. Central section of Zone 8: This is the most visible and open section. A mature apple
tree just west of the trail is in decline. There is a significant, expanding stand of
Japanese knotweed, as well as other invasive species. Brambles, including an
extensive stand of blackberries (Rubus allegeniensis), are located along the main
path from this section to the western section. There is also a significant stand of
daylilies (Hemerocallis spp.), daffodils, and snowdrops (Galanthus nivalis) in the
herbaceous layer.
c. Western section of Zone 8: The path to Parcel 5 splits this section; the old cranberry
bog is to the west, the former brush dump is to the northwest. This area is generally
open woodland except for a dense, forested area south of the path. The woodland
includes Japanese maples (Acer palmatum) and hollies (Ilex spp.,) some of which
are only visible by bushwhacking into the center of this forested area. To the north
of the path the canopy is sparse, with principally non-native and invasive species
and a stand of daffodils comprising the understory.
While there are some distinctions in each of these areas, Zone 8, in general, is
characterized by disturbance from past landscaping and other activities. It is mostly
successional vegetation consisting of invasive species and brambles. This is generally a
more open, sunny zone and remnant populations of daffodils are found throughout.
Vision: Location of the main access with walking trails bordering spring flowering
shrubs; daffodils and daylilies growing amidst a maritime grassland habitat with
native wildflowers, providing enjoyment through the autumn and even in winter.
Recommendations for Zone 8:
•

Manage invasive species, especially Japanese knotweed, as well as shrub and vine
honeysuckle, dominating the central section.

•

Revegetation and restoration for this disturbed zone will require a plan; this plan
can be based on the three sections identified above. Develop a plan to revegetate
areas where invasive plants will be eradicated. This more open, dry, sunny zone is
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suited for establishment of disappearing, native grassland habitats that include
native flowering forbs. A maritime grassland community would complement and
coexist with the stands of daffodils, snowdrops and daylilies, while also
demonstrating an excellent substitute for turf and conventional ornamental gardens.
•

Prune the large, declining apple in the central section. Apply a granular organic
plant fertilizer and, based on a soil test, possibly add ground limestone onto the root
zone of the apple to aid in recovery. Monitor and consider a pest treatment
regimen, if appropriate, to help restore this tree.

•

If more intensive management is deferred, end mowing temporarily, and monitor
what plants emerge. For example, there are populations of little bluestem and rough
stemmed goldenrod (Solidago rugosa), which are native grassland species, that may
expand if mowing is stopped. Other native species may be observed establishing
here; or aggressive species may become dominant and require a management plan.
As an interim measure, selective mowing in the fall or early winter may be required
to protect valuable species.

•

Control English ivy and Oriental bittersweet growing on trees. Remove English ivy
from the root flare, as well as the lower trunk.

•

Management of invasive and aggressive species is a critical element of restoration.
Some invasives, such as shrub honeysuckle, privet, multiflora rose and winged
euonymus less than six inches in diameter, can be removed mechanically by manual
removal or use of a skid steer or mini –excavator. This would be a good use of
volunteer landscape company assistance. Vine honeysuckle and smaller shrub
invasives can be hand pulled, including using a Weed Wrench™. Monitor regularly
for encroachment or establishment of invasive plants and remove when observed,
especially in areas where existing invasive plants have been eradicated and
revegetation is proposed.

•

Concentrate new plantings of daffodils in the central section where they will have
the greatest visual impact. Along the somewhat hidden trail near the abandoned
cranberry bog, plant smaller-flowered daffodils that are visible at close viewing
distances. If possible, removal of invasive shrubs between the trail and the
abandoned cranberry bog would enhance the long views across the bog that is
unique to this trail. Do not add daffodils in the northeastern section, which has the
potential, after removal of invasives, for a more naturalistic appearance and
revegetation with native plants.

•

Shrub ornamentals, such as the forsythias and lilacs, can be enhanced by thinning of
one-third of the oldest, least productive stems. Cut these stems near grade
immediately after flowering to encourage new, more floriferous growth. After three
years of such pruning these shrubs will be more compact, more appealing in form,
and more impressive in bloom. This will also discourage the forsythia from
spreading by layering of its older canes as the tips reach the ground.
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9. Zone 9: Mixed Woodland (Parcel 4)
This Zone corresponds to the boundaries of Parcel 4 donated to the Town by Loyola
Sylvan. It borders a portion of Old Main Street and Route 28 at the southern end; on the
west it borders the Cape Cod Mosquito Control Project ditch and the abandoned cranberry
bog. On the east it borders Map 11F, Parcel 5, which is a privately owned property.
This is a long narrow zone, which is principally a wooded area with a canopy and
understory of mostly non-native plants. There are large populations of invasive species,
such as shrub honeysuckle and Oriental bittersweet, and other aggressive species, such as
false lamium (yellow archangel) and pachysandra (Pachysandra terminalis). There are
extensive, dense populations of English ivy, especially in the southern end of the Zone.
This property also contains ornamental plants such as rhododendrons, azaleas, daylilies,
and trout lily (Erythronium americanum).
As the site of the proposed parking and a possible access trail into the main Gardens, this
zone will become a frequent location for visitors. There are views of open water and
wetlands to the west that are the successional plant communities on the old cranberry bog.
Vision: Create a natural background to the parking area, one that serves as an
introduction to the property. Remove invasive species and dead trees. Preserve
daffodils. Install a meandering trail with a view of the open water and wetlands on
the old cranberry bog that passes attractive ornamental and native plants.
Recommendations for Zone 9:
•

If and when the parking area is permitted, include removal of invasive plants,
including English ivy, in the southern end of the Zone. Other invasive plant
management efforts would be based on available resources, ease of access, positive
effects on visibility, and protection of valuable plants. Develop a plan to manage
poison ivy.

•

Revegetate areas where there has been disturbance from construction, and where
invasive and other non-native plants have been removed. Native shrubs and
understory trees may be best suited for revegetation here.

•

Until the parking area is permitted and construction begins, continue the work of
opening and maintaining a loop trail through this zone and removing downed trees
and other debris.

•

With construction of parking and a trail, judicious vista pruning should be permitted
and completed every one to two years to maintain views of the water and wetlands
associated with the abandoned cranberry bog.

•

Work with the neighboring property owner to prevent encroachment of invasive and
aggressive species after initial removal and revegetation is completed.
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NOTES
1

Names in bold type are defined in Appendix A: Glossary.

2

“Management”, as defined for dealing with invasive and aggressive species—and unwanted plant species in
general— includes these three elements:
• Prevention: the most effective way to manage invasive and unwanted plant species is to prevent their
establishment in the first place;
• Control: generally refers to the short-term suppression of the unwanted species by cutting, mechanical
removal, and/or chemical treatment;
• Eradication: the elimination of the unwanted species from a specified site requires a long-term
commitment including prevention, short-term control, yearly monitoring, and on-going control to
prevent re-infestation. Prevention of re-infestation generally includes re-vegetation of open areas and
disturbed soils, where invasive and unwanted plants were controlled.

3

Invasive Plant Atlas of New England, “Home Page”, 2009, University of Connecticut, www.ipane.org.

4

Invasive Plant Atlas of New England, “Species Evaluation”, accessed August 8, 2011 at
http://nbiinin.ciesin.columbia.edu/ipane/aboutproject/SpeciesEvaluationProtocols.htm.

5

It is best to use rubber-tracked skid steers and mini-excavators for mechanical removal, as they tend to do less
damage to soils and the roots of other plants. Mini-excavators with a grapple hook can remove larger shrubs
and small trees, as well as English ivy. There are smaller, narrower rubber tracked skid steers, such as the Toro
Dingo and the Bobcat MT-52, that displace about the same weight as an adult human walking. Use a utility fork
or brush hook attachment with these skid steers for mechanical removal in more sensitive areas.
6

Reference to specific herbicide or other brand name products in this report does not constitute endorsement of
any material by the Town of Chatham, by Town staff or by ELC and its consultant team.

7

IPM definitions are provided in the School IPM Program website for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts at
http://www.massnrc.org/ipm/what-is-ipm.html. A good example of a county-wide IPM program, including
management of invasive species, can be found at http://www.sccgov.org/portal/site/ipm. Click on the Resources
tab and then click on Best Practices tab to see the many ways IPM can be used for more environmentally
sensitive management of many pests.
8

A pine barrens habitat in this region generally refers to a pitch pine-scrub oak habitat—a habitat that has
become increasingly rare in southeastern Massachusetts.

9

Italicized management tasks indicate priority tasks, as identified by the Work Group.

10

The deed for Parcel 5A1 prohibits the shorefront to be used as a landing area or beach.

11

Information on management techniques for specific invasive species, such as phragmites, is included in
Chapter 5: Five Year Restoration Plan. There is more information on management of specific species in
Appendix F.

12

Use gloves when hand pulling English ivy to prevent dermatitis. Hand pulling is most effective when the
vines are just encroaching into a new area. Hand or mechanical removal of established stands of English ivy is
made easier with foliar treatment using triclopyr in the dormant season in advance of mechanical removal. This
weakens and stresses the plant and helps prevent reestablishment. Foliar treatment also permits the option of
leaving the dead ivy to decompose over time without the large cost of removal and disposal. Mechanical
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removal of such dense stands of English ivy is greatly facilitated by the use of small, rubber tracked skid steers,
such as the Toro Dingo and the Bobcat MT-52 using a utility fork or other fork attachment. Where accessible, a
mini-excavator with a grapple bucket can also be used to remove large quantities of vines relatively quickly.
With any mechanical removal of English ivy, be prepared to remove and dispose of a lot of debris.
13

M. M. Larson and E. L. Schwarz, “Allelopathic Inhibition of Black Locust, Red Clover, and Black Alder by
Six Common Herbaceous Species,” Forest Science Monograph 22; Supplement to Number 3 (September 1,
1980): 511-520(10).

14

There are a variety of methods that can be employed by experienced arborists and urban foresters to determine
the degree to which a tree may be hazardous. In general, hazardous trees are those that have a significant defect
where a potentially damaging part of the tree may break and fall on a valuable target. In this case, the most
valuable target is people walking on the trails. Trees where the defective part would not fall on people walking
on trails would be deemed less hazardous. Leaving non-hazardous standing dead trees, as well as fallen logs,
would add significant wildlife habitat value.

15

Management options for controlling black locust are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. In general, cut stumps
of black locust should be cut stem treated (see Appendix F for description of the cut stem treatment process)
with triclopyr. Monitor for root suckers and manage accordingly. Black locust is difficult to control, partly
because of the tendency to send up root suckers when cut.

16

There is more information on managing poison ivy in Chapter 5: Five Year Restoration Plan.

17

The cut vines of actively growing plants can be cut stem treated by carefully swiping the cut stem within an
hour with an appropriate solution of triclopyr or glyphosate. This will stress or even kill the vine by
translocation of the treatment material into the root system, thus limiting or preventing re-sprouting of the
invasive plant.
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CHAPTER 5: FIVE YEAR RESTORATION PLAN
I.

Introduction

The Five Year Restoration Plan provides guidance on the timing of specific tasks, as well as a
proposed five year site work timeline, for the implementation of the Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens Land
Management Plan. It is critical to review and understand the Vegetation Management Plan (Chapter
4), as the tasks listed here are derived from that plan. The Vegetation Management Plan includes
important information:
•

A description of the existing conditions at Sylvan Gardens in the nine Vegetation Management
Zones.

•

A vision for the future of each zone.

•

Key management tasks for each zone to help achieve that vision.

The Land Management Plan is a starting point only, providing basic information needed for the Town
of Chatham to continue the planning and implementation of the restoration of the Rolf E. Sylvan
Gardens. The report sets out priorities and makes specific recommendations; however, it is important
to review this Plan and adjust it as circumstances or resources change.
An important example of this ongoing decision-making is the decision of where and how to manage
undesirable vegetation. In Chapter 4: Vegetation Management Plan there is a lengthy discussion of
Invasive, Aggressive and Noxious Plants (section C), which also includes plants like poison ivy and
catbriers that affect people using the site. Conservation organizations, academic and land grant
institutions have developed a range of management options for these plants, which are presented in the
Vegetation Management Plan and in Appendix F. The Town may decide that some of these
management options can be used only in specific circumstances or will not be permitted at all.
In the interest of providing a complete report to aid in decision-making and implementation of the
Land Management Plan, the Five Year Restoration Plan includes tasks and timelines for the full range
of generally accepted management options. There are no tasks described here that are required; each
of these tasks is simply an option for achieving a desired result. Use those elements of the Five Year
Plan that are acceptable and ignore those that are not.
As with other components of the Land Management Plan, the Five Year Restoration Plan will require
constant review, evaluation and revision. The Five Year Restoration Plan is intended to summarize the
information gathered by the consulting team and the priorities and recommendations made by the
consulting team, the Work Group, and the community at the time of the completion of this project. As
the plan is implemented, there will be an ongoing need to revise the timelines, as some tasks will need
to be put off, other tasks may be placed on a higher priority list, still other tasks may take longer to
accomplish or require less time to achieve, and the resources available for implementation of the plan
will vary from year to year and even season to season.
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This timeline is based on the following inputs:
•

Recommendations of the Consulting Team, Conservation Division staff, the Work Group,
especially through Team Meetings, and the community at large through Public Meetings.
These recommendations include identification of priority zones and prioritization of
management tasks.

•

The Chatham Conservation Land Management Project, dated November 2007, including
invasive species management recommendations made by Herb Heidt and his consulting team.

•

Consulting team recommendations of appropriate time periods for specific management tasks.
These recommendations are based on the consulting team’s experience and expertise in land
management, on scientific research papers and reports, and on the limited resources available
for management of this site. Those limitations include, for example, a lack of a water source
for irrigation of new plantings and a lack of dedicated resources available for the ongoing
management and maintenance of the site.

Site work resources best suited to or appropriate for the tasks listed in these timelines will be identified
using the following descriptions:

II.

•

Volunteers: including people without demonstrated horticultural skills and people from
volunteer organizations, such as AmeriCorps.

•

Skilled volunteers: including people with demonstrated horticultural skills and volunteer
landscape and horticultural companies.

•

Town staff: such as DPW, Parks and Recreation and Conservation Division staff.

•

Consultants/Contractors: organizations or individuals hired because of their special expertise or
capabilities required for that particular task.

Seasonal Timeline

A project as large and complex as restoration of a ten acre conservation and recreation site will have a
wide range of tasks associated with that restoration. Some tasks can be done at any time of year;
others are best done during specific seasons of the year.
The Seasonal Timeline provides recommendations for when particular tasks are best accomplished.
How and when those tasks could be implemented in specific areas during the first five years of the
project is the subject of the Five Year Timeline that follows.
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Organization of a “Friends” group; more detailed information on how to form a
“Friends of Sylvan Gardens” organization is in Chapter 8, including references
for more information.

X

X

X

X

Fundraising and solicitation of donations and volunteers

X

X

X

Research plant and seed sources for purchase and donation.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Non-seasonal off-site tasks

Design and engineering of trails and parking
Revegetation and restoration planting design

X

X

X

Permitting

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tasks that can be done in all seasons
Monitoring of areas vulnerable to invasion and re-invasion by invasive species,
including areas where invasives have been controlled
Assessment of the success of invasive species management efforts
Monitoring of trails, parking and other amenities for damage from storms,
obstructions from downed debris, vandalism and trash; removal of debris
Mowing and mechanical removal of English ivy and other invasive species

X

Topographic surveying
Tasks that can be done in any season – best done in Winter1
Clearing of woody vegetation and debris from trails
Cutting and removal of hazardous trees
Installation of site improvements, such as barriers, benches and signs, which do
not require excavation
Basal bark and cut stump treatment of invasive or unwanted plants
During periods of thaw: excavation and grading for parking and trail
construction
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X
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Assessment of soils in proposed restoration and revegetation areas

X

X

X

Parking and trail construction
Installation of site improvements that require excavation, footings, paving, and
surfacing

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Year 1 (and subsequent years as needed): Manage Japanese knotweed3.
Monitor for and manage black locust root suckers or sprouts, as well as sprouts
of other invasive trees and shrubs cut and treated during the winter or early
spring.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Manage poison ivy4 along trails and parking.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tasks that can be done in any season – whenever the ground is not frozen
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Tasks that can be done in Winter (January-March)
Pruning, cutting and removal of broken and downed limbs and leaders
Cutting, removal, and stump treatment2 of living black locusts and other
invasive or unwanted trees and shrubs
Solicitation of plant donations
Identification of nursery sources for spring plantings
Assessment of condition of new trails and planning of spring maintenance and
management tasks

X

X
X

Tasks to be done in Late Spring (May-June)

Plant grasses, sedges, forbs, and heathland shrubs; plant during a time when the
weather is relatively cool and there is natural rainfall to allow for these new
plants to establish before the heat and drought of summer. General planting
recommendations are described in an endnote5.

X

Tasks to be done in Summer (July-August)
Year 1 (and subsequent years as needed): Continue management of newly
emerged Japanese knotweed.
Assess existing vegetation in proposed restoration and revegetation areas as part
of the process of developing a restoration plan for that area.
Assess the success of revegetation plantings from the spring and the previous
year; develop a plan, if needed, for additional planting.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

Manage poison ivy along trails and parking .

X

X

X

Manage phragmites7 growing in Black Pond.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Tasks to be done in Summer (continued)

Purchase plants for early fall revegetation and restoration; especially purchase and
X
store plants that may not be available later in the season.
Purchase daffodil bulbs to supplement anticipated donations.
X
6

Tasks to be done in Early Fall (September-October):
Late Summer through early Fall: Plant daffodil bulbs.
Plant native shrubs, trees and herbaceous material well before the first frosts of
the season and while there is natural rainfall to aid in establishment and survival.
Plant warm season grasses, bayberry, sweetfern and summersweet (Clethra
alnifolia) no later than early October. Water in these plants at least once after
planting, preferably with a sea kelp root biostimulant.
Manage English ivy8 after native plants have gone dormant. This can be done
into late fall.
Monitor trails, parking and plants. Plan for fall and winter work.

Late Fall (November-December):
Cut, remove, and manage black locusts and other invasive or unwanted trees and
shrubs.
Cut and manage English ivy and Oriental bittersweet from trees and other
valuable plants.
III.

Five Year Timeline

For timing and more specific information on how to carry out some of the tasks outlined below, please
refer to the Seasonal Timeline. Tasks not completed in their designated year would generally be
moved to the top of the list for the following year; pending reassessment of priorities and timelines.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

Erect a physical barrier, such as a split rail fence, along the top of the inland
bank in areas where limiting access to this zone is recommended. The barrier
should extend from the top of the bank in the northwest corner of Zone 5 where
the existing bench and former stairway are located to the area of dense
vegetation in Zone 2 where Zone 5 meets Zone 3. Barriers may also be
appropriate to limit pedestrian access in other areas of Zone 2. Construct these
barriers to permit access for site work on Zone 2 areas.

X

X

X

Selectively prune and thin trees and shrubs to maintain vistas of the ponds at the
overlook areas in Zone 5.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Tasks for Year 1

Zone 1
Monitor and document invasive species in preparation for removal and
revegetation in Year 2.
Zone 2
Complete removal of the stairway to White Pond on the slope up from the
driveway and down from Zone 5. Revegetate the pathway down the slope
toward the access roadway.

X

Zone 3
Monitor and protect the trailing arbutus, including restricting public
disturbances by signage that identifies the unique nature of this plant.
Start management of Oriental bittersweet, wisteria and English ivy; hand pull
English ivy encroaching on the trailing arbutus and control ivy on trees.

X

Zone 4
Cut and remove black locusts marked for removal. Also cut and remove black
locusts deemed hazardous. Follow a recommended management strategy for the
cut stumps of live trees to prevent and control re-sprouting.
Zone 5
Prune to enhance the health of the apple tree under the supervision of a skilled
arborist or horticulturist. Apply a natural-organic granular plant fertilizer (not a
soil acidifier, such as Holly-tone®) according to label instructions in early spring X
or late summer under the crown of the tree. Develop an appropriate plant health
care program for this tree to manage disease and/or insect pests.
Planning, surveying, engineering and permitting for proposed accessible trail
construction.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Prune to enhance the health of the large, declining apple tree in the central section
under the supervision of a skilled arborist or horticulturist. Apply a naturalorganic granular plant fertilizer (not a soil acidifier, such as Holly-tone®)
X
according to label instructions in early spring or late summer under the crown of
the tree. Develop an appropriate plant health care program for this tree to manage
disease and/or insect pests.

X

X

X

Begin the design and planning process to prepare for site work in Year 1 and 2.
This would include assessments of the site; listing of available resources; and
planning and coordination for putting those resources to work removing invasive
and unwanted plants and, later, re-vegetating those areas.

X

X

X

Begin management of Japanese knotweed, Japanese honeysuckle and shrub
X
honeysuckle.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

VOLUNTEERS
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Tasks for Year 1 (continued)

Zone 6
Prune the dead top from the large umbrella pine.
Mow pathways, including English ivy on each side of the path, and clear debris,
stumps and other hazards from trails.

X

Zone 7
Planning, surveying, engineering and permitting for proposed accessible trail
construction.
Cut and remove the broken leader on the large Japanese heartnut.
Zone 8

Planning, surveying, engineering and permitting for proposed accessible trail
construction
Zone 9
Planning, surveying, engineering and permitting for proposed parking and
accessible trail construction
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X

X

X

X

All Zones
Complete tasks from the previous year.
Complete planning, surveying, engineering and permitting for proposed parking
and accessible trail construction. Begin planning for construction of the parking
and trail system.

X

X

X

Zone 1
Begin management of invasive species.

X

X

X

Revegetate open areas using plants appropriate to the site.

X

X

X

Zone 2
Begin management of invasive species.

X

X

X

X

Complete the removal of Oriental bittersweet and English ivy including hand
pulling English ivy encroaching on the trailing arbutus and controlling ivy on
trees.

X

X

X

X

Prune or remove vines, brambles and other plants, as well as debris and stumps, to
keep the trail open and allow for unobstructed travel.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Monitor and document plants emerging as part of a planning process for future
eradication and revegetation.

X

X

X

Monitor for the emergence of black locust sprouts or root suckers and manage
accordingly.

X

X

X

Monitor the health of the apple tree and continue the plant health care program for
this tree.

X

X

X

Start the removal of invasive species, especially the stands of porcelainberry and
X
wineberry.

X

X

X

Zone 3

Zone 4
Begin management of English ivy and Oriental bittersweet; start in the more open
section of Zone 4 near Black Pond and where these vines are damaging valuable
plants.

Zone 5
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Monitor the pathways; prune, cut and remove downed trees, branches and other
obstructions to the trails. Manage poison ivy growing adjacent to the trails. X
Continue to mow the trails, including English ivy on either side of the trails.

X

X

X

Cut English ivy, wisteria and Oriental bittersweet from trees and other valuable
plants. Be sure to remove English ivy from the root flare, as well as the lower
trunk, of affected trees.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Complete the revegetation and restoration plan begun in Year 1.

X

X

X

As part of the site assessment process, take soil tests of areas planned for
restoration plantings and test for “fruit trees”, “meadows”, “flowers” and other
plants planned for these future restoration plantings.

X

X

X

Continue the management of Japanese knotweed.

X

X

X

Begin management of other invasive and undesirable plants, especially where
X
there are planned restoration plantings; this may include brambles and briars.

X

X

X

Use the soil test results to enhance the plant health care program for the large,
declining apple tree in the central portion of this Zone by determining if
application of lime is appropriate under the canopy of this tree to raise pH to a X
more appropriate level for the health of this species. Continue and enhance the
other elements of the plant health care program.

X

X

X

Monitor and maintain the existing trails to reduce hazards.

X

X

X

X

X

X

VOLUNTEERS
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Tasks for Year 2 (continued)

Zone 6

X

Assess the ornamental plantings this year to determine if, under the guidance of
a skilled arborist or horticulturist, any of the ornamental plants would benefit
from restoration pruning and carry that out at a time that is appropriate for the
overall health of the particular plant. Refer to Appendix E for more information
on management of some of the key ornamental plants.
Zone 7
Begin management of invasive species, including English ivy, in conjunction
with construction of accessible and other trails.

X

Zone 8

Zone 9
While constructing parking, remove invasive plants alongside the parking area.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Monitor for the emergence of black locust sprouts or root suckers, control as
necessary.

X

X

X

Develop a plan for management of invasive species and revegetation/restoration,
as described in the Vegetation Management Plan.

X

X

X

Tasks for Year 3

All Zones
Complete tasks from the previous year.
Complete planning for and begin construction of approved and permitted
parking and accessible trails. Complete construction of other proposed trails in
Zone 6 and 7.
Zone 1
Complete revegetation of open areas in this Zone this year.

X

Assess whether there is any disturbance of sensitive pondside vegetation,
especially during the summer season, and, if observed, plan to further limit
access to the edge of the ponds.
Zone 2
Continue removal of invasive species, including English ivy.

X

Selectively prune and thin trees and shrubs to maintain vistas of the ponds from
the overlook areas in Zone 5.
Zone 3
Complete removal of all invasive and aggressive plants.

X

Assess the vegetation to determine if there should be selective removals of
native saplings, emerging shrubs, brambles, briars, etc. to reduce impacts on the
trail, to enhance the pine barrens plant community, and to maintain views of the
ponds from the memorial bench in Zone 6.
Remove large yews and Japanese hollies on the northeast end of this Zone and
replant as necessary with native vegetation.
Zone 4
Continue management of English ivy and Oriental bittersweet.
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Monitor the health of the apple tree and continue the plant health care program.

X

X

X

X

Continue the management of invasive species. Coordinate removal of invasives
and other undesirable, non-native plants with the construction of the accessible
trail system through this Zone.

X

X

X

X

Begin the design process to plan for revegetation of this Zone starting in Year 4.
When the design process is complete, plan for revegetation work, including
where to obtain the needed plants for this relatively barren Zone.

X

X

X

As part of the planning and site assessment process, analyze existing soils by
taking soil core samples throughout the Zone. Assess these samples for
compaction and soil texture and map the results. Prepare one or more combined
set(s) of samples and test for pH, cation exchange capacity and percent base
saturation of key cation nutrients. Use the results of this soil analysis process to
determine if and what forms of soil amendment or enhancement is required.

X

X

X

Tasks for Year 3 (continued)

Zone 5

Zone 6
Continue to maintain pathways as described in previous years.

X

X

X

X

Continue to cut, remove and manage English ivy, wisteria and Oriental
bittersweet growing on trees and other valuable plants.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Continue management of invasive and unwanted species, especially where there
are planned restoration plantings and in conjunction with construction of
accessible trails.

X

X

X

X

Continue with the plant health care program for the large apple tree.

X

X

X

X

Continue restoration pruning of key ornamental plants. Where needed, develop
and implement plant health care programs for valuable, stressed ornamental
plants.
Continue management of groundcover English ivy populations; begin
management of other invasives.
Zone 7
Continue management of invasive species in conjunction with construction of
trails. Plan for revegetation, where appropriate.
Zone 8
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SKILLED
VOLUNTEERS
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Zone 8 (continued)
Begin the revegetation process where invasive and unwanted species have been
effectively managed, and where there are open areas suitable for planting. This
may include planting of daffodils in the late summer with associated native
meadow grasses and forbs.
Zone 9

VOLUNTEERS

SKILLED
VOLUNTEERS

TOWN STAFF

CONSULTANTS/
CONTRACTORS

If and when construction begins on parking, remove invasive plants alongside
the parking area in conjunction with the construction work.

X

X

X

X

Complete construction of approved and permitted parking and accessible trails.
Complete construction of other proposed trails in Zones 6 and 7.

X

X

X

Develop a yearly monitoring program to assess the condition of parking areas,
trails, management of invasive and unwanted plants and new plantings. Use the
results of that monitoring and assessment process to plan maintenance and
management tasks for each Zone.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Complete removal of invasive species from this Zone.

X

X

X

X

Begin or continue removal of some or all of the non-native yews and hollies.

X

X

X

X

Especially if non-native yews and hollies were removed, design, plan and
implement revegetation to fill open areas.

X

X

X

X

Tasks for Year 4

All Zones
Complete tasks from the previous year.

Zone 1
Monitor vegetation and mitigate any problems observed, such as invasive
species and impacts from traffic.
Zone 2
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Complete removal of all invasive and aggressive species in this zone.

X

X

X

X

Continue any selective removals of saplings, emerging shrubs, brambles, briars,
etc. to reduce impacts on the trail, to enhance the pine barrens plant community,
and to maintain views of the ponds from the memorial bench in Zone 6.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Continue the plant health program for the apple tree; assess the condition of
other trees to determine if additional care is warranted.

X

X

X

Complete the site analysis and site design process and plan for revegetation.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Continue restoration pruning of key ornamental plants.

X

X

X

Consider where to prune and guide one wisteria vine to allow for the enjoyment
of this flowering species in the future. Develop a twice yearly pruning program
for the specimen wisteria. Monitor and mitigate damage to other plants.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tasks for Year 4 (continued)

Zone 3

If necessary, design and plan for revegetation in Year 5 to enhance the existing
pine barrens plant community.
Zone 4
Complete removal of English ivy and Oriental bittersweet in this zone,
especially on existing trees and shrubs and in the more open, grassy areas in the
buffer zone to Black Pond.

X

Assess the state of the vegetation and the resources available and determine if
additional invasive species management and eventual revegetation of portions of
this zone in the vicinity of the trail is warranted.
Zone 5

Complete removal of invasive species and other undesirable non-native plants,
coordinating with the construction of the accessible trail system.
Zone 6
Continue to cut, remove and manage English ivy, wisteria and Oriental
bittersweet growing on trees and other valuable plants.

Continue removal of invasive species, including the ground cover English ivy.
Replant as necessary.
Zone 7
Continue management of invasive species, especially in the vicinity of trails.
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X

X

X

Zone 7 (continued)
Assess the area to determine if any revegetation is warranted. If so, design and
plan for revegetation with native species. Consider how this revegetation can be
used as an educational tool to promote the use of attractive, native trees, shrubs
and meadows in ornamental landscapes.
Zone 8
Continue management of invasive and undesirable plant species, especially
where there are planned restoration plantings.

X

X

X

X

Begin or continue the revegetation of portions of or the entire zone, especially
where invasive and unwanted species have been effectively managed and where
there are open areas suitable for planting. This includes planting daffodils in the
late summer with associated native meadow grasses and flowering forbs.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Continue the plant health program for the large apple tree in the central section
of this Zone.

TOWN STAFF
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Tasks for Year 5

SKILLED
VOLUNTEERS

If construction of parking and trails is underway or completed, continue
management of invasive plants and poison ivy adjacent to parking areas, access
driveways and paths.

VOLUNTEERS

Zone 9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

All Zones
Complete tasks from the previous year.
Continue the yearly monitoring program to assess the condition of parking areas,
trails, management of invasive and unwanted plants and restoration plantings.
Use the results of that monitoring and assessment process to plan maintenance
and management tasks for each Zone.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Zone 1
Monitor vegetation and site use and mitigate any problems observed, such as
invasive species and impacts from traffic.
Zone 2
Selectively thin trees and shrubs to maintain vistas of the ponds at the overlook
areas in Zone 5.
Zone 3
Monitor and continue selective removals of invasives, saplings, emerging
shrubs, brambles, briars, etc. to reduce impacts on the trail, to protect the trailing
arbutus, to enhance the pine barrens plant community, and to maintain views of
the ponds from the memorial bench in Zone 6.

X

X

X

X

Complete any planned revegetation of this zone.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Continue restoration pruning and removal of competing vegetation on key
ornamental plants. Continue any plant health care programs developed to
enhance key ornamentals.

X

X

X

Continue twice yearly pruning and other plant health care tasks for maintenance
of the specimen wisteria; this includes protecting other plants from damage.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Zone 4
Continue planned management of invasive species, including black locusts.
If it was determined that revegetation of portions of this zone in the vicinity of
the trail is warranted, begin design and planning.
Zone 5
Continue to care for key trees.
Begin or continue revegetation to develop attractive, native plantings that can
also promote “naturescaping” in home landscapes.

X

Zone 6

Continue removal of invasive species, including English ivy.
Zone 7
Continue management of invasive species.
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If trail construction is completed, and if it was determined that revegetation is
warranted, continue to plan for and start planting native species. Develop
signage to promote the use of attractive, native trees, shrubs and meadows
(Naturescaping) using the revegetation in this zone as a model.

X

X

X

There are numerous impressive ornamental plants in this zone. Assess the
condition of these plants and develop appropriate restoration pruning and/or
plant health care programs to enhance their health and growth.

X

X

X

VOLUNTEERS

TOWN STAFF
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Tasks for Year 5 (continued)

Zone 7 (continued)

Zone 8
Continue management of invasive and undesirable species, especially where
there are planned restoration plantings.

X

X

X

X

Continue the revegetation of portions of this zone or the entire zone.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Continue the plant health program for the large apple tree in the central section
of this Zone.
Zone 9
If construction of parking is completed, continue management of invasive plants
and poison ivy, including appropriate revegetation.
If appropriate, selectively thin and prune trees and shrubs to enhance the views
of the abandoned cranberry bog and the associated open water area from the
parking area and any associated trails.

X

NOTES
1

In winter, labor costs may be lower; visibility is enhanced in some areas; there is reduced potential for
inadvertent damage to herbaceous plants; snow cover is infrequent; and there is less traffic from garden users.

2

Preventing resprouting or root sprouting of cut black locusts is difficult. Several options are offered here:
a. Using least toxic materials, apply a solution of 25% triclopyr (Remedy™ is most effective) with 70%
basal oil or mineral oil, such as horticultural oil rather than diesel oil; add 5% of a penetrant (Cide-Kick
II, a natural organic surfactant and penetrant) is recommended). Apply with a backpack sprayer to the
freshly cut stump and to the basal bark to the ground level. Avoid getting this solution on the ground or
on the stems of valuable trees and shrubs.
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b. One member of the Work Group suggested girdling standing trees to kill them while preventing root
sprouts. The research literature suggests this is more effective if a solution of triclopyr is also applied
into the cut. Standing dead or dying trees become a potential hazard; remove them as soon as dead,
unless they can safely remain as snags providing wildlife habitat.
Monitor for root suckers that can appear as much as two years after initial cutting and treatment. Root suckers
can be treated by cutting to near grade and painting a 50% solution of glyphosate. Foliar treatment with
glyphosate can also work, but any drip or spray drift on desired plants will damage them.
3

Three methods of eradication of Japanese or giant knotweed are presented here:
a. Mechanical control is very difficult and time-consuming, but possible. Cut plants as close to the
ground as possible twice a month during the growing season. Control can be achieved in 3 to 5 years, if
cutting is done faithfully. Monitor for re-sprouting elsewhere, as root systems are extensive and can
sprout new plants adjacent to the existing stand. These new sprouts can develop into a new stand of
knotweed.
b. Foliar treatment using a 2% solution of glyphosate and a non-ionic spray adjuvant or a2% solution of
triclopyr and a non-ionic spray adjuvant to protect grasses from impact. Cut the stems to within 6
inches of the ground in late May to early June. Return in July or as the plant begins flowering and treat
the newly growing foliage. Treatment may be necessary for two years, possibly three years if the
population is well established. Avoid drift onto valuable plants, especially with glyphosate.
c. Cut stem treatment with a full strength solution of glyphosate (Rodeo™ and AquaNeat® are examples
of herbicides labeled for this application.) This treatment method has the least impact on other plants
compared to other treatment methods, but it takes more time and uses more herbicide. (Be sure you do
not exceed the labeled amount of material per acre which is permitted for use.) Cut the stems between
the two lowest nodes and immediately inject about 5 ml of the solution into the cut stem with a horse
syringe or similar device. Treatment can be done anytime during the season but may be best when the
plant is in bud to its early flowering phase. There is a newly available injection tool—go to
http://www.jkinjectiontools.com/ for details—which simplifies this process and does not require cutting
the knotweed until it is dead. In any case monitor for re-sprouts or new growth next year.

4

If foliar treatment is permitted for poison ivy, the first treatment should be done when the plant fully leafs out
in late May or June using a 2% solution of glyphosate or triclopyr. Other options are to cut or hand pull plants
and dispose safely. Touching poison ivy plants or the urushiol oil residues on tools, plant parts and clothing, can
lead to a very serious rash. Hand pulling and cutting must be done with great care to avoid rashes, if at all.

5

Where access to water for irrigation is not available, use small plant sizes—generally no more than 1 or 2
gallon plants. Many native plants, especially grasses and forbs, are available in 3 or 4 inch pots or 2 inch plugs;
smaller plants are more likely to establish without supplemental irrigation—but their smaller size requires that
the site be free of competitive plants. Warm season grasses, bayberry, sweetfern and summersweet (Clethra
alnifolia) should not be planted after early October; other plants can be planted even into early November if the
weather is moderate. Plant in existing soils with an organic plant fertilizer; you may amend the soil of shrubs
and flowering forbs with finished compost. Dig holes to the depth of the root ball but 2 to 3 times the width of
the root ball. Scarify or break up root balls with dense or girdling roots. Create a “saucer” around the plant or
grade to capture rainfall over the root ball. Mulch at least the area of the plant hole and saucer with an organic
mulch to a depth of about 2 to 3 inches to conserve moisture and aid in establishment—do not mulch in the
vicinity of grasses. Water in new plants well at least once—preferably with a liquid sea kelp root biostimulant
added.
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6

If foliar treatment is permitted for poison ivy, the second treatment should be done in mid-to-late summer just
before the poison ivy plants begin to develop fall color. At this time the plants are moving stored carbohydrates
to their root systems for the winter and a systemic treatment material, such as glyphosate or triclopyr, is more
readily moved to the root system as well. Treatment at this time is more effective at managing poison ivy than
at other times of the year.

7

Small and newly emerging populations of phragmites may be hand pulled in the spring or mowed in late
summer of each year; however, any remaining roots are likely to re-sprout later in the season and mowing
requires many years of treatment to be effective. An effective method of treating small populations of
phragmites is to cut the stems below the leaves during the late summer when the tassels at the top of the stem are
forming; dispose of all cut stems. Inject several drops of a wetland approved formulation of glyphosate labeled
for this application, such as Rodeo™ or AquaNeat®, into the hollow stem. Use a red dye to help identify those
stems treated. This method is known to be as much as 98% effective and has essentially no adverse effect on
native and valuable plants nearby. Monitor and re-treat in following years.

8

Fall is a good season for foliar treatment of English ivy and other evergreen invasive plants, such as Japanese
honeysuckle. Native plants are dormant at this time, but evergreen plants can still be effectively treated. Use a
formulation of triclopyr with Cide-Kick II as a surfactant, as this surfactant also helps the material penetrate the
waxy coating on the English ivy leaves. With foliar treatment there is the option of leaving the dead ivy to
decompose over time without the large cost of removal and disposal or the need for more immediate restoration.
Mechanical removal of established stands of English ivy is even more effective with foliar treatment using
triclopyr in the dormant season in advance of mechanical removal. This weakens and stresses the plant and
helps prevent reestablishment. Mechanical removal and hand-pulling (use gloves when hand pulling English
ivy to prevent dermatitis) can be done whenever the ground is not frozen. Mechanical removal of large, dense
stands of English ivy is greatly facilitated by the use of small, rubber tracked skid steers, such as the Toro Dingo
and the Bobcat MT-52 using a utility fork or other fork attachment. Where accessible, a mini-excavator with a
grapple bucket can also be used to remove large quantities of vines relatively quickly. With any mechanical
removal of English ivy be prepared to remove and dispose of a lot of debris.
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CHAPTER 6: ACCESS AND PARKING CONCEPTUAL PLAN
This Access and Parking Conceptual Plan proposes a coordinated system of parking,
trails, and overlooks that will provide Sylvan Gardens with public access that is safe,
legal, consistent with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the guidelines of
the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (MAAB), and respectful of the character
of Sylvan Gardens’ existing landscapes and trails.
In accordance with the goals of the project and the purpose of the acquisition of the
parcels that make up Sylvan Gardens, locations are proposed for one designated ADAcompliant (“accessible”) parking space, three standard parking spaces, accessible trails
that lead to and through some of Sylvan Gardens’ notable landscapes, and accessible
overlook areas with views of White Pond and Black Pond.
This report includes conceptual design only. Final design should incorporate:
•

accurate topographical survey information as described in Appendix C

•

review of federal, state, and local standards for accessibility, which may have
changed since this report was prepared

•

review of reference and technical documents included in Appendix C

•

complementary elements necessary to safe and welcoming access such as signs,
site furnishings, and barriers as identified in Chapter 7

•

opportunities to expand access through secondary accessible trails as identified in
Chapter 7

For efficiency and coordination, it is recommended that all parking, trail, and overlook
improvements, including both those in this chapter and those in Chapter 7, be designed as
a unified system that can be built in phases as funding allows.
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EXISTING ACCESS CONDITIONS
The only legal access to Parcel 5A1 is from Old Main Street via Emily’s Way, which is
heavily vegetated and difficult to traverse. Within Parcel 5A1 there is a network of
unpaved trails (Figure 6-1) that vary in width and cross varied terrain (Figure 6-2).
Parcel 4 (which is not contiguous with Parcel 5A1) has frontage on Old Main Street and
Route 28. Within Parcel 4 there is an unpaved trail that is maintained by the Town and
the Cape Cod Mosquito Control Program. The terrain on Parcel 4 is uneven.
Old Main Street is a public road where shoulder parking is permitted.
RECOMMENDED ACCESSIBLE ROUTE
To arrive at its recommendations for parking and access, the Work Group reviewed two
successive sets of conceptual alternatives, considering such factors as environmental
impact, maintainability, security, visitors’ experience of the landscape, impact on
neighbors, permitting requirements, existing rights to potential access routes, and costs.
On February 28, 2011 the Work Group reviewed four conceptual alternatives for parking
and access, making use of a detailed table showing the advantages and disadvantages of
each (Appendix C). They selected Alternative 4 but noted that Alternative 2 was also
viable.
The work group’s recommendations were based in part on the Town’s access easement
on Emily’s Way, a thirty-three foot wide paper road that can accommodate an accessible
trail or a driveway.
The Work Group discussed extensively the use of Balfour Lane for access to Parcel 5A1,
but was deterred by the following considerations:
•

Because Parcel 5A1 has no frontage on Balfour Lane, and because Balfour Lane
is a private road, use of Balfour Lane for public access would require the Town to
make Balfour Lane a public road, and to secure an easement across the private
parcel at 115 Balfour Lane.

•

Making Balfour Lane a public road would require 75% of property owners to
agree to the Town’s taking of Balfour Lane and to pay a 20-year betterment tax to
pay for any improvements required to be made prior to the taking. Upon taking
Balfour Lane, the Town would assume all future maintenance costs.

•

The cost of drainage improvements was estimated in 1998 to be $100,000 to
$200,000. A more precise estimate of costs would require a topographic survey
and preliminary engineering studies. There would also be transaction costs
associated with the taking process and with the negotiation of an easement at 115
Balfour Lane.

On March 10, 2011 at Public Meeting 1, the consultant team presented Alternatives 2 and
4, renumbered respectively as Alternatives A and B, identifying Alternative B as the
preferred alternative.
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Some attendees voiced objections to the recommended alternatives based on concerns
that the accessible trail on Emily’s Way and the visitor parking on Parcel 4 would be
intrusive to the residents of Parcel 5.
On August 23, 2011, the Work Group revisited its recommendations based on the
discovery that the walking easement across Parcel 5 identified on the Land Court Plan
had not in fact been granted. It reviewed six alternatives, which included updates and
variations on all the options considered in February. From that meeting emerged the
recommendations that appear in this plan, identified here as Alternatives 1 and 2.
This plan identifies two different configurations of parking and trails that can provide
ADA-compliant public access using Emily’s Way, as well as an interim maintenance trail
that can provide access sufficient for management activities. Although Access
Alternative 1 is the preferred alternative, it is recommended that the Town pursue
approvals for both Access Alternatives.
On September 19, 2011, at Public Meeting 2, some attendees again voiced concerns that
a driveway or accessible trail on Emily’s Way and the visitor parking on Parcel 4 would
be intrusive to the residents of Parcel 5. Other attendees questioned whether access via
Balfour Lane had been adequately considered.
For more information on the other alternatives explored, see archived meeting notes and
correspondences.
Interim Maintenance Trail
During the design and approval process for Access Alternatives 1 and 2, the Town has
cleared a trail over Emily’s Way to provide site access for those performing land
management activities. The interim maintenance trail is not marked as a public access
point to Sylvan Gardens.
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Access Alternative 1 (Figure 6-3)
Under Access Alternative 1, parking is divided between two locations off Old Main
Street, connected by a sidewalk. Accessible trails on Emily’s Way and Parcel 5A1 lead
to accessible overlook areas with views of White Pond and Black Pond.
Driveways and Parking on Parcel 4 (three spaces)
Three “standard” (non-accessible) parking spaces are proposed on Parcel 4, along a oneway driving lane that will connect to Old Main Street at two points.
This configuration makes the parking clearly visible from Old Main Street and
maximizes its distance from the mosquito control ditch and the associated wetland buffer
on Parcel 4, but does not conform to zoning requirements for off-street parking.
Therefore it is proposed that Parcel 4 be subdivided and that the portion where parking
will be constructed be made an extension of the public way (“Old Main Street
Extension”).
The proposed parking on Parcel 4 requires Planning Board approval of the subdivision
and parking plan, and the filing of a Notice of Intent with the Conservation Commission.
Sidewalk on Old Main Street
A sidewalk is proposed along Old Main Street, connecting the parking on Parcel 4 to the
accessible trail on Emily’s Way. It is desirable, but may not be necessary, that it meet
ADA requirements for slope and dimensions.
Parking on Old Main Street at Emily’s Way (one accessible space)
One van-accessible parking space is proposed on Emily’s Way at Old Main Street,
parallel to Old Main Street but set outside the existing cartway, in a location where it will
not impede access by others with easements over Emily’s Way.
The proposed parking on Emily’s Way requires approvals by the Planning Board, the
Building Commissioner (for ADA and MAAB requirements) and the Department of
Public Works Director (for visual clearance).
Accessible Trails and Overlooks
Accessible trails are proposed on Emily’s Way and Parcel 5A1, leading from the
accessible parking space to two accessible overlook areas. Portions of the trails can be
built on the routes of existing trails, and other portions will be built in new alignments.
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Access Alternative 2 (Figure 6-4)
Under Access Alternative 2, all parking is located in Parcel 5A1, with vehicular access
via a driveway on Emily’s Way. Accessible trails on Parcel 5A1 lead to accessible
overlook areas with views of White Pond and Black Pond.
Driveway and Parking
A driveway is proposed on Emily’s Way and extending a short distance into Parcel 5A1.
The width of the driveway must be sufficient to allow two vehicles to pass safely.
One van-accessible parking space and three “standard” (non-accessible) parking spaces
are proposed in Parcel 5A1.
The recommended location of the parking in the southeastern corner of Parcel 5A1 may
require that the portion of Emily’s Way that is within Parcel 5A1 be redrawn to allow
sufficient width (greater than the existing 33’) for parking and turn-around.
The redrawing of Emily’s Way requires approval by the Planning Board. The proposed
parking and driveway require approvals by the Planning Board, the Building
Commissioner (for ADA and MAAB requirements) and the Department of Public Works
Director (for visual clearance).
DESIGN STANDARDS FOR PARKING AND ACCESS
1. Parking and Driveways
Parking will be limited to four spaces, one of them designated as a van-accessible parking
space with a loading aisle and marked for use only by people with disabilities. (See
current MAAB standards for accessible parking stall and aisle dimensions, slopes,
connections to accessible routes, signage, and paving characteristics.)
To allow effective maintenance, the accessible parking space and aisle should be paved.
Other portions of the parking areas and driveways may be surfaced in crushed stone,
gravel, or other surfaces that provide a permeable, durable, maintainable, and costeffective surface.
2. Trails
Accessible trails will connect to parking, will provide an engaging experience of the site,
and will lead to attractive, significant destinations within Sylvan Gardens. (See current
MAAB standards for trail dimensions (width and overhead clearance), slopes, and
paving/surfacing characteristics.)
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Trails should be simple and unobtrusive, and should be located on the mildest slopes
available to reduce the need for costly and intrusive grading. Where maintenance and
construction considerations permit, build trails to the narrowest dimension allowable by
access regulations to preserve the site’s rustic and intimate character. Avoid the use of
ramps, whose railings can be visually intrusive and expensive to build.
“Fit parking, trails, and overlook areas to existing grades wherever possible. Keep
new and rebuilt trails as narrow as construction and access needs will allow, and
curve them to avoid monotonous views.” (Principle 11)
Because trail use, existing slopes, and soils may vary along the length of the trail,
different surfacing materials may be used in different portions of the accessible trail. The
following materials, if used correctly, meet current MAAB requirements:
•

Stone dust offers an unobtrusive surface with low environmental impact. It is
vulnerable to erosion on slopes and in areas of high runoff, and requires frequent
maintenance under those conditions.

•

Stabilized soil (native soils mixed with a glue-like “stabilizer”) can incorporate
local materials (from the trail bed itself or from off-site sources) but is not in wide
use in New England; only products with a proven record of success in this region
should be used. It may be vulnerable to degradation on slopes and in areas of
poor drainage

•

Asphalt provides a stable and durable surface, but its use would undermine the
rustic character of the site and could release hydrocarbons into runoff.

•

Boardwalks may be used to reduce disturbance where existing slopes or crossslopes are steep and where conventional trail construction would result in
unacceptable disruption of root zones. Boardwalks should be used sparingly and
designed carefully to avoid fall hazards and high construction costs.

Trails will be more welcoming, especially to visitors with disabilities, if they provide
points of interest and places to sit.
3. Overlook Areas
Two overlook sites are recommended, each with distinctive pond views.
Overlook areas are governed by MAAB standards for trails, with the added provisions
that there should be sufficient space for visitors using wheelchairs to turn around, and to
sit next to a visitor who is sitting on a bench.
As with trails, overlook areas should be designed to fit existing grades unobtrusively.
Because the overlook areas will be nearly level, stone dust and stabilized soils are likely
to be the most appropriate surface materials for overlook areas.
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CHAPTER 7: RECREATION MANAGEMENT PLAN
This Recreation Plan provides recommendations for locations and conceptual layouts for
landscape elements such as accessible trails, site furniture, and signage that will help make
Sylvan Gardens a more enjoyable and educational place for all visitors. It builds on and
complements:
•

The parking locations, trail locations, barrier locations, and design standards for trails
established in Chapter 6, Access and Parking Conceptual Plan. It supports improved access
by providing locations for benches along accessible trails, signs that identify rules and
regulations for parking and site use, property boundary signs, and wayfinding signs.

•

The locations of notable plants and plant communities as described in Chapter 4, the
Vegetation Management Plan, and Appendix D, the Vegetation Survey.

•

Chapter 3, Goals and Planning Principles.

Final design of all elements must be based on accurate survey information and a thorough review
of federal, state, and local standards for accessibility, which may have changed since this report
was prepared. The ADA is administered in Massachusetts by the Massachusetts Architectural
Access Board (MAAB), which publishes its standards online.
1. Trails
“Expand on the basic level of access established by the Parking and Access Plan by
upgrading selected existing trails to ADA standards, and possibly by building new ADAcompliant trails.” (Goal 5)
“Preserve the qualities that make Sylvan Gardens special . . . Its scale is intimate, with
narrow unpaved trails curving through dense woods and small meadows and opening
occasionally to distant pond views. In managing Sylvan Gardens—adding new elements,
removing existing elements, and regulating visitor behavior—make sure to keep Sylvan
Gardens quiet, contemplative, and neighborly.” (Goal 4)
The existing trails at Sylvan Gardens (Figure 6-1) provide a varied and appealing experience of
the landscape and its vegetation, but do not connect to public access. Trails proposed under
Chapter 6, the Access & Parking Conceptual Plan, provide public access by establishing a
primary accessible route (parking, trails, and overlooks) compliant with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) (Figures 6-3 and 6-4).
The Recreation Plan complements the Access & Parking Conceptual Plan by proposing
secondary accessible trails, which will expand the accessible area of the site to include some of
its most notable plants and landscapes.
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“Fit parking, trails, and overlook areas to existing grades wherever possible. Keep new and
rebuilt trails as narrow as construction and access needs will allow; and curve them to avoid
monotonous views.” (Principle 11)
The proposed secondary accessible trails include new trails as well as upgrades to certain
existing trails. In both cases, their proposed layout is based on specific opportunities and
constraints that the site presents. The proposed secondary accessible trails are located only in
upland areas where the existing terrain is level or gently sloping. These locations provide access
to some of the site’s most exceptional plant specimens; reduce or eliminate expensive and
intrusive grading on steep slopes; stay clear of fragile pond-shore areas; and leave many of the
site’s trails in their current “untamed” state, which contributes to Sylvan Gardens’ special
character.
Ideally, trails should not be visible from other trails, and there should be sufficient curves and
corners to preserve a sense of an adventurous journey even across a small area.
The proposed secondary accessible trails (Figure 7-1) comprise three segments. Segments A and
B will follow existing trails, and along most of their length require only minor modifications to
meet ADA standards. Near the point where they meet, they begin to slope more steeply. A short
cut-off connecting the two trails on level ground above their current meeting point would allow
them to form an ADA-compliant loop that provides access to some of the outstanding plants at
the heart of Zone 6. (The cut-off would supplement, not replace, existing trail segments, and no
portion of the trail would need to be closed.)
Segment C will be a new trail that provides access into Vegetation Zone 7 and to its specimen
cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus libani) and Japanese heartnut (Juglans ailantifolia) trees while
traversing mostly level terrain.
With Segment C joined to Segment B at the cut-off to Segment A, the resulting system of trails
would provide all visitors with choices along their route with little need for backtracking; and it
would integrate primary accessible trails, secondary accessible trails, and existing non-accessible
trails to create a better-integrated experience of the site for all visitors.
See current MAAB standards and the Parking & Access Conceptual Plan for trail dimensions
(width and overhead clearance), slopes, and paving/surfacing characteristics.
To assure well-coordinated access, all parking, trail, and overlook improvements should be
designed as a unified system, which can be built in phases as funding allows.
2. Existing Stairs and Pavement
“Make Sylvan Gardens safe, accessible, welcoming, and educational.” (Goal 5)
The stone steps above White Pond (Figure 6-2) are currently being removed to eliminate a safety
hazard and discourage access to White Pond. As removal is completed, protect the disturbed
area from erosion, revegetate with native grasses and forbs, and plant shrubs to discourage
continued pedestrian use.
The stone stair treads to the west of the existing memorial bench are a safety hazard. Remove
the treads and fill and mulch as needed to establish a consistent grade. If erosion occurs,
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consider lowering the grade at the top of the slope to diminish the pitch of the slope while
maintaining existing drainage patterns.
The bench area itself is underlain by cobblestones. The soil that has accumulated above the
cobblestones provides a stable walking surface and should be left in place. Consider noting the
presence of the cobblestones in interpretive materials.
3. Barriers
“People and dogs that wander off the trails can damage plants, compact soil, and disturb
wildlife. As visits to Sylvan Gardens increase, monitor for signs of off-trail use. Encourage
visitors and their dogs to stay on the trails by installing signs, creating unobtrusive barriers,
and by educating neighbors and friends of Sylvan Gardens about the potential harm.”
(Principle 7)
The protection of visitors from safety hazards such as the brush dump and along the Cape Cod
Mosquito Control project ditch (Figure 6-2), and the protection of fragile habitat and private
property from intrusion may require the use of barriers, signs, or a combination of the two. Signs
are addressed in the section below.
To preserve the informal character of Sylvan Gardens and to avoid calling attention to the areas
where access should be discouraged, barriers should be as unobtrusive as their purpose allows.
In some cases dense plantings of native shrubs are sufficient; in others, heavy brush or tree
trunks can be effective; and in others a fence will be required. Final design of barriers should be
based on a thorough review of the applicable building code.
Where off-trail traffic is evident—especially near the pond shores, but in any area where foot
traffic may damage vegetation—using natural materials to obscure the off-trail route and making
access inconvenient may be more effective than installing a fence.
Make dumping inconvenient and easy to police. Clear sufficient vegetation so parking will be
easily visible from the street. Install wheel stops or curbs at parking to prevent vehicles from
backing off the edge of the pavement, and install split rail fences near the pavement edge. To
make dumped materials easy to see and remove, avoid shrubs and tall grasses along the edge of
the pavement.
Use split rail fences with removable rails or other removable barrier to keep vehicles other than
maintenance vehicles off trails. (One such fence has already been installed across the former
driveway at Balfour Lane, which is a private road, to keep unauthorized vehicles off trails and to
discourage the use of Balfour Lane for site access.)
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4. Signs, Kiosks, Printed Materials, and Online Information
“Discourage disruptive and destructive behavior. Prohibit after-hours parking and use
brochures and signs to indicate what activities are allowed . . . Where possible, communicate
restrictions in a positive and educational way. Explain the value and fragility of the
landscape, and suggest alternatives for visitors.” (Principle 7)
“Avoid introducing new elements that call attention to themselves rather than their
surroundings . . . Keep signs, benches, bike racks, and other new elements simple and
unobtrusive . . . Make sure to leave places where no added elements distract from experience
of the landscape.” (Principle 11)
Signs, brochures, maps, and kiosks have three general purposes: regulation, wayfinding, and
interpretation. To reduce the quantity and intrusiveness of signs, and to support visitors’
understanding of and compliance with regulations, it is often useful to combine those functions.
A sign limiting access in one area may direct visitors to another, for example, or may explain the
value of the resource being protected.
Interpretive materials need not be limited to plant identification. They could help visitors
understand, for example, the hydrology of the cranberry bog and ponds, the adaptive strategies of
native and invasive plants, the relationships between American and Asian plants of the same
genera, the influence of soils on vegetation, the interactions between plants and wildlife, and
ongoing vegetation management projects.
For visitors unfamiliar with Sylvan Gardens, the experience of the site may begin online.
Consider expanding the website (affiliated with the Town or the “friends of” organization) where
visitors can not only get directions to Sylvan Gardens, but download maps and interpretive
materials. Consider using social media to alert area residents to events, volunteer opportunities,
and bloom times, and to reinforce a sense of community around Sylvan Gardens.
Once visitors have arrived, signs should be concentrated as much as possible in a few
“bottleneck” areas where they’ll be widely seen. Outside those areas, signs should be infrequent
and unobtrusive. Provide interpretive brochures to minimize the need for signs.
4a. At parking
Provide signs to identify Sylvan Gardens and its vehicular access points to drivers. At
each parking area, post legal parking hours. Clearly indicate which parking spaces are
reserved for the disabled. Because there may be overflow from the on-site parking,
consider adding signs on Old Main Street indicating where street parking is legal and
where it is prohibited.
4b. At the trailhead
At the trailhead, post selected regulations and site hours prominently.
Depending on the Access Alternative implemented, visitors walk several hundred feet
before they encounter the plants and landscapes for which Sylvan Gardens is most highly
valued. It is therefore important to provide information that will help draw them in, and
to provide information that will make the approach corridors interesting and rewarding.
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Install a kiosk at the trailhead in a location where it can be easily seen, maintained, and
restocked. The kiosk should include:
•

Information on locations and routes of accessible trails.

•

Permanent display: trail map, rules and regulations, information on hazardous
plants and animals, emergency phone numbers, locations of other conservation
land in Chatham, information on the “friends of” organization.
Changing display: announcements by the Conservation Commission and “friends
of” organization.
Printed materials: a one-page brochure with trail map, general description, rules
and regulations, and web address; and a one-page key to features along the trail
between the trailhead and the junction of the two access trails.

•
•

If a trail is built on Emily’s Way, post an additional sign alerting visitors that they are
near private homes and asking them to stay on the trail and respect neighbors’ privacy
and property.
Present rules and regulations firmly but positively. Where possible, explain the reason
for the rule, whether it is protection of a resource or the protection of the visitor.
4c. Along trails
Consider limiting signs at site features to unobtrusive numbered stakes and making
numbered keys available at kiosks.
Metal identification tags may also be affixed to individual plants.
Small slates affixed to stakes can supplement permanent interpretive elements.
Volunteers can mark notes on the slates with chalk, and can move them from place to
place to call attention to plants during their season of greatest interest.
4d. At vegetation management projects
Where vegetation restoration is underway, there is both a need to protect new plantings
from pedestrians and an opportunity to interpret and publicize the project, and to
recognize donors and volunteers. This is one place where a large display sign may be
warranted. Because the sign is not permanent, it can be made of relatively inexpensive
materials.
Where a project has been completed and donor recognition is required, consider
integrating it with a landscape element such as a bench or a flush stone rather than a sign.
4e. At overlooks
Overlooks have the potential to be the contemplative places. If interpretive information
is necessary, consider locating it at the entrance or threshold to the overlook area rather
than within obvious view of the overlook’s seating.
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4f. At boundaries
“Protect the privacy and property rights of abutters.” (Principle 9)
Where trails lead from Sylvan Gardens onto private land, post a sign several feet within
the property line alerting visitors to the boundary and asking them to respect neighbors’
property and privacy by staying within Sylvan Gardens.
4g. At hazards
Where there is a hazardous condition—at the brush dump, the mosquito control ditch,
and elsewhere—supplement the physical barrier with a sign explaining the hazard.
4h. At vulnerable areas
At the top of the driveway leading to White Pond post a sign stating that there is no
public access to White Pond from Sylvan Gardens and that public access is available
from Wilfred Road.
Where pedestrian traffic is evident near the pond edge, post signs indicating the
vulnerability of the habitat and prohibiting public access to the ponds.
Regulations and warnings are ideally posted only at entrances, but signs requiring dogs to
be kept on leash and warning of ticks and poison ivy may be added on trails.
5. Bike Racks
Encourage visitors to arrive at Sylvan Gardens by bicycle but to enter on foot. Install a bicycle
rack at each trailhead, visible from a public street, as a means to discourage trail riding.
Bicyclists generally prefer a higher-visibility location to deter theft, and may not even be aware
that a bike rack is available unless it can be seen from the street.
6. Seating
Outdoor seating helps make a landscape feel welcoming. Seating is especially important at
overlooks, along accessible trails, and near accessible parking spaces. To make the ADAcompliant trail from Old Main Street more inviting to people with disabilities (or simply limited
stamina), locate benches just close enough to one another that one can almost always see the next
bench along the trail.
Where possible, benches should face a trail and a view. The trail’s surfacing may extend under
the bench for ease of maintenance.
Benches should be simple and unobtrusive. Where a large tree has fallen, consider cutting the
trunk into sections that will provide informal places to sit along trails.
Benches can become beloved memorials, and provide opportunities for donor recognition.
However, a landscape with too many empty benches can feel lonely rather than serene. Set high
standards for determining whether a bench may be installed, and for the design of each bench, so
that a named bench at Sylvan Gardens remains an honor.
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CHAPTER 8:
RECOMMENDATION FOR FORMING
A “FRIENDS OF SYLVAN GARDENS” ORGANIZATION
One of the goals established by the Work Group was to support the establishment of a selfsustaining “friends” organization. There are two key components:
•

Assure sustained management by laying the groundwork for a nonprofit organization that
can solicit donations of funds and materials, organize volunteers, hire contractors, and
facilitate communication among neighbors, visitors, and the Conservation Commission.

•

Structure the “Friends” group to assure that its work will remain consistent with the
Town’s intent and mission for the land. Include in its charter the Town’s rules for land
under Conservation Commission control1, which requires written permission of the
Conservation Commission for trail construction, planting, and plant removals.

Creation of a “Friends of Sylvan Gardens” is seen as an important component of the Rolf E.
Sylvan Gardens Land Management Plan. Community support for the site’s enhancement,
restoration and upkeep is critical, including the attraction of funding and in-kind donations on an
ongoing basis. The expectation is that the Friends group would incorporate as a non-profit
organization under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The steps listed below broadly outline what would be required to set up a Friends group. To
expedite filing under IRC Section 501(c)(3), it is recommended that the Friends group do so
under the guidance of an attorney. Some attorneys with expertise in forming non-profit
organizations are willing to provide their services pro bono. It would also be advisable to recruit
a resident with experience and expertise in developing a non-profit organization to join the
organization and share that knowledge.
A listing of helpful resources for more detailed guidance is included at the end of this Appendix.
Organizational steps:
1. Following completion of the Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens Land Management Plan, Town
of Chatham and Work Group members determine whether the Work Group will
continue on in order to spear head the organization of the Friends group.
2. Choose the legal name for the proposed 501(c)(3) organization, and check availability
of the corporate name with the Secretary of State of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. (Our research indicates that there is no such legal name in existence.)
3. Create a Mission Statement that identifies the community need the Friends group
wishes to satisfy.

1

http://www.town.chatham.ma.us/public_documents/chathamMA_conservation/ConservationRules
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4. Recruit and appoint a Board of Directors, first determining what size Board is a
workable number, and secondly, whether it would be useful to recruit additional
individuals to serve as advisors to the Board. Potential members might include:
•

Sylvan Work Group members who are interested

•

People who are well connected, who have fundraising skills, and/or have
experience managing money

•

Individuals with experience on other Boards of Directors related to Chatham
open space and conservation lands

•

Attorney

•

Landscape professional

•

Certified arborist or horticulturist

•

Individual who can represent the interests of people with disabilities

5. Prepare and file Articles of Incorporation according to Massachusetts state law.
6. Create Bylaws for the organization (it is not a requirement to file them with a state
office) to provide details such as how the group will be run, who will make what
decisions, where decisions will be made, how bylaws can be amended, etc.
7. Hold an organizational meeting of the Board of Directors, at which the corporate
officers would be appointed or elected, the bylaws adopted, the first fiscal year’s
budget adopted, a bank selected, and a corporate seal selected if needed.
•

Select someone present at the meeting to record minutes of the meeting for
official files.

•

Keep a Records Book to store all important documents pertaining to the
Friends’ incorporation and its conduct of business.

8. Develop a Fundraising Plan
•

The new Board of Directors could be responsible for this in its totality, unless
the initial organizing group has started on it with the intention of having its
ideas provide the groundwork from which Board could proceed.

•

Define reasonable and attainable short-term and long-term goals.

•

Create/propose an operating budget for the ensuing 12 months to provide the
basis for initial fundraising. Use resources such as Free Management Library,
The Nonprofit Times, and Nonprofit Guides.

•

Proceed with the filing for 501(c)(3) federal tax exempt status in order to
implement and facilitate fundraising efforts; the federal tax exempt status of
this organization is very important in attracting tax exempt donations.

•

Use resources like Network for Good and Nonprofit Good Practice Guide for
information on fundraising ideas.
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•

Research grant funds, including state funds, available for projects such as
funding for accessible trails and demonstration habitat restoration—including
invasive species management.

•

Set up a “Friends of the Friends” group of businesses that supports the
Gardens (see the Friends of Easton Public Gardens reference below).

9. Get an Employer Identification Number (EIN) from the IRS.
10. Apply for state and local tax exemptions if applicable. Research whether
Massachusetts state law automatically provides this upon receipt of 501(c)(3) federal
tax exempt status.
11. Register with the state’s Attorney General, if required. If so, periodic reports on
allocation of the organization’s funds will be required.
12. Open a bank account.
13. Contact the Town Clerk’s office to see if a local business license or tax registration
certificate is required.
14. Create a website for public information and to recruit members of and donations to
the Friends’ organization.
15. Consider utilizing Network for Good for online donations.

Other Considerations
If time and personnel constraints preclude initiating the process for a stand-alone 501(c)(3) in a
timely fashion, an affiliation with another 501(c)(3) with a complementary purpose could be
explored.
The Work Group highly recommends that a written agreement clarifying the complementary
roles of the Friends organization and the Town of Chatham be developed. Its purpose would be
ensure that the Friends’ funds are not used to substitute for financial resources that the Town is
legally responsible for to maintain and manage the Sylvan Gardens property. The Friends’
fundraising efforts would be directed towards clearly defined projects or items that would
enhance the Town’s efforts.
Resources:
•

http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/forming-non-profit-corporation: an excellent
resource with links to state laws and requirements.

•

http://www.citmedialaw.org/legal-guide/application-501c3-tax-exemption: a guide for
filing for your federal IRC 501(c)(3) tax exempt status.
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•

http://www.sec.state.ma.us/COR/corpweb/comp/npinf.htm: state requirements for tax
exempt status following receipt of federal tax exempt status.

•

http://www.mass.gov.dcr/news/2010/pr10-7-16.pdfnewsrelease7/16/10: lists grantees
for Commonwealth of Massachusetts’ recreational trails grants. Of particular interest
for research purposes might be Great Barrington Land Conservancy, Massachusetts
Audubon Society’s Broad Meadow Brook Conservation Center and Wildlife
Sanctuary, and Friends of the Wayland Rail Trail (Mass. Central Rail Trail – MCRT).

•

http://www.greatbarringtonlandconservancy.org: useful example of composition of a
Board of Directors; includes links on Board of Directors’ page to Articles of
Incorporation and to By-Laws, which provide good example.

•

http://www.friendsofeastonpublicgardens.org: useful example of a “Friends”
organization, Friends of Easton Public Gardens, in another Massachusetts community
and their website for membership, fundraising and other information about their
activities.
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Accessible: Accessibility is the degree to which a product, device, service, or environment is
available to as many people as possible. The concept of “accessible” is also used here to focus
on access to Sylvan Gardens and some of its key site benefits to people with disabilities or
special needs, especially as defined by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and its
appropriate regulations.
ADA: The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was passed by Congress and signed into law
in 1990. The ADA is a civil rights law that sets specific accessible design standards that are
applicable to sites such as Sylvan Gardens.
Allelopathy: The chemical inhibition of one plant by another, due to the release into the
environment of substances acting as germination or growth inhibitors.
Biodiversity: The variety and variability of life in a specific area. Biodiversity is a measure of
the health of habitats and ecosystems.
Degradation: Processes or activities that weaken an ecosystem, adversely affecting biological
diversity.
Ecological restoration: The process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been
degraded, damaged, or destroyed. Also see restoration below.
Ecosystem: A community of all the species populations that occupy a given area and its
nonliving environment.
Eradicate: The complete elimination of a plant species from a specified site.
Forb: A non-woody (herbaceous) plant other than a grass, sedge or rush; in contrast to
bryophytes, ferns, fern allies and graminoids (grasses and grass-like plants).
Genus: In biology, references a specific plant or animal: a taxonomic category ranking below a
family and above a species and generally consisting of a group of species exhibiting similar
characteristics. In taxonomic nomenclature the genus name is used either alone or followed by
the name of a species (the scientific name is both the genus and the species names; generally
italicized). The genus name is capitalized; the species name is not.
Habitat: Place where an organism or a community of organisms normally lives or occurs,
including all living and nonliving factors or conditions of the surrounding environment.
Herbaceous plant: A plant (sometimes referred to simply as an “herb”) that has leaves and
stems that die down at the end of the growing season to the soil level. Herbaceous plants have no
persistent woody stem above ground (those plants are often referred to as “woody plants” and
include trees, shrubs and many vines.) Herbaceous plants may be annuals, biennials or
perennials.
Invasive plants or invasive species: Plants that have or are likely to spread into native or
minimally managed plant systems and cause economic and/or environmental harm by
developing self-sustaining populations and becoming dominant or disruptive to those systems.
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IPANE: Invasive Plant Atlas of New England.
Management: Actions directed at conserving or restoring sites or habitats.
Mechanical control: The process of removing, killing, injuring or altering growing conditions
of plants using physical methods. Examples include: pulling, hoeing, tilling, cutting, mowing,
stabbing, girdling, chaining, mulching, soil solarization and flooding.
Native plants or native species: For the purposes of this project native species are defined as
those species indigenous to Barnstable County, Massachusetts.
Paper street or paper road: An unconstructed way. It is a street shown on a recorded plan but
never built on the ground.
Plant community: The plant populations existing in a shared habitat or environment. For the
purposes of this project plant communities include native meadow or grassland communities,
maritime forests and coastal shrublands. Pondside plants found along coastal plain ponds on
Cape Cod are another example of a plant community.
Private way or private road: A way laid out and accepted by a town, for the use of one or more
inhabitants.
Restoration: To restore or bring back ecological integrity by actively removing invasive exotic
plants, propagating native plants, and monitoring the resulting changes.
Transformation: The conversion of an ecosystem to a different kind of ecosystem or land use
type.
Understory or understory layer: The shrubs, ferns, grasses, forbs and other plants growing
under the canopy of trees in a forest.
Windthrow or windfall: In arboriculture, trees uprooted or broken by the wind.
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PURPOSES OF THE PURCHASE OF SYLVAN GARDENS
The planning board approved an eight home site plan and Emily’s Way. When Land Bank
members heard that the homeowners were preparing to sell the parcels, they began negotiations
to purchase the entire property.
Explanation as printed in the Warrant:
“The proposed Abreu/ Sylvan purchase includes much of the property known up until
the early 1980’s as “Sylvan Gardens”, which extends north from Main Street at Old
Main Street to White Pond. The proposed acquisition consists of the purchase of 8.33
acres from the Abreu Family and a donation of approximately 1.14 acres from the
Loyola Sylvan Trust. The current building on the Abreu tract will be removed by the
family prior to closing. The Abreu parcel has 100 feet of frontage on White Pond and
500 feet on Black Pond. Values to the Town include the reduction of 10 -12
developed lots in Chatham, wildlife habitat and wildlife corridors connecting two
abandoned cranberry bogs and the ponds, reduced nitrogen loading into the ponds and
recreational uses by the Town. The property has high elevation sections with
dramatic views of White Pond and Black Pond. It can be seen from the new Bicycle
Path. There are extensive plantings of spring bulbs and flowering shrubs. The
property will be open for passive recreation with access off Old Main Street, a small
parking lot, and a trail system.”
SUMMARY OF RESTRICTIONS FOR LAND PURCHASED WITH LAND BANK
FUNDS:
The purposes for acquiring lands under this program are for the protection of public drinking
water supplies, open space, and conservation land; the creation of walking and bicycling trails;
and the creation of passive recreational areas.
Any open space purchased with land bank funds shall be retained in natural, scenic, or open
condition and shall be bound by a permanent deed restriction limiting the use to the purpose for
which it was acquired.
Real property interests may consist of any of the following: (a) land to protect existing and future
well fields, aquifers and recharge areas; (b) agricultural lands; (c) forest land; (d) fresh and salt
water marshes and other wetlands; (e) ocean and pond frontage, beaches, dunes and other coastal
lands; (f) land to protect scenic vistas; (g) land for natural or wildlife preserve; (h) land and
easements for trails; and (i) land for recreational use. Notwithstanding the foregoing, towns may
make improvements to promote recreation that are not inconsistent with such use.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE LAND MANAGEMENT MASTER PLAN
The following Goal and Objectives were included in the Request for Proposals.
Goal: To manage and preserve the resource areas of the property, which are sensitive and critical
habitat for endangered and threatened species, while recreating an easily accessible “garden in
the woods” for conservation and passive recreational purposes through the following objectives:
•

Completion of a comprehensive vegetation inventory;

•

Preserve and manage existing non-invasive ornamental specimens;

•

Improve and enhance biodiversity through invasive species management, and promote
native species while creating an aesthetically pleasing landscape in a natural surrounding;

•

Create and improve access for the public, including access for those with disabilities;

•

Protect and enhance both plant and wildlife habitat, in particular that of rare &
endangered species;

•

Establish an ongoing management maintenance plan that is consistent with the Town’s
vision for the property and which also includes a section focused on Land Stewardship
activities. The community program will include volunteers to assist in ongoing
management and maintenance; and

•

Provide guidelines for creating a “Friends of Sylvan Gardens” group or other means that
will assist with the financial sustainability of ongoing maintenance of the property.
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Appendix C:
Reference and Technical Documents for Parking, Access, and Recreation
1. List of Engineering Plans and Surveys Required for Permitting and Implementation
2. Parking and Access Alternatives, February 14 2011
3. Parking and Access Alternatives Analysis, February 14 2011
4. Memorandum, Sylvan Gardens Land Management Plan Questions, August 15, 2011 (Kevin
S. McDonald, Building Commissioner)
5. Sketch Plan showing Two Parking Lot Options, January 25, 2007, revised February 15, 2011
to show existing spot elevations at Emily’s Way. (Ryder & Wilcox, Inc.)
6. Sketch Plan for Parking at Parcel 4, February 25 2011 (Lara Slifka, Assistant Conservation
Agent)
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ENGINEERING PLANS AND SURVEYS
REQUIRED FOR PERMITTING AND IMPLEMENTATION
1. Parking Areas and Driveways
Topographic Survey
Final design for parking and driveways requires boundary and topographic surveying.
The survey should include:
•

boundary and general surveying for the proposed construction site and its relevant
surroundings, to include:
o property, right-of-way, and easement lines
o parcel numbers, owners, and holders of rights-of-way and easements
o boundaries of critical habitats, wetlands, and buffer areas
o locations of structures, roads, sidewalks, fences, walls, utilities, and drainage
structures

•

topographic surveying for the proposed construction site, including sufficient area to
allow for layout adjustments during final design, and to show how the proposed work
(including ancillary construction, trail connections, stormwater management, sight lines
at roadways, and construction access and staging areas) may affect existing drainage
patterns and vegetation, to include:
o locations and spot elevations for pavements, walls, fence posts, signs, utility poles,
manhole covers, drain inlets, catch basins, trees of 6” caliper or greater, and smaller
trees designated by the owner for preservation
o locations of brush and thickets
o identification of trees and shrubs only if the surveyor is qualified to provide accurate
genus and species names

Engineering Plans
Contract documents for parking areas and driveways should be prepared by a team that includes
both a civil engineer and a landscape architect, who should work in close coordination with each
other and with the Town on every aspect of the design.
Contract documents for construction should include:
•

Existing Conditions Plan incorporating the topographic survey

•

Site Preparation Plan showing clearing, demolition, and limit of disturbance (to be fenced
throughout demolition and construction)

•

Erosion Control Plan

•

Layout Plan

•

Grading And Drainage Plan
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•

Planting Plan

•

Details for construction and planting

•

Specifications

2. Trails
Trails or portions of trails that require extensive grading, erosion control, or approvals; or that
include slopes at or near acceptable limits under ADA or interfere with existing drainage, will
require complete survey information and engineering plans as described above.
Where those conditions are absent, the design process may be simplified to expedite work, to
reduce costs. The design may be developed directly on site, and it may incorporate irregular
(“non-engineered”) geometries not appropriate for public parking and driveways. The procedure
will vary depending on topography; vegetation; proximity to property lines and protected
wetlands; available resources; and other factors, but may include the following steps:
•

Town or Consultant: Stake a preliminary centerline (or multiple alternates) based on
observed topography, plants to be preserved, location and elevation of proposed parking
and driveways, and other site features.

•

Town or Consultant: Using simple tools (for example, line levels and cellphone-based
clinometers), review existing slopes along and across the preliminary centerline. Where
existing slopes appear to approach permissible limits, stake alternate alignments and flag
the perimeters of the areas where topography must be confirmed by survey. Where
existing slopes make extensive grading unavoidable, the area affected should be surveyed
and designed as described under “Parking and Driveways.”

•

Town or Consultant: Inventory vegetation in a corridor along the preliminary center line,
noting plants whose trunks or root zones are likely to be disturbed by construction.
Adjust the centerline as necessary. Mark critical vegetation for survey.

•

Surveyor: Map relevant property and buffer lines; locations and elevations of trailheads,
centerline stakes, and marked vegetation. Provide complete topographic survey
information for flagged areas.

•

Town or Consultant: Develop trail plans, to include
o Existing Conditions Plan incorporating the topographic survey
o Site Preparation Plan showing clearing, demolition, and limit of disturbance (to be
fenced throughout demolition and construction)
o Layout and Grading Plan, adhering to stake locations wherever feasible. An
“engineered layout” is not required but trail width dimensions must be marked.
Where grading is necessary, show contours and spot elevations in entire area affected.
Where grading is minimal, indicate cross-pitch or crown of trail. Include general
notes.
o Planting Plan for revegetation along trail. Include planting notes and details.
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Preliminary Submittal for Team Meeting 2

February 14, 2011

Preliminary Submittal for Team Meeting 2

February 14, 2011

Preliminary Submittal for Team Meeting 2

February 14, 2011

potential nonaccessible sidewalk

Preliminary Submittal for Team Meeting 2

February 14, 2011

1,410’

Old Main Street
near Route 28

60’

Parcel 4

3 standard spaces

(parking on Parcel 4)

Potential sidewalk connecting the Parcel 4 driveway
to the accessible parking space at Emily’s Way

two-foot contours obtained by aerial survey) and earlier plans drawn by Ryder & Wilcox. Although reasonable attempts have been made to interpret available
mapping in light of observations during site visits, the information presented here is preliminary only. A topographic survey and schematic design are
necessary to determine accurately the scope, impact, and cost of each alternative.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  The Alternatives Analysis Table is accurate to the limitations of the site information available, which includes the Town of Chatham’s GIS mapping (including

Other

interpretive and directional signage, trail improvements not critical to basic accessibility; bike racks and miscellaneous site furniture

--

--

Old Main Street at Emily’s
Way

1 accessible on-street
parallel parking space

(parking on Old Main Street)

Alternative 4
Supplemental NonAccessible Route
Accessible Route

Site Amenities

540’

Old Main Street
at Emily’s Way

Old Main Street
near Route 28

1,170’

360’

1 accessible space and
3 standard spaces
Parcel 5A1 in blueberry
and bayberry patch on
Emily’s Way

(parking on Parcel 5A1
at Emily’s Way)

60’

Parcel 4

1 accessible space and
3 standard spaces

(parking on Parcel 4)

Alternative 3

nearly-level accessibly surfaced (or decked ) area with bench and sufficient room for wheelchair use.

240’

120’
Balfour Lane, crossing
115 Balfour Lane lot on
footprint of existing
driveway

Parcel 5A1 at drive near
apple tree

1 accessible space and
3 standard spaces

(parking on Parcel 5A1
off Balfour Lane)

Alternative 2

Overlooks

Trails
(new and upgraded)

Driveway
length
location

location

Parking
type

COMPONENTS

1

Alternative 1

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS TABLE

CONCEPTUAL PARKING AND ACCESS ALTERNATIVES
Sylvan Gardens Land Management Plan

Sylvan Gardens Land Management Plan
Conservation Division
Town of Chatham, Massachusetts

February 14, 2011

8900 sq. ft.

good – open woodland
with native vegetation
and ornamentals

460’

(parking on Parcel 5A1
at Emily’s Way)

Alternative 3

uneventful – degraded
woodland dominated by
invasive plants; little
native or ornamental
vegetation; potential
restoration to native
plants; potential invasive
educational area

1,110’

(parking on Parcel 4)

7000 sq. ft.

good – open woodland
with native vegetation
and ornamentals

740’

(parking on Old Main Street)

Alternative 4
Supplemental NonAccessible Route
Accessible Route

	
  

Access Alternatives Table, page 2

2200 sq. ft.
2200 sq. ft.
2200 sq. ft.
280 sq. ft.
2000 sq. ft.
1440 sq. ft
720 sq. ft.
4340 sq. ft.
-720 sq. ft.
(not inc. existing drive)
960 sq. ft
4680 sq. ft.
2160 sq. ft.
3800 sq. ft.
-200 sq. ft.
200 sq. ft.
200 sq. ft.
200 sq. ft.
- limit use of solid pavement (asphalt or concrete) to steep driveways, accessible parking spaces, and portions of accessible trails that
are prone to erosion;
- incorporate recycled materials in pavement;
- use gravel for other driveways and non-accessible portions of parking areas;
- use stabilized stone dust or stabilized soil for accessible trails (requires rigorous maintenance);
- install crushed-stone base beneath gravel driveways and accessible trails to allow infiltration of storm water;
- build rain gardens to mitigate runoff from parking areas

7800 sq. ft.

uneventful – degraded
woodland dominated by
invasive plants; little
native or ornamental
vegetation; potential
restoration to native
plants; potential invasive
educational area

excellent –open area
with native and
ornamental vegetation;
potential for meadow
restoration

4800 sq. ft.

1,090’

160’

(parking on Parcel 4)

Alternative 2

Sylvan Gardens Conceptual Parking and Access Alternatives, February 14 2011

	
  

accessible trails
accessible overlooks
mitigation

Pavement And
Surfacing
total area of pavement
and surfacing
parking
driveway

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS

Access: length of
accessible trail from
parking to overlook
Recreation: pedestrian
experience at accessible
trails

BENEFITS

(parking on Parcel 5A1
off Balfour Lane)

Alternative 1

24,500 sq. ft.

13,000 sq. ft.

(parking on Parcel 5A1
at Emily’s Way)

Alternative 3

(parking on Parcel 4)

20,000 sq. ft.

(parking on Old Main Street)

Alternative 4
Supplemental NonAccessible Route
Accessible Route

	
  

deep ditch near
proposed trail
install chain link fence
42” ht. or greater
between the trail and the
ditch. Site carefully and
use dark vinyl coating to
mitigate appearance.

bluff near overlooks

deep ditch near
proposed trail
install chain link fence 42”
ht. or greater between
the trail and the ditch.
Site carefully and use dark
vinyl coating to mitigate
appearance.

low:
parking is completely
visible from the Old Main
Street

Access Alternatives Table, page 3

moderate:
very high:
moderate:
parking is inconspicuous
parking is completely
parking is inconspicuous
but visible from Old Main
hidden from Old Main
but visible from Old Main
Street (more so if more
Street
Street (more so if more
vegetation is cleared)
vegetation is cleared)
install “open hours” signs to discourage nighttime use of parking area

pine forest, open field,
ornamentals

- plant critical portions of sloped area with native shrubs

high:
parking is barely visible
from Balfour Lane

mixed forest, open field,
ornamentals

lawn and landscape
mixed forest, open field,
plantings; pine forest,
ornamentals
open field, ornamentals
- locate and grade driveways, parking, trails, and overlooks to minimize impact on plants and root zones;
- define and enforce tightly limited access and storage zones during construction; allow for final layout adjustments in field

open field, ornamentals

- provide erosion control and revegetation in disturbed areas; limit size of construction equipment to reduce construction disturbance;
- consider limited use of riprap or retaining walls to reduce graded area

10,500 sq. ft.

(parking on Parcel 4)

Alternative 2

Sylvan Gardens Conceptual Parking and Access Alternatives, February 14 2011

	
  

mitigation

fall hazard, Parcel 4

Safety Impacts
fall hazard, Parcel 5A1
mitigation

mitigation

Security Impacts
potential for misuse of
parking area

OTHER IMPACTS

mitigation

Vegetation
plant communities
impacted

Site Disturbance
area of disturbance,
including all paved,
surfaced, and graded
areas.
mitigation

(parking on Parcel 5A1
off Balfour Lane)

Alternative 1

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS, continued

	
  

see “security impacts”

low:
accessible trails run
through open meadow
area

low:
short accessible trail
with mild slopes and
little cross-slope runoff

high:
long accessible trail with
significant slopes and
potentially high crossslope runoff
high:
undergrowth along
accessible trail likely to
regrow rapidly unless
actively managed

Sylvan Gardens Conceptual Parking and Access Alternatives, February 14 2011

	
  

vegetation at trails
(accessible trails must
be clear of overhanging
vegetation to at least
head-height)
trash removal and
vandalism

Maintenance Demands
trail surface

low to moderate:
medium length
accessible trail with
mild slopes and little
cross-slope runoff
moderate:
accessible trail runs
through woodland
where growth of brush
is slowed by shade

- caution signs for drivers; grade driveway to maximize sight lines;
- install “please respect neighbors” signs on trails

vehicular use of
driveway on Emily’s
Way; traffic turning
onto and off of Old
Main Street

driveway in Emily’s Way
is close to Parcel 5
residence; will most
likely require removal
of trees and shrubs
add plantings for visual
buffer

(parking on Parcel 5A1
at Emily’s Way)

Alternative 3

mitigation

pedestrian use of new
trail on Parcel 5
easement; traffic turning
onto and off of Old Main
Street

minimal (accessible trail
on easement across
Parcel 5 is distant from
residence and obscured
by vegetation)

(parking on Parcel 4)

Alternative 2

vehicular use of Balfour
Lane and of existing
driveway at 115 Balfour
Lane; potential vehicular
conflicts with existing
driveway to house on
White Pond

minimal

(parking on Parcel 5A1
off Balfour Lane)

Alternative 1

noise and activity

mitigation

Neighborhood Impacts
visual intrusion

OTHER IMPACTS, continued

moderate to high:
undergrowth along
accessible trail likely to
regrow rapidly unless
actively managed

--

pedestrian use of new
trail on Parcel 5
easement; traffic turning
onto and off of Old Main
Street

minimal (accessible trail
on easement across
Parcel 5 is distant from
residence and obscured
by vegetation)

(parking on Parcel 4)

Access Alternatives Table, page 4

moderate:
accessible trail runs
through woodland
where growth of brush is
slowed by shade

moderate to high:
long accessible trail with
mild slopes and little
cross-slope runoff

pedestrian use of
accessible trail on Emily’s
Way; traffic pulling onto
and off of Old Main
Street at parallel parking;
sidewalk leading to
parking area may be
heavily used

adjust alignment of trail
to avoid removal of
vegetation and increase
distance form Parcel 5
residence; add plantings
for visual buffer

the parallel parking space
and the accessible trail in
Emily’s Way are close to
Parcel 5 residence

(parking on Old Main Street)

Alternative 4
Supplemental NonAccessible Route
Accessible Route

RDA (Request for
Determination of
Applicability) or NOI
(Notice of Intent) will be
required.
variance required from
Zoning

waiver required from
Planning Board to build
driveway on Emily’s
Way.

(parking on Parcel 5A1
at Emily’s Way)

Alternative 3
(parking on Parcel 4)

RDA (Request for
Determination of
Applicability) or NOI
(Notice of Intent) will be
required.
variance required from
Zoning
Planning Board approval is required for
the sidewalk connecting the Parcel 4 driveway to
the parking space at Emily’s Way

Planning Board approval
required to build a
parallel parking space on
Old Main Street
Planning & Zoning
variance required to build
parking space within the
15’ to 20’ setback
distance from lot lines.

(parking on Old Main Street)

Alternative 4
Supplemental NonAccessible Route
Accessible Route

Access Alternatives Table, page 5

calculation of construction costs depends in part on detailed topographic information beyond what is currently available.
the Town does not have
costs of the driveway
possible buried electric
possible buried electric
cost of the driveway on
the capacity to
and accessible trail on
line at existing Parcel 5
line at existing Parcel 5
Parcel 4 is particularly
complete the Balfour
Parcel 4 are particularly
driveway may increase
driveway may increase
sensitive to topography
Lane improvements
sensitive to topography
construction costs.
construction costs.
necessary for it to be a
public way
($100,000.00 to
$200,000.00 cost).
Parking and trail construction (potentially including grading) may possibly be provided by the Department of Public Works, which would
reduce construction costs.

public use of Balfour
Lane (a private road) will
require a taking and
road improvements by
the Town, which
requires a Town
Meeting vote
RDA (Request for
Determination of
Applicability) or NOI
(Notice of Intent) will be
required.
variance required from
Zoning

easement required for
driveway access across
115 Balfour Lane lot.

(parking on Parcel 4)

Alternative 2

Sylvan Gardens Conceptual Parking and Access Alternatives, February 14 2011

COST FACTORS

TRANSACTIONS AND
APPROVALS

(parking on Parcel 5A1
off Balfour Lane)

Alternative 1
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Appendix D: Vegetation Survey; the Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens Flora List
NATIVE PLANTS
Common Name
Common yarrow
Bentgrass
Smooth alder
Ragweed
Downy shadbush
Eastern shadbush
Smooth shadbush
Broomsedge
Wood windflower
Gray birch
Devil's beggar-ticks
Canada reed grass
Fiberous-rooted sedge
Fringed sedge
Pennsylvania sedge
Swan's sedge
Pignut hickory
Button-bush
Summersweet
Sweet fern
Canada fleabane
Rose coreopsis
American hazelnut
Poverty oatgrass
Swamp loosestrife
Hay-scented fern
Wavy hairgrass
Hairy rosette-panicgrass
Deertongue grass
Spatulate-leaved sundew
Evergreen woodfern
Trailing arbutus
Willow-herb
Purple lovegrass
Seven-angled pipewort
Trout lily
Swamp leucothoe
Boneset
Slender goldtop
Grass-leaved goldenrod
American beech
Wild strawberry
Stiff three-petaled bedstraw
Black huckleberry
White avens

Scientific Name
Achillea millefolium
Agrostis sp.
Alnus serrulata
Ambrosia artemisiifolia
Amelanchier arborea
Amelanchier canadensis
Amelanchier laevis
Andropogon virginicus
Anemone quinquefolia
Betula populifolia
Bidens frondosa
Calamagrostis canadensis
Carex communis
Carex crinita
Carex pensylvanica
Carex swanii
Carya glabra
Cephalanthus occidentalis
Clethra alnifolia
Comptonia peregrina
Conyza canadensis
Coreopsis rosea
Corylus americana
Danthonia spicata
Decodon verticillatus
Dennstaedtia punctilobula
Deschampsia flexuosa
Dichanthelium acuminatum
Dichanthelium clandestinum
Drosera intermedia
Dryopteris intermedia
Epigaea repens
Epilobium sp.
Eragrostis spectabilis
Eriocaulon aquaticum
Erythronium americanum
Eubotrys racemosa
Eupatorium perfoliatum
Euthamia tenuifolia
Euthamia graminifolia
Fagus grandifolia
Fragaria virginiana
Galium tinctorium
Gaylussacia baccata
Geum canadense
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Habitat
fields, edges
fields, edges
pond shoreline
fields, edges
edges
woodlands, edges
edges
dry edge near shoreline
woodlands
woodlands
pond shoreline, edges
pond shoreline
woodlands, edges
pond shoreline
woodlands, edges
woodlands, edges
woodlands
pond shorline
woodlands
fields, edges
fields, edges
pond shoreline
woodlands, edges
woodlands, edges
pond shoreline
edges
woodlands, edges
field, edges
edges
pond shoreline
edges
woodland opening
moist field
fields, edges
pond shoreline
woodland opening
pond shoreline
pond shoreline
fields, edges, pond shoreline
fields, edges
woodlands
fields, edges
pond shoreline
woodlands, edges
fields, edges

Sylvan Gardens Land Management Plan
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NATIVE PLANTS, continued
Common Name
Golden hedge-hyssop
Lesser Canada St. John's-wort
American holly
Winterberry
Jewel weed
Common soft-rush
Path rush
Red cedar
Round-headed bush clover
Maleberry
Four-flowered yellow-loosestrife
Canada mayflower
Indian pipes
Bayberry
Bullhead pond-lily
Black tupelo
Evening primrose
Sensitive fern
Common yellow wood sorrel
New York fern
Virginia creeper
False water-pepper smartweed
American pokeweed
Pitch pine
White pine
Blood milkwort
Pickerelweed
Dwarf cinquefoil
Old-field cinquefoil
Black cherry
Macoun's rabitt-tobacco
White oak
Scarlet oak
Scrub oak
Black oak
Swamp azalea
Swamp rose
Virginia rose
Common blackberry
Dewberry
Swamp dewberry
Red raspberry
Black raspberry
Great water dock
Plymouth gentian 
Black elderberry
Little bluestem

Scientific Name
Gratiola aurea
Hypericum canadense
Ilex opaca
Ilex verticillata
Impatiens capensis
Juncus effusus
Juncus tenuis
Juniperus virginiana
Lespedeza capitata
Lyonia ligustrina
Lysimachia quadriflora
Maianthemum canadense
Monotropa uniflora
Myrica pensylvanica
Nuphar variegata
Nyssa sylvatica
Oenothera biennis
Onoclea sensibilis
Oxalis stricta
Parathelypteris noveboracensis
Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Persicaria hydropiperoides
Phytolacca americana
Pinus rigida
Pinus strobus
Polygala sanguinea
Pontederia cordata
Potentilla canadensis
Potentilla simplex
Prunus serotina
Pseudognaphalium macounii
Quercus alba
Quercus coccinea
Quercus ilicifolia
Quercus velutina
Rhododendron viscosum
Rosa palustris
Rosa virginiana
Rubus allegheniensis
Rubus flagellaris
Rubus hispidus
Rubus idaeus
Rubus occidentalis
Rumex britannica
Sabatia kennedyana
Sambucus canadensis
Schizachyrium scoparium
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Habitat
pond shoreline
pond shoreline
woodlands
marsh
moist ditch
fields, edges, pond
dry fields
dry fields
dry fields
pond shoreline
fields, edges
woodlands
woodlands
pond shoreline
pond
woodlands, edges
dry fields
moist edges and openings
fields, edges, woodlands
edges
woodlands, edges
pond shoreline
fields, edges
woodlands
woodlands
pond shoreline
pond shoreline
dry edges
fields, edges
woodlands
fields, edges
woodlands
woodlands, edges
sandy field edge
woodlands, edges
marsh, woodland edges
moist ditch
pond shoreline
fields, edges
fields, edges
fields, edges
fields, edges
woodlands, edges
pond shoreline
pond shoreline
edges
dry fields
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NATIVE PLANTS, continued
Chair-makers rush
Soft-stemmed bulrush
Water parsnip
Sawbrier
Bullbrier
White goldenrod
Gray goldenrod
Rough-stemmed goldenrod
Alternate-leaved dogwood
Bushy American aster
Marsh fern
American linden
Poison ivy
Star flower
Lowbush blueberry
Highbush blueberry
Withe-rod viburnum
Arrow-wood
Fox grape

Schoenoplectus americanus
Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani
Sium suave
Smilax glauca
Smilax rotundifolia
Solidago bicolor
Solidago nemoralis
Solidago rugosa
Swida alternifolia
Symphyotrichum dumosum
Thelypteris palustris
Tilia americana
Toxicodendron radicans
Trientalis borealis
Vaccinium angustifolium
Vaccinium corybosum
Viburnum nudum var. cassinoides
Viburnum recognitum
Vitis labrusca

pond shoreline
pond shoreline
pond shoreline
edges
woodlands
fields, edges
dry fields
fields, edges
woodlands, edges
fields, edges
pond shoreline
woodlands
ubiquitous
woodlands, edges
woodlands, edges
moist field
woodlands
edges
edges

NON-NATIVE PLANTS including ornamental plants of interest
Common Name
Balsam fir ***
Japanese maple
Horse chestnut
Mimosa
Common mugwort **
Common boxwood
Boxwood
Trumpet creeper **
Cedar of Lebanon
Mouse-eared chickweed
Celandine
Chicory
Spreading cotoneaster
Japanese cryptomeria
Cyclamen
Orchard grass
Wild carrot **
Deptford pink
Smooth crabgrass
Enkianthus
European beech
Forsythia
Snowdrops
Honey-locust
Daylily
Orange hawkweed

Scientific Name
Abies balsamea
Acer palmatum
Aesculus hippocastanum
Albizia julibrissin
Artemisia vulgaris
Buxus sempervirens
Buxus spp.
Campsis radicans
Cedrus libani
Cerastium fontanum
Chelidonium majus
Cichorium intybus
Cotoneaster divaricatus
Cryptomeria japonica
Cyclamen sp.
Dactylis glomerata
Daucus carota
Dianthus armeria
Digitaria ischaemum
Enkianthus campanulatus
Fagus sylvatica
Forsythia viridissima
Galanthus nivalis
Gleditsia triacanthos
Hemerocallis sp.
Hieracium aurantiacum
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Habitat
woodlands
woodlands
horse chestnut
woodland edge
edges
woodlands, edges
woodlands, edges
fields, edges
woodlands
fields, edges
fields, edges
fields
woodlands, edges
woodlands
woodlands
edges
fields, edges
fields, edges
field, edges
woodlands
woodlands
woodlands, edges
woodlands
edges
woodlands, edges
fields, edges
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NON-NATIVE PLANTS including ornamental plants of interest, continued
Common hawkweed
Mouse-eared hawkweed
Glaucous hawkweed
Common velvet grass
Bigleaf hydrangea
Common St. Johnswort
Hairy cat's-ear
Japanese holly
Nelly Stevens holly
Japanese heartnut
Drooping leucothoe
Tuliptree ***
Liriope
Moneyplant **
Saucer magnolia
Daffodil
Norway spruce
Colorado spruce
Mountain fetter-bush
Japanese andromeda
Japanese red pine
English plantain
Common plantain
Solomon's-seal ***
Sour cherry
Weeping cherry
English oak
Bulbous buttercup
Rosebay rhododendron  ***
Rhododendrons/azaleas
Sheep sorrel
Umbrella pine
Japanese skimmia
European mountain ash
Lilac
Common tansy
Spreading English yew
Yew
Eastern arborvitae  ***
Western red cedar
Rabbit-foot clover
Red clover
Canadian hemlock ***
Common mullein **

Hieracium lachenalii
Hieracium pilosella
Hieracium piloselloides
Holcus lanatus
Hydrangea macrophylla
Hypericum perforatum
Hypochaeris radicata
Ilex crenata
Ilex x Nelly R. Stevens
Juglans ailantifolia
Leucothoe fontanesiana
Liriodendron tulipifera
Liriope sp.
Lunaria annua
Magnolia soulangiana
Narcissus sp.
Picea abies
Picea pungens
Pieris floribunda
Pieris japonica
Pinus densiflora
Plantago lanceolata
Plantago major
Polygonatum biflorum
Prunus cerasus
Prunus cf. pendulus
Quercus robur
Ranunculus bulbosus
Rhododendron maximum
Rhododendron spp.
Rumex acetosella
Sciadopitys verticillata
Skimmia japonica
Sorbus aucuparia
Syringa sp.
Tanacetum vulgare
Taxus baccata repandens
Taxus spp.
Thuja occidentalis
Thuja plicata
Trifolium arvense
Trifolium pratense
Tsuga canadensis
Verbascum thapsus
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fields, edges
fields, edges
fields, edges
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NON-NATIVE PLANTS including ornamental plants of interest, continued
Koreanspice viburnum
Linden viburnum
Japanese snowball
Leatherleaf viburnum
Bird vetch
Wisteria ****

Viburnum carlesii
Viburnum dilatatum
Viburnum plicatum
Viburnum rhytidophyllum
Vicia cracca
Wisteria sp.

woodlands
woodlands, edges
woodlands
woodlands
fields, edges
woodlands

INVASIVE/AGRESSIVE PLANTS: non-native plants that can take over
Common Name
Norway maple *
Sycamore maple *
Wild garlic *
Porcelainberry *
Japanese barberry *
Oriental bittersweet *
Lily-of-the-valley **
Scotch broom *
Autumn olive *
Burning bush *
Japanese knotweed *
English ivy **
Dame's rocket *
False lamium **
Privet *
Japanese honeysuckle *
Shrub honeysuckle *
Pachysandra ****
Common reed *
Black locust *
Multiflora rose *
Wineberry *
Grey willow *
Periwinkle ****

Scientific Name
Acer platanoides
Acer pseudoplatanus
Allium vineale
Ampelopsis glandulosa
Berberis thunbergii
Celastrus orbiculatus
Convallaria majus
Cytisus scoparius
Elaeagnus umbellata
Eunonymus alatus
Fallopia japonica
Hedera helix
Hesperis matronalis
Lamiastrum galeobdolon
Ligustrum sp.
Lonicera japonica
Lonicera morrowii or L. tartarica
Pachysandra terminalis
Phragmites australis var. australis
Robinia pseudoacacia
Rosa multiflora
Rubus phoenicolasius
Salix cinerea
Vinca minor

Indicates a state-listed species
* This plant is on the Invasive Plant Atlas of New England (IPANE) list
** This plant is on the Noxious Weed List in other states
*** This plant is native elsewhere in Massachusetts; introduced here
**** This plant can be weedy or affect other plants, if not managed
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The Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens
Ornamentals Key
daylillies
linden tree
American holly
Solomon's seal
daffodils
Japanese holly
weeping cherry
pagoda dogwood
sour cherry
Enkianthus campanulatus
holly
drooping Leucothoe
mountain Andromeda grove
Andromeda Grove
Rhododendron Grove - unknown sp.
great rosebay
balsam fir
Rhododendron Grove
cyclamen and snow drops
drooping Leucothoe
bigleaf Hydrangea
Koreanspice Viburnum
Rhododendron
Japanese snowball
European beech
leatherleaf Viburnum
leatherleaf Viburnum
Japanese Cryptomeria + umbrella pine
linden Viburnum
Nellie R. Stevens holly + horse chestnut
cedar of Lebanon
tuliptree
apple tree
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trout lilly
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Appendix E: Management of Ornamental Vegetation
Introduction
The Ornamental Plant Management Guide has been developed as an aid in management of
priority ornamentals indentified during the completed plant survey of the Rolf E. Sylvan
Gardens. It also provides a brief description of individual ornamentals, including specific
problems and maintenance requirements that may be associated with the species. It should be
noted that this is not intended to provide an extensive description of each ornamental plant and
its care. References will be included as a source of supplemental information to provide a
comprehensive description.
A. General Management Guidelines
The extensive list of existing ornamental trees, shrubs and other plants found growing at
the Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens have demonstrated resiliency and sustainability at this site
after more than four decades of limited or no maintenance. The very fact that these
plants are still growing—and in many cases even thriving—under these circumstances
indicates that they do not require an extensive management program often recommended
with other ornamental gardens. There may have been other ornamental plants that once
existed on this site, but, if so, they have not survived. Those that have survived have
passed the “sustainability” test.
This does not necessarily mean that these plants are not susceptible to certain problems, a
few of which have been observed on this site. If an ornamental plant shows signs of stress
or decline due to a disease, insect or other pest, or due to a cultural or environmental
problem, then a management program to address that problem should at least be
considered—despite the many constraints on this site, such as lack of a water source for
irrigation or easy access to many of these plants by vehicles or equipment.
One general management concern has been clearly identified, however: many of the more
valuable ornamental plants on this site are impacted to varying degrees by the invasive,
aggressive growth of certain vines, especially wisteria, Oriental bittersweet, honeysuckle,
and English ivy. In other cases plants are being crowded, and thus impacted, by the
growth of neighboring trees and shrubs that may shade some plants excessively and
affect their growth, form and beauty.
The principal focus of ornamental plant management, then, is the on-going monitoring
and removal of invasive plants, especially the aggressive vines and invasive shrubs, and
the occasional pruning or removal of other plants crowding the more valuable
ornamentals. The health of many of these key ornamentals at the Rolf E. Sylvan Gardens
depends foremost on the continued suppression and eventual eradication, where
appropriate, of invasive and aggressive plants.
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B. List of Individual Plants Described
1. Japanese Umbrella Pine
2. European Beech
3. Balsam Fir
4. Cedar of Lebanon
5. Pagoda Dogwood
6. Koreanspice Viburnum
7. Leatherleaf Viburnum
8. Japanese Andromeda
9. Bigleaf Hydrangea
10. Japanese Cryptomeria
11. American Linden
12. Japanese Holly
C. Individual Plant Descriptions
1. Japanese Umbrella Pine (Sciadopitys verticillata)
On-site Location: Zone 6
Origin: Japan
Key Features:
•

Habit is variable from narrowly conical to broadly pyramidal; grows 20 to 30
feet high

•

Large, fleshy needles, oddly textured needled evergreen

•

2 to 5 inch long, dark green needles spread in whorls from the ends of
branches

Problems:
•

Very few problems with this plant

•

It’s greatest limitation is its very slow growth

Maintenance:
•

Requires little or no maintenance

•

Seedlings are crowded by other growth. If they are deemed valuable and
worth preserving, then prune or remove vegetation to allow room for them to
grow.
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2. European Beech (Fagus sylvatica)
On-site Location: Zone 6
Origin: Europe
Key Features:
•

Densely pyramidal to oval in youth, branching to the ground; it becomes more
rounded in age but never loses its stately elegance; grows 50 to 60 feet high

•

Its lustrous dark green, 2 to 4 inch long leaves hold late in fall before
developing the rich russet and golden brown colors.

•

Smooth, gray, elephant hide-like bark

Problems:
•

Surface roots generally preclude the use of vegetative ground covers, except
for English ivy

•

Usually free from pests, although woolly aphids can be troublesome in some
areas

Maintenance:
•

Requires little or no maintenance

3. Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea)
On-site Location: Zone 6, near Zone 2
Origin: Native to New England, but not endemic to Cape Cod
Key Features:
•

Symmetrically pyramidal tree, grows 45 to 75 feet high

•

Has ½ to 1 inch long, lustrous dark green needles

•

Used for Christmas tree production

Problems:
•

Balsam Woolly Adelgid can be a problem

•

Not tolerant of drought, excessive heat or poor, dry soil – conditions typically
found on Cape Cod. Their relative vigor and health here seems to be from
growing in shade with a favorable hydrology.

Maintenance:
•

May require treatment if adelgid infestation becomes severe

•

It would appear the shade and hydrology has supported the heath of the trees.
There are no observable issues at this moment, but these trees should
continue to be monitored to ensure their continued growth and health.
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4. Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus libani)
On-site Location: Zone 7
Origin: Asia Minor
Key Features:
•

Large, relatively densely foliaged, needle evergreen tree; needle formation
superficially resembles that of a larch, but a larch is a deciduous conifer that
drops its needles in the fall.

•

With age develops horizontally disposed branches and a flat-topped crown;
grows 40 to 60 feet high

•

Considered the patriarch of the true cedars because of biblical associations
and its dominating landscape presence. The specimen at the Rolf E. Sylvan
Gardens is a very impressive tree.

Problems:
•

Cedars occasionally are subject to damage by borers - more typical in the
South

Maintenance:
•

Little to no maintenance typically required. Monitor and prune or remove
vines or other plants interfering with growth.

5. Pagoda Dogwood (Swida alternifolia)
On-site Location: Zone 4
Origin: Native to New England and Cape Cod
Key Features:
•

Has a spreading habit with horizontal branches that create a layered look;
grows 15 to 25 feet

•

White flowers are borne in 1.5 - to 2.5 inch wide clusters above the foliage
during May and June, the ¼- to 1/3-inch wide, rounded, purplish black fruit
ripen in July

•

The fruit stalks are rich pinkish red and more ornamental than the fruit itself;
the fruit is valued by birds

Problems:
•

Pagoda Dogwood is susceptible to a number of diseases, including twig
blights and cankers. But the species appears to be resistant to Dogwood
Anthracnose, which in recent years has seriously stressed and even killed
many Flowering Dogwoods.
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This tree prefers a rich, moist, woodland sites and soils and, like other tree
dogwoods, is not tolerant of drought; its success here is another indication of
the favorable hydrology and soils on this site.

Maintenance:
•

Monitor for signs of severe stress and pests.

6. Koreanspice Viburnum (Viburnum carlesii)
On-site Location: Zone 6
Origin: Korea
Key Features:
•

Very fragrant bloom (clove-like); pink in bud, opening white in round clusters
generally in late April and May

•

Grows 4 to 8 feet high

Problems:
•

Several diseases and insects can be troublesome occasionally, but seldom are
serious enough to justify control

Maintenance:
•

Requires very little maintenance

7. Leatherleaf Viburnum (Viburnum rhytidophyllum)
On-site Location: Zone 6
Origin: China
Key Features:
•

Noted for its textural quality, it has leathery, 3 to 7.5 inch lustrous dark green
leaves

•

Blooms in white, round clusters in May

•

The fruit is spectacular and rivals those of the Wayfaringtree Viburnum

Problems:
•

Several diseases and insects can be troublesome occasionally, but seldom are
serious enough to justify control

Maintenance:
•

Requires very little maintenance
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8. Japanese Andromeda (Pieris japonica)
On-site Location: Zone 6
Origin: Japan
Key Features:
•

Broadleaf evergreen, haystack-shaped in is best form, grows 8 to 12 feet high
and 6 to 8 feet wide

•

Fragrant white flowers, ¼ to 3/8 in long, are borne in 3 to 6-inch long and
wide, racemose panicles in April

Problems:
•

Andromeda Lacebug is a serious pest that sucks sap from the leaves, often
rendering the plant various shades of yellow and reducing its vigor and
beauty. This insect pest is much more severe when the plant is grown in sun.

Maintenance:
•

Monitor for Lacebug injury; in our observations the location of these plants
in shade has resulted in only minor lacebug injury generally. If lacebug
injury were to be severe, and the specimen was determined to be valuable,
then treatment with horticultural oil or insecticidal soap would be needed at
least monthly from late May to August. Soil applied imidacloprid (i.e.
Merit™) provides season-long control.

9. Bigleaf Hydrangea (Hydrangea macrophylla)
On-site Location: Zone 6 and Zone 8
Origin: Japan
Key Features:
•

Very showy flowers in July and August

•

Withstands salt spray and is a good seashore garden plant

•

Plant parts are poisonous

•

Grow 3-6 feet high; wider at maturity

Problems:
•

Relatively trouble-free, but may require regular adjustments of soil acidity in
some areas to maintain blue flower color. Generally the soils are acidic to
very acidic on Cape Cod, so flower color tends to be an attractive blue to bluepurple.

•

Plants require abundant moisture, especially when grown in sun, although
they seem well adapted to growing in shade on Cape Cod.
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•

Occasionally flower buds are killed in a harsh winter; in those years blooming
may be sparse or non-existent.

•

Deer will feed on hydrangeas.

Maintenance:
•

Pruning may be done to thin out older, less productive canes. This plant
blooms on one-year old wood, so cutting new stems eliminates next year’s
blooms.

10. Japanese Cryptomeria (Cryptomeria japonica)
On-site Location: Zone 6
Origin: Japan, China
Key Features:
•

A tall, lofty, pyramidal, or conical tree with a stout trunk

•

Short glossy, evergreen needles, attached spirally to long, whiplike twigs in
plumy clusters, give an elegant and distinctive texture to the plant throughout
the year.

•

Grows 30 to 60 feet high

Problems:
•

This tree grows best in full sun and is not tolerant of windy conditions.

•

This tree is relatively trouble-free in good sites

Maintenance:
•

Prune surrounding trees and growth to allow sufficient light to the specimen
tree.

•

Dead foliage sometimes clings rather than falling and could be removed
manually to bring out the plants best appearance.

11. American Linden (Tilia americana)
On-site Location: Zone 2
Origin: Native from Maine to Florida, including Cape Cod
Key Features:
•

Flowers highly fragrant and attractive to bees, light yellow, appear in loose
drooping clusters attached to a large, pale greenish yellow, leaflike bracts,
conspicuous in early summer

•

The habit is sturdy and imposing-pyramidal in youth, oval-rounded with
arched and spreading branches at maturity
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Grows 60 to 80 feet high

Problems:
•

Mites and a variety of insects including aphids, beetles, borers, leaf miners,
and scale insects are potentially troublesome.

Maintenance:
•

For good growth and health, a plant health care program may be needed at
some point. Monitor for pest problems to determine if such a program is
ever required. Lindens are also susceptible to several diseases, usually not
serious but occasionally requiring corrective treatment.

•

Pruning is recommended only for early training and removal of deadwood
and basal sprouts.

12. Japanese Holly (Ilex crenata)
On-site Location: Zone 2, 3, 4 and 6
Origin: Japan, Korea
Key Features:
•

Foliage glossy, bright to deep green, leathery, evergreen leaves; small back
berries on females

•

Densely shrubby, grows 5-10 feet high and wide

Problems:
•

There has been a growing incidence of cottony camellia scale on Japanese
hollies on Cape Cod over the last decade. This pest was observed on some of
the hollies. These sucking scale insects reduce the vigor of the plant and their
honeydew excretions result in the formation of a black “sooty mold” on leaves
and branches.

•

Mite infestations can be troublesome, especially in areas having hot, dry
summers.

•

Because of mite problems, which are more severe in sun, and a limited
tolerance of summer heat and dryness, this holly is best reserved for shady
areas, as they are found on this site.

Maintenance:
•

If there is a determination that a scale infestation on certain hollies should be
treated, it would require a dormant oil application in March or April and a
second dormant oil application when the scale crawlers have emerged—
generally in
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Annotated Bibliography
Dirr, Michael. Dirr’s Hardy Trees and Shrubs. Portland: Timber Press, 1997. Print.
•

Dirr’s well illustrated encyclopedia describes many native and nonnative plants adapted
to cooler temperatures. It gives insight into seasonal interest, growth habit, and notable
features of plants.

Flint , Harrison. Landscape Plants For Eastern North America. New York: John Wiley &
Sons,1983. Print
•

Flint’s book is a good source for plant selection-related information. It gives an
understandable description of the plant, its needs, and problems it may encounter.
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1. Techniques for Using Herbicides to Manage Invasive Species
a. Foliar Treatment: this technique applies a very dilute herbicide directly to the foliage
of the targeted plant. The foliage takes up the herbicide and translocates it to the root
system, where it can seriously injure or kill the plant. It is important, unless the
formulation used already has one, to add a spray adjuvant that acts as a “spreadersticker” to help the herbicide stick to the leaf and become rain-fast. Using very low
toxic, wetland approved formulations of triclopyr or glyphosate (Rodeo®;
AquaNeat®; Garlon® 3A), use a low-toxic spray adjuvant such as the natural-organic
Cide-Kick II.
Foliar treatment is best done using a backpack sprayer with a cone nozzle for a
directed spray. Avoid spray drift or run-off onto valuable plant foliage, as those
plants may be adversely affected as well. It is important to avoid foliar treatments on
windy conditions or to use too fine a spray. Various shields can be designed and used
to help prevent spray drift onto valuable plants.
A lower impact application technique is to paint the foliage with the prepared
herbicide formula using a sponge paint brush or a sponge or wick type applicator,
such as the Wick Weeder Herbicide Applicator or the Sideswipe Herbicide
Applicator. While this technique can be more time consuming than foliar spraying, it
can essentially eliminate accidental drift or dripping on the foliage of valuable plants.
Foliar treatment can be effective at managing emerging invasives or herbaceous
invasives in grasslands, where mechanical removal would damage other valuable
plants or would be ineffective. The possibility of spray drift can be a reason to use
other techniques.
In managing English ivy and some other invasive vines there are reasons to use foliar
treatment. If you refer to The Nature Conservancy research report on managing
English ivy in Appendix F, foliar treatment of English ivy was far less costly than
mechanical removal. Being an evergreen, it is possible to treat English ivy late in the
fall or in late winter-early spring, when there is less traffic and other plants are
dormant. Foliar treatment also allows for the dead or dying ivy plants to remain and
break down over time, thus limiting the cost and effort of removing large amounts of
ivy biomass required with mechanical removal. This technique also allows for time
before revegetation becomes necessary and better permits the possible emergence of
native species without the adverse impacts of large-scale mechanical removal.
b. Cut Stem Treatment is useful for controlling large trees, shrubs and vines, for
invasive plants intertwined with other valuable plants or where foliar treatment would
cause too much damage to valuable plants. Cut stem treatment generally includes:
•

Cut the woody stems of trees, shrubs or vines to be treated.
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•

Immediately apply the labeled concentration of a glyphosate product to the outer
rings of the cut stem on larger trees and the entire cut stem otherwise with a
sponge brush or by a directed spray. Only use products and formulations labeled
for cut stem or cut stump treatment.

•

Cut stem formulations of triclopyr can be applied more than one hour after
cutting. Labeled triclopyr formulations mixed with basal oil and a low toxic
surfactant/penetrant (Cide-Kick II is a natural-organic surfactant derived from
pine oil that also acts as a bark penetrant)—also called basal bark treatment
materials (see below)—can be applied much later and even in cold winter months
with no snow or ice cover. Pathfinder II is a ready-to-use formulation of triclopyr
with oil and a penetrant.

This technique is very low impact as there is generally no effect on surrounding
vegetation, soils, wildlife or people. Often invasive trees and shrubs are best
managed using this technique, which combines cutting with a targeted use of an
herbicide to help kill the roots and prevent re-sprouting of the plant for more rapid
control.
Monitor all treated plants and re-treat any sprouts or root suckers that may emerge
later.
c. Girdling and Frill Treatments: these techniques can be used when it is desirable to
leave the dead tree standing for wildlife habitat and where the dead tree will not be a
hazard to people using the site. Girdling a tree involves cutting two rings around a
tree with a chainsaw or axe about two to four inches apart. A deep cut of about 1.5
inches in depth is required for a large tree. Girdling alone is generally not effective at
killing some invasive trees; black locusts, for example, will generally send up many
root sprouts and may even survive the girdling.
The frill treatment involves girdling a tree with a chainsaw or hatchet just once. Cut
downward to allow the careful application of a labeled formulation of the herbicide
into the cut so that it penetrates the vascular system of the tree. This will help kill the
root system and prevent re-sprouting without affecting other plants, soils, wildlife or
people. The tree is generally also left standing using this technique.
d. Basal Bark Treatment: this technique can be used when it is desirable to leave the
dead tree standing, as described above. It is also a technique for pre-treating invasive
trees and shrubs, even during winter months when there is no snow or ice to limit
application—a time when there is less traffic on the site and other plants are dormant.
This allows for cutting and removal at a later date when resources may be available or
to allow the plants to stand until a more complete restoration can be carried out.
Using the formulation of triclopyr with oil and a penetrant described above for cut
stem treatment, carefully spray or paint the material on the lower bark of the tree or
shrub. The material will penetrate into the bark and slowly kill the roots of the plant.
Again, when done properly there is essentially no impact on soils, wildlife, people or
other plants, although it is important not to accidentally spray any material on nontargeted plants nearby.
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e. Stem Injection Treatment: while this is one way to describe the frill treatment
discussed above for trees, here this refers to specialty treatments for specific invasive
plants, particularly Japanese knotweed, giant hogweed (not found on Sylvan Gardens)
and phragmites. The specific methodology for managing these two hard-to-manage
invasive species using stem injection is described in endnotes in Chapter 5.
Japanese knotweed is now believed to be best managed by injecting about 5 ml of a
concentrated glyphosate formula directly into the lower section of the stem using a
specialized tool (such as the JK Injection Tool) or other techniques. Similarly,
phragmites can be effectively managed by injecting several drops of a dilute
glyphosate formulation into each cut stem during tasseling in late summer . Other
techniques for treating larger stands of phragmites by applying glyphosate into the cut
stems with minimal impact are also available, and one such technique is described in
the endnotes in Chapter 5.
2. Examples of Technical Documents for Management of Specific Invasive Species:
Attached are four technical management guides for four invasive plants species. These
guides not only provide a range of management techniques and how to use them for the
particular species, but in some cases they compare the efficiency, efficacy and cost of the
various management techniques.
The Internet provides many such management guides and is an excellent resource for
anyone interested in more information on invasive plant management and site restoration.
If more research and information of this kind is desired for these and other
invasive/aggressive species, it can be found on the internet at locations including:
•

Alien Plant Invaders of Natural Areas, Plant Conservation Alliance’s Alien Plant
Working Group, April 2010; http://www.nps.gov/plants/alien/fact.htm.

•

Invasive Plant Management Guide, Stewardship Subcommittee of the
Connecticut Invasive Plant Working Group; (click on the specific plant), January
2009; http://www.hort.uconn.edu/cipwg/art_pubs/GUIDE/guideframe.htm.

•

Invasive.org, Center for Invasive Species and Ecosystem Health (includes the
information library from The Nature Conservancy), 10/30/2009;
http://www.invasive.org/species/weeds.cfm.

Specific documents attached as examples of management guides include:
1. "English Ivy Management in the Pacific Northwest" - The Nature Conservancy,
January 2005.
2. "Controlling Knotweed in the Pacific Northwest" - The Nature Conservancy,
January 2004.
3. "Fact Sheet: Porcelain-berry" - Plant Conservation Alliance's Alien Plant Working
Group, May 2005.
4. "Element Stewardship Abstract for the Bush Honeysuckles" - The Nature
Conservancy, August 2000.
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Controlling English Ivy
(Hedera helix)

in the Pacific Northwest
Although produced by and the responsibility of The Nature Conservancy, this document grew from a
workshop co-sponsored by Metro, The City of Portland Parks, Natural Resources Division, The
Society for Ecological Restoration, Northwest Chapter and The Nature Conservancy in February
2002. As well as extensive literature review, the data and field experience of more than 20 individuals and organizations (primarily) from northwestern Oregon went into this document. Funding for
the production of this guide and the research that supported it was provided by the Northwest Service
Academy of the AmeriCorps and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. In addition, the Oregon Department of Agriculture and the No Ivy League in Portland, Oregon provided friendly review.
Thank you all.
Editors Note: The discussion in this document is specific to Hedera helix (English ivy) and not
particular named cultivars. Some cultivars apparently behave ecologically like H. helix and are likely
to respond similarly to the treatments described here, some apparently do not. Because of the risk
that other cultivars will prove invasive, the authors urge caution in the use of any ivy cultivars for
landscaping. Please seek out and use other landscaping choices.

English Ivy Description

No Ivy League, Portland, Oregon

English ivy (Hedera helix) is a trailing or climbing
vine (photograph 1 and 2) belonging to the family
Araliaceae (ginseng) and is native to Europe.
Brought to North America by colonial settlers, H.
helix is widely cultivated as ornamental/utilitarian
groundcover in the Pacific Northwest (PNW).

Photo 1. Ivy ground cover

Photo 2. Ivy leaves and viney stems

Because of its’ wide planting, climbing habit, and because seeds are spread by birds, ivy has become
widespread in natural areas and unmanaged green/open spaces, where it buries native groundcover
vegetation (photograph 3) and climbs and kills or topples matures trees (photograph 4). Because
of its great potential to fundamentally change Pacific Northwest forested habitats, English ivy can
fairly be called the kudzu of the Pacific Northwest (photograph 5).
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Vines attach to the bark of trees, brickwork, and other surfaces by way of numerous, small root-like
structures, which exude a glue-like substance. Older vines are known to reach a foot in diameter.
Leaves are typically dark green, alternate (they alternate sides on the stem) and simple (the leaf is not
composed of little leaflets). Juvenile leaves are 3-5 lobed (photographs 1 and 2), but mature leaves
or leaves in full sun are ovate (roundish) to rhombic (angular but not square)(photograph 6).

Photo 4. Ivy toppling native tree

Photo 3. Ivy smothering native fern
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Mature plants produce umbrella-like clusters of greenish-white flowers in the fall (photograph 7). The black,
berry-like fruit (photograph 8), containing a few hard,
stone like seeds typically mature in the spring.

Ecological Threat
English ivy is an aggressive invader that threatens nearly
all forested habitat types in the northwestern U.S. up to
at least 3000' in elevation (900 meters). English ivy
cover is rapidly reaching catastrophic levels, especially
in urban and near urban areas of the Pacific Northwest.
Photo 5. Ivy carpet over forest
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No Ivy League, Portland, Oregon

Without prompt action, many thousands of
trees will be toppled or killed over the next
decade in the Portland metro area alone.

Once established at a site, English ivy can be
expected to move beyond its intended borders into neighboring yards, parks and other
lands, either by vegetative means or by seed
dispersed by birds.

No Ivy League, Portland, Oregon

As habitat for wildlife, a monoculture of ivy
is a poor replacement for a diverse native
forest understory. Areas dominated by ivy
Photo 7. Flowering mature ivy patch
have lower diversity of birds, mammals and
amphibians, and appear to be good habitat only for rats. Although some native birds do eat the
berries, ivy fruit seems to be preferred mostly by non-native starlings.

Photo 8. Ripe ivy fruit cluster (purple) and unripe (green)

No Ivy League, Portland, Oregon

Ivy is capable of growing along the ground
as well as into the upper forest canopy. The
dense growth and abundant leaves, which
spring from the stems like small umbrellas,
form a thick canopy just above the ground,
and prevent sunlight from reaching other
plants. Similarly, vines climbing up tree
trunks spread out and surround branches and
twigs, preventing most of the sunlight from
reaching the leaves of the host tree. Loss of
Photo 6. Mature ivy leaves
host tree vigor, evident within a few years, is
followed by death a few years later. Furthermore, the added weight of vines makes infested trees susceptible to blow-over or tip-over, especially
during winter storms. English ivy also
serves as a reservoir for bacterial leaf scorch
(Xylella fastidiosa), a plant pathogen that is
harmful to native trees such as elms, oaks,
and maples.

Despite its propensity for quickly and completely covering the ground, English ivy actually increases
erosion problems, especially on steep slopes, since its shallow, sparse root system doesn’t provide the
deep soil anchoring of mature trees and shrubs.

Basic Ecology
English ivy grows easily in many types of soil, from full
sun to complete shade, and once established, is fairly
drought tolerant. In the PNW, ivy grows in elevations up
to about 3000 feet. In lower elevations, ivy grows
throughout the year, although growth may slow or stop
during extended drought or during intense cold periods.
Ivy reproduces either vegetatively via stolons (root-like
stems) or through seeds (photograph 9). Roots form
when stem nodes contact moist soil, leading to the formation of a dense mat of vegetation. Ivy roots are vigorous
resprouters, meaning that a broken root left in the soil will
almost certainly grow a new stem. Ivy fruits can be spread
great distances by birds. It is unknown whether the seed
requires passage through an animal intestinal tract to
germinate.
Ivy has two distinct growth phases, the immature, vegetative stage and the mature, fruiting stage. During the
vegetative stage, the plant grows rapidly and tends to
Photo 9. Ivy seedling
sprawl across the ground (or climb any available vertical
surface - see below). These characteristics are responsible
for both the popularity of the plant as an ornamental ground cover, and unfortunately, its threat as an
invasive weed. When a vine hits any upright object (trees, shrubs, houses, power or telephone poles,
fences, etc...), it climbs, and can even reach the tops of even mature conifers of 300 feet (90 meters),
climbing as much as 30 feet (10 meters) per year.
The fruiting stage typically occurs on climbing plants, but may also occur on prostrate patches of
sufficient age, especially in full sunlight (photograph 7). Because these patches may form thick
mats, the ivy essentially climbs on itself to produce upright, fruiting stems. In either case, flowers are
produced in the fall and fruits mature in the spring.
Away from established ivy patches, new occurrences result from birds spreading seeds. Regardless
of origin, once established in an area ivy cover gradually increases until it eliminates all other ground
cover and reduces tree canopy coverage by killing mature trees through a combination of shading and
over-weighting. Following the loss of canopy dominant trees, the increase in sun exposure not only
increases ivy’s ability to produce fruit, but also may allow other less shade tolerant weed species
(especially Himalayan blackberry [Rubus armeniaca (R. procerus, R. discolor)] or traveler’s joy - old
man’s beard [Clematis vitalba] in our area) to become established.

In the end, the results of societal passivity regarding ivy will be extensive loss of shade trees, declines
in native flora and fauna, water quality and forest productivity; and increases in erosion, slope failures and landscaping / management costs for private citizens, the forest industry and public agencies
alike.

Control Summary
Because there are effective manual/mechanical and chemical control methods, current and future ivy
problems are really due to a lack of knowledge, will or money (or all three). Manual options include
a variety of approaches to hand-pulling, chopping or digging that, while generally environmentally
safe and effective, typically cost from $2000 to $8000 per acre even at minimum wage (i.e. 300 to
1300 hours or more of hand removal work per acre). Thus, substantial volunteer work forces are
necessary for effective manual control in most situations. There are several effective chemical
control options, offering good control 10-20 times less expensive than manual / mechanical methods.
Early data suggest that herbicide treatment may slow recovery of native species when compared to
manual control, but clearly does not stop it. Currently, there are no effective biological control
agents, although goats will defoliate ivy.

Manual Approaches
Manual removal is a safe, effective and generally ecologically friendly but costly method of eradicating local infestations of English ivy. Sampling work conducted by TNC indicates that a carefully
executed manual pull can consistently reduce ivy cover from 80% cover or more to 2-6% one year
later without follow up treatment, and to 1-2% with a single follow up. Other local groups involved
in ivy removal have made similar observations.
Unfortunately, manual control of English ivy is quite expensive (or at least labor intensive). Based
on research conducted by The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and The Three Rivers Land Conservancy,
as well as more approximate figures reported by other local groups, it typically requires from 300 to
well over 1,000 human hours to perform the initial manual clearing on an acre of heavily infested
ground. This assumes extensive ivy cover, gently sloped land and moist soil. Lower numbers may
result from situations in which there are few or no native plants remaining, or if the ivy cover is not
extensive. Higher numbers, sometime substantially higher will result from areas with abundant
native vegetation mixed with heavy ivy cover, very steep slopes, dry soil or barriers such as logs and
(native or non-native) blackberry. The pulling rate will also be greatly affected by the strength and
dedication of the person(s) doing the pulling, root depth and density and soil conditions.
Nearly all sites require at least a second round of clearing to complete the initial restoration, then,
annual or bi-annual maintenance to control stubbornly resprouting roots and new seedlings. As
mentioned above, the initial pulling usually results in cover values of 2-6% a year after the initial
clearing. As a result, depending on your site and the effectiveness of the initial clearing, you should
expect the second pulling to still require a substantial commitment of effort or resources. Onepercent coverage represents roughly 435 square feet (40 square meters) per acre. Again based on
TNC research, follow up treatment will therefore range from 20-60 human hours per acre under
typical conditions.

How to pull ivy
General
There are nearly as many strategies for manual removal as there are practitioners, ranging from
disorganized grabbing and pulling, to meticulous strand-by-strand removal by well-coordinated
teams. Most are variations on the simple concept of pulling up the plant by hand and trying to
remove as much of the root as possible while minimizing ground disturbance and harm to remnant
native plants. The City of Portland’s Ivy Removal Project (No Ivy League) lists more than 20 strategies for groups working together to do manual removal (www.noivyleague.org). The approach you
choose will depend on a number of factors including the density of the ivy, how much native vegetation is mixed in with the ivy, whether you are on a steep slope or a flat surface, and whether you are
working alone or with a group. Within a group, the temperament and experience of the group will
affect the strategy you choose to employ.
The essential elements to efficient, effective ivy removal and long-term recovery of native vegetation
are:
• removing as much of the root system as possible,
• minimizing trampling and churning of the soil,
• protecting native plants that are present,
• clearing an area thoroughly before moving on.
Because ivy is both an aggressive resprouting species (it re-grows easily from root fragments) and it
has long, relatively fragile roots, it is important to pull the vine at the spot where the root comes out
of the ground to get effective control. Ivy roots or series of connected nodes may be continuous over
several meters just below the soil surface, and are capable of resprouting from almost any broken
root end. At the same time, in order to minimize trampling it is important to avoid repeated walking
across the same area while uprooting the plants. Protecting surviving native plants also requires
more careful pulling. Working efficiently combines many of these concepts.
Case Study Examples
1. In areas with no remaining native plants:
In cases with no remnant native plants it may be helpful to use shovels, digging forks or mattocks to
loosen the ivy root systems. The No Ivy League recommends a method they term log-rolling, in
which the ivy mat is uprooted and rolled up. The “log” of ivy is rolled up ahead until it is too large to
move. It is then cut off and disposed of, either as part of a large pile or moved offsite. Alternatively
they pull and scatter the fragments on the ground surface.
2. In areas with significant remaining native plants:
A basic approach that works well for TNC is having “ivy pullers” work from a kneeling position
(wearing rainpants or using a waterproof pad helps keep things comfortable in the winter). Start by
grabbing a single vine and uprooting it only as far as you can reach, then set it aside and grab the next
one you can reach. Uproot that one as far as you can and set it aside. When you have cleared/
uprooted everything you can reach without moving, shift position and start again. Although it may
appear slow and methodical, this technique accomplishes several things very well. It minimizes
bending over, which conserves energy and helps prevent back pain. It also increases concentration.
In addition, kneeling minimizes walking back and forth, which reduces trampling. It also encourages
very thorough work and reduces follow up treatment time. Lastly this approach minimizes damage

to remaining native plants, which reduces the need for replanting. When vines do break off, are cut
or are fully uprooted, TNC recommends rolling them up into a crude ball because it makes it easier to
tell what has been pulled from what hasn’t.
To bag or not to bag
Disposing of pulled ivy becomes an important issue when you consider that there can be more than
10 tons per acre. It can be bagged and hauled off, piled on gurneys and hauled off, piled on site, or
scattered on site. The No Ivy League recommends scattering the pulled stems, but others report that
this makes site assessment difficult and leads to missing some living, rooted ivy. Bagging adds costs
and effort, and removes nutrients from the site. Making piles causes dead spots on the ground and
can allow some ivy to re-root, if the pile is not turned. For these reasons we recommend removing
ivy if the site is easily accessible and making tall narrow piles if it is not. Where ivy cover is not
dense, pulled stems and roots can be scattered and left on site without compromising pulling effectiveness.
Risks of Manual Control
Although careful planning and training help to minimize them, manual control has its own unique
side effects. There is no available data that precisely documents the effects of hand pulling. However, some degree of trampling, soil churning, and loss of desirable vegetation is inevitable (photograph 10). Native vegetation can be uprooted accidentally, and vegetation and duff (organic material, often with ferns) can be stripped off of rocks. The severe soil disturbance can leave a site vulnerable to surface erosion and to invasion by other weed species.

Photograph 10. Large area of ground manually cleared of English ivy

More than one reviewer mentioned the importance of timing manual removal to minimize effects on
native vegetation and wildlife (especially breeding birds and amphibians). In order to minimize
damage to native plants and disturbance of local wildlife, some programs (including TNC and
ODFW) focus manual control efforts during winter months (approximately November to February).
Although this apparently reduces impacts to native plants and animals, many PNW amphibians are
active during this time and care should be taken to minimize impacts on them.

Chemical Approaches
The literature reports mixed, but usually incomplete control with growing season application of
various over the counter herbicides including triclopyr (Garlon 3a and in many “shrub-killers”),
glyphosate (Round-up, Rodeo, Aquamaster, Gly Star) and 2-4 D (too many to list). The waxy layer
on the leaves appears to limit many herbicides, especially hydrophilic compounds such as glyphosate,
from effectively permeating the leaves. Local experiments done by TNC, City of Portland and
Metro, however, suggest that under some circumstances herbicides can provide safe and effective
control of ivy, even when applied during winter.
Summary of herbicide literature
(For extensive references on published research on chemical control of ivy, please refer to the
websites listed at the end of this document, especially tncweeds.ucdavis.edu)
In container pots, two applications, one month apart, of 2,4-D (Weedar 64) applied at 1.1 kg/ha (1.0
lb/A) provided control of English ivy. Two applications of glyphosate (Roundup) applied at 4.5 kg/
ha (4.0 lb/A) effectively inhibited regrowth and provided some control of mature vines. Regrowth
with reduced shoot weight was observed with one treatment of 2,4-D and glyphosate at the rates
stated above. The same observation was noted for one or two applications of glyphosate applied at a
lower rate of 2.2 kg/ha (2.0 lb/A). Regrowth occurred with plants sprayed with one or two applications of Dicamba (Banvel) or triclopyr (Garlon) at the rate of 0.6 kg/ha (0.5 lb/A).
Cutting (using a nylon cord weed-eater to cut to the stem surface just before treatment) followed by a
25% solution of glyphosate also provided control of English ivy. Excellent control of H. helix that
had been cut and then sprayed was achieved with a 2% solution of 2,4-D. A lower rate of glyphosate
(2% solution) and cutting provided only slight control. Glyphosate only (2% solution) did not
control English ivy. The herbicide triclopyr or mowing alone provided no control. Control evaluations were made 1 year post-treatment.
Recent herbicide research done in Portland
Over the past several years, Metro Parks and Greenspaces Program, the City of Portland and The
Nature Conservancy have been (independently) testing herbicides for the control of English ivy
within the Portland metropolitan region. All have found that glyphosate (in either the Round-up Pro
or Rodeo formulation) or triclopyr (Garlon 3a) can be extremely effective against English ivy and
reasonably gentle on native species when applied during a sunny period during winter (ideally earlymid January). The herbicide is mixed at 2-5% volume / volume (v/v) with the surfactant Li-700 (for
glyphosate or near water) or Hasten (for triclopyr) at 0.5 - 1.0% v/v. Control rates above 95% with a
single careful treatment are typical. The fatty acid pelargonic acid (sold under the brand name
Scythe) can also be added to the mix at 0.5 - 1% concentration to aid herbicide penetration. Even at

1%, but especially at higher rates, it may increase damage to desirable evergreen plants, because it
damages plant tissue by disrupting cell membranes.
Recent discussions with a representative of the herbicide manufacturer Monsanto suggest a 2:1 or
greater ratio combination of glyphosate and triclopyr (Garlon 3a, a Dow Agrosciences product), with
glyphosate at 2% volume will enhance control of perennial species such as ivy and blackberry compared to glyphosate alone. The same individual points out that Li-700 consistently underperforms
other surfactants when used with glyphosate. That said, although several well known and effective
surfactants are labeled for aquatic or riparian use, Li-700 is the only surfactant approved by NOAAFisheries for use along salmonid bearing waterways, because of its’ extremely low toxicity to fish and
wildlife. Furthermore, because water may move triclopyr through the soil, it should be used with
caution in a broadcast application near surface water when rain is forecast to occur in the near future.
As always, with any herbicide use carefully read and follow application directions and safety
information provided on the herbicide label. The label is the law. When in doubt, please contact
your local Soil Water and Conservation District or the Department of Agriculture.
How to use herbicides on English ivy
Effectively killing ivy without damaging or destroying resident native vegetation depends on two
factors, treatment timing and careful application. This approach will help you maximize delivery of
herbicide to ivy roots and minimize delivery to native plant leaves and roots.
Timing - Spray late enough in the late fall / early winter to ensure that most native species are dormant, but soon enough that they are not close to bud break. For most Portland area sites this means
December to mid- January, with late January - early February as a fall back. This timing also allows
time for ivy leaves to reappear after being temporarily buried by fall leaf drop. At the TNC study site
(Camassia Natural Area, West Linn, OR) Indian plum and snowberry are the first to break bud,
usually sometime between the last week of January and the first week of February. Because herbicides can be absorbed through the stems or buds it is wise not to push the envelope of activity in the
spring.
Spot applications of patches missed during the first winter treatment or applications in areas with no
remnant native vegetation can be made during the growing season. It is generally preferable to wait
until after the period of maximum vegetative growth (or even post flowering) in order to achieve the
most effective translocation (movement) of the herbicide into the roots. Balance this goal with trying
to spray before new spring leaves have established a thick waxy coating. These same guidelines may
be applied to the initial treatment of areas of ivy infestation in which protecting remnant native plants
is not a concern.
Application - Spray during a clear day and ideally before another one. If possible, temperatures
should be 65 degrees F or above, but that rarely occurs in winter in this region. Settle for clear and
above freezing. These circumstances help ensure that the ivy will be actively growing and will have
time to fully absorb the herbicide before rain may wash it off. Spray the herbicide so as to contact
the upper surface of as many leaves as possible (and bottom where possible), spraying them to “just
wet” or less (i.e. avoid dripping). At the same time, carefully avoid getting herbicide on buds, leaves
or young stems of evergreen natives, even if it means allowing some ivy leaves to remain unsprayed
(a follow up treatment can target those later).

What to expect - Winter
applications may take a
long time to show their
effect. At The Nature
Conservancy’s study site,
the full impact of treatments done in late January
is not apparent until May
(photograph 11). Licorice
ferns and sword ferns are
particularly vulnerable to
some herbicides and if
their protection is important, special care should
be taken to avoid exposing
them to herbicide.
Cost
Photo 11. Photograph taken four months after herbicide
A careful applicator can
treatment with 2% Rodeo and Li-700/Scythe solution. Note
treat a typical acre in two
the native vegetation and spiderwebs within the plot.
to four hours. Depending
on ivy density, expect each
acre to require 5-25 gallons of herbicide solution as described above. This results in total costs in the
range of $100-$500 / acre assuming $25-$100 / hour for operator cost and $50 / gallon for chemicals.
Contracting the work out, steep slopes or otherwise difficult terrain or a high density of native vegetation may slow application and increase the costs. Metro Parks and Greenspaces reports contracted
ivy removal to cost $229 / acre for manual removal from trees at 4.5 feet above ground and an additional $309 (including chemical cost) for follow-up spraying as described above.
Integrated Approaches
Manual, mechanical, grazing or mowing methods can be effectively combined with herbicide treatment. For example, herbicides can be used to spot spray resprouting ivy vines following an initial
hand clearing, presumably targeting the roots that are most resistant to hand removal, and reducing
the total volume of herbicide necessary.
Defoliation (mowing or grazing) followed by allowing the plants to resprout new leaves will raise the
ratio of young (thin wax layer on the leaf) to old leaves (thick wax layer) and increase the plants’
uptake of herbicides and thus presumably increase treatment effectiveness. This approach will,
however, also reduce the total leaf area, thereby reducing the amount of herbicide that can potentially
be translocated to the plant roots. Depending on the presence and density of native vegetation,
follow-up treatment can be done either as soon as 2-3 leaves form on each stem or the following
winter as described above.
Alternatively, hand-pulling can follow herbicide application. This can be especially useful in areas
around remnant native vegetation that may not have been sprayed effectively in order to protect the
natives from herbicide drift.

Best Management Practices
It can not be over-emphasized; there is no single “best” method. Apply the tools that are available
based on your specific ecological goals and the resources you have available. Nevertheless, we have
broken the ivy control world down to the following general categories and offer the following as
recommended “best practices,” combining ecological and economic concerns.
Areas of ivy monoculture:
Unless there is a particularly strong non-ecological reason for using manual control (i.e. you have a
lot of volunteers or a site in which herbicide use is prohibited), areas devoid or nearly devoid of
native ground cover should be treated using herbicides or an integrated herbicide - manual approach
rather than strictly manual approaches. In this case it is simply difficult to justify the high cost of
manual removal when a) there is little chance for non-target impacts of the herbicide and b) there are
so many acres of ivy infested forest that need attention.
If done carefully, an initial winter treatment using either 2-5% v/v solution of triclopyr or glyphosate
(or both) as described above can provide 95% control or better in a single treatment with little impact
to scattered remnant perennial vegetation. Follow-up treatment can be either a second herbicide
application or spot manual removal done at least 6 months but up to a year after the initial treatment.
Because the ivy takes several months to die, planting can begin as soon as the first fall after the first
treatment. If performed carefully, follow-up “spot” treatment with herbicide or hand removal can be
done with negligible impact to any planted native vegetation.
Planting the site as soon as possible with appropriate native vegetation should be strongly considered.
If necessary, initial seeding with native grasses to stabilize the soil surface, then planting in later with
shrubs and trees is a good strategy.
Dense ivy with scattered native vegetation:
As in the worst-case scenario example above, in these situations an herbicide-based approach can
protect most of the remaining native perennial vegetation and effectively control the ivy, while
controlling project costs. Integration with manual control by spraying very carefully around individual native plants or patches of more intact vegetation will improve the survival of remnant native
vegetation.
In most cases, at least some replanting of native species should be included in the treatment plan
(especially on steep slopes), although you may be surprised at how fast remnant native vegetation can
increase in cover once the competing ivy is removed (photograph 11).
Dense ivy patches within substantial native vegetation:
If an integrated approach is chosen, the balance should be tipped towards manual approaches, with
herbicide use limited to careful spot treatment of locally dense infestations of ivy.
Planting should be necessary only on a spot basis in most cases. A very rapid increase in native
vegetation following ivy removal where there is substantial native vegetation in place at the time of
treatment is typical.

Light ivy cover within a native matrix:
This is the ideal time to use an all-manual approach. Because remnant native species will quickly
occupy growing space, there should be very little need for replanting. Furthermore, volunteers will
be extremely gratified to a) clear a large area in a few hours and b) leave the area looking really good
instead of stripped bare. Winter is a good time for this approach because the ivy’s green leaves are
more conspicuous when other vegetation is underground or dormant.

Additional Resources
www.noivyleague.org
The website of the City of Portland’s Ivy Control Project (No Ivy League). Full of information on
ivy control with a strong focus on community education, manual control and protection of mature
trees.
tncweeds.ucdavis.edu
The home of The Nature Conservancy’s Invasive Species Program. Contains an extensive and
well-referenced literature review of ivy control methods. Also contains extensive information
about herbicides, adjuvants and weed control equipment.
www.nps.gov
Website of the National Park Service, get a national perspective from the federal government.
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Controlling Knotweed
(Polygonum cuspidatum, P. sachalinense, P. polystachyum and hybrids)

in the Pacific Northwest
Although produced by and the responsibility of The Nature Conservancy, this document grew from a
workshop co-sponsored by Metro, The City of Portland Parks, Natural Resources Division, The
Society for Ecological Restoration, Northwest Chapter and The Nature Conservancy held in February
2002. As well as extensive literature review, the data and field experience of many individuals went
into the development of this document. Funding for the production of this guide and the research
that supported it was provided by: the Bureau of Land Management, For the Sake of the Salmon, the
Northwest Service Academy, the Oregon Department of Agriculture, the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. The Oregon Department of Agriculture
provided friendly review. Thank you all.

Knotweed Description
Japanese, giant and Himalayan knotweed are members of the buckwheat family (Polygonaceae) from
Asia with hollow (not true for the Himalayan species), upright, bamboo like stems growing to 1 to 5
meters (3 to 16 feet) (photographs 1 and 2).

Photo 1. Knotweed infested stream bank

Photo 2. Knotweed canes

The large, smooth-edged leaves range from an elongate triangle
(Himalayan knotweed), through heart shaped (Japanese knotweed)
to huge, “elephant ear” type leaves (photograph 3). Hybrids blur
these distinctions.

Photo 3. Knotweed leaves, 3 types
1

The stems are often reddish
or red-speckled (photograph
2). Young shoots look similar
to red asparagus (see photograph 12). The small white
or greenish flowers form in
July and August and grow in
dense clusters from the leaf
joints (photograph 4). Although it dies back to the
ground after hard frosts, the
stems may persist through the
winter as bare, reddish brown
stalks (photograph 5).
Photo 4. Flowering knotweed branch

Prostrate knotweed, a common weed
in the Polygonaceae family, is not
addressed in this document. References to “knotweed” pertain exclusively to Japanese, giant or Himalayan
knotweed or their hybrids, unless
otherwise noted.
Common names include:
elephant ear bamboo,
Mexican bamboo,
and fleeceflower.
Scientific names include:
Japanese knotweed (Polygonum
cuspidatum, Fallopia japonica,
Reynoutria japonica)
giant knotweed (P. sachalinense)
Himalayan knotweed (P.
polystachyum)
Japanese and giant knotweed hybrid
(P. X Bohemicum)
Photo 5. Dead and persistant knotweed canes
2

Control Summary
So you have knotweed and want to be rid of it? Good. It is possible, but not usually easy, especially
at a landscape scale. Because of knotweed’s incredibly extensive root system and sprouting ability,
landscape level control must be thought of within the context of a program. Even on a patch by
patch basis, successful eradication is likely to take more than one year, let alone one treatment in
most cases. Finally, although there are potentially successful mechanical or manual control options
for small patches, landscape level projects and large sites will almost certainly require integrating
herbicide use into a control strategy.
Although this document does not address it, a successful landscape level program will almost certainly involve outreach to private landowners and the broader community, as well as volunteer
recruitment and coordination. You may need an outreach program to reach landowners that may have
knotweed on their property. You almost certainly will need to educate those property owners and
others so that they fully realize the threat knotweed poses. Fully understanding the devastating effects
that knotweed can have on waterways and riparian ecological systems can only help motivate people
to act.
You may also want to work with volunteers and other organizations in your community to expand
your ability to physically get the work done. Helping to create and protect free flowing waterways
and noxious weed-free embankments provides the rewards that can inspire citizens to participate
more fully in natural resource restoration projects.
Note: The Nature Conservancy has produced some outreach materials that are available to other
projects at little or no cost. These include an informational brochure, an outreach poster and “I
found knotweed” postcards. The Conservancy can also provide more detailed control and project
structure advice.

Basic Knotweed Ecology
In the Pacific Northwest (PNW), at
low elevation, knotweed typically
starts growth in April, earlier in warm
areas, and as late as June at higher
elevations. Even at low elevation,
stems from deeply buried roots may
emerge as late as July or August.
Knotweed grows extremely fast during
the spring. Giant knotweed can reach
15 feet (4.5 meters) by June (photograph 6). The slightly shorter Japanese
knotweed reaches “only” 10 feet (3
meters) or so. The “dwarf’ Himalayan
variety is shorter still, typically reaching 4-6 feet (1.5 - 2 meters).

Photo 6. Giant knotweed patch
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Photo 7. Tangled mass of kntoweed rhizomes
growing within an eroding river bank.
Despite knotweed’s large rhizome mass, it
provides poor erosion control.

Photo 8. Close-up view of rhizomes with
machete in background for comparison.
Note small shoot growing “in the air.”

Knotweed is a creeping perennial. It dies back to the ground
with the first hard frost, and returns each spring from the
same root system. The term “creeping” refers to the extensive network of rhizomes (roots that can sprout) spreading at
least 23 feet (7 meters), and possibly as far as 65 feet (20
meters) from the parent plant and penetrating at least 7 feet
(2 meters) into the soil (photographs 7 and 8).
Knotweed can spread rapidly due to its ability to reproduce
vegetatively. Root and stem fragments, as small as 1/2" (1
cm) can form new plant colonies (photograph 9). Seasonal
high water events and floods sweep plants into rivers and
creeks, then fragment and disperse knotweed plant parts
throughout the floodplains and cobble bars. The fast growing knotweed then takes advantage of the freshly disturbed
soil to become established. Because it grows faster than
most other plant species (including native species and most
other weeds) it quickly outgrows and suppresses or kills them.

Photo 9. Root fragment sprout.
Roadside ditches, irrigation canals,
and other water drainage systems
can be colonized the same way. Cut
or broken stems and roots will
sprout if left on moist soil or put
directly into water, or if moved by
beavers (or earth moving equipment)
(photograph 10). Stem or root
fragments can also be spread in
contaminated fill material.

Photo 10. Stem cut by beaver, rooted in cobble at nodes.
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Although pure strains of Japanese, giant or Himalayan knotweed are not thought to produce fertile
seed in the United States, the hybrid varieties (including the recently described hybrid of giant and
Japanese knotweed — Polygonum X bohemicum) are able to produce fertile seeds. According to
knowledgeable observers, unfortunately, many of the patches in the Pacific Northwest appear to be
hybrids of Japanese and giant knotweed. The Nature Conservancy (TNC) has successfully germinated knotweed seeds in a laboratory setting and seedlings have been confirmed in at least one setting
on the Sandy River during spring 2002. Should extensive sexual reproduction be confirmed in the
field it would certainly alter the strategy for landscape level control projects.
Knotweed resprouts vigorously following cutting, mowing, digging and some herbicide treatments,
especially early in the growing season, until at least August. Such treatments apparently stimulate the
production of shoots from latent buds dispersed on the root crown or rhizomes (photograph 12).
Based on these ecological features, TNC’s more than three years of field experience and extensive
literature and “regional expert” review, the following suggestions are provided to help eradicate this
fearsome noxious weed threat to our watersheds. Although the advice is designed for the Pacific
Northwest, it should be generally useful everywhere.

Mechanical or Manual Control
Variations: Cutting, mowing, pulling, digging, covering
The goal of mechanical control is to remove or starve the root system. In experiments conducted by
The Nature Conservancy between June 2000 and June 2003 and as reported in the literature, in the
vast majority of cases, monthly cutting fails to eradicate even isolated and relatively small knotweed
patches unless conducted for several years. However, The Japanese Knotweed Manual (Child and
Wade 2000) reports successful control of an isolated and small patch after three consecutive years of
uprooting the plants in August. TNC was able to control one small patch (25 stems) with 17 monthly
cuttings over three field seasons. Child and Wade recommend against trying this technique for larger,
more established patches.
So, unless you are prepared to cut knotweed patches TWICE A MONTH OR MORE - could we say it
any stronger? - especially between April and August, and then once a month or more until the first
frost, a program based on cutting alone is likely to be a recipe for frustration and failure. In some
cases however, using manual / mechanical control may be the only viable option for legal or ethical
reasons. For instance, if the knotweed is in a very environmentally sensitive area, if a particular
landowner is opposed to pesticide use, on some federal lands and if labor costs are not an issue.
To be successful, one should plan for an aggressive mechanical control program (as described above
and below) to be continued for at least two or three years if the patches are well established.
In the end, timely, thorough and persistent cutting over several years can eliminate knotweed, especially small, isolated patches. Because of the level of effort required, this approach is really best
suited for individual landowners with easy access to their knotweed patches and a strong commitment to avoiding herbicides. Using a mower/weed-eater is an option if you can set it close to the
ground. It is best to remove, rake or carefully dry all knotweed vegetation you cut or mow, because
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stems or stem fragments can sprout, and the area (or adjacent areas) may become reinfested. Do not
allow cut, mowed or pulled vegetation to enter waterways.
Digging or pulling (uprooting) is a good option if your soil is soft. This will eliminate some portion
of, but not all of the root system each time you do it. Be sure to carefully dry or dispose of the roots.
Do not put them in a compost pile. In England, soil contaminated with knotweed roots is considered
an environmental contaminant and needs to be buried 3 meters (10 feet) deep. You will need to
follow up frequently as for cutting/mowing to catch resprouted stems. Be sure to search at least 20
feet (7 meters) away from the original patch center.
There are multiple anecdotal reports of control attempts using extended covering, but no reliable
reports of successful knotweed control with covering. This includes those of the Lummi Nation in
Washington, who combined digging, tilling and covering with several layers of cardboard on 2, 1/4
acre patches. The results were poor however; they achieved only 80% reduction in stem number, at
a cost of $32,000/acre. An effort to control knotweed by covering conducted by the USFS Mt Hood
National Forest in Zig-Zag, Oregon, also failed, despite extensive pre-covering digging. TNC also
failed to achieve good control covering a single large patch for about 6 weeks in the spring. Others
have also reported that knotweed grows out from under the covering material. If you must try it, this
method is likely to work better with isolated and smaller patches on open terrain. Plan to leave the
covering material in place throughout the growing season and well into the next. As always, check
the site through at least September the following year and again the year after.
Mechanical Control - How To:
Hand Cutting
Using a machete, loppers or pruning shears, cut the stems down to the ground surface as often as
possible, but at least every 2-3 weeks from April (or as soon as the plant appears) through August.
Sprouting slows after August, so you can reduce cutting frequency, but try and prevent the plants
from ever exceeding six inches (15cm) in height. Pile the cut stems where they will quickly dry out.
Mowing
Using a weed-eater or mower, cut as low as possible and as often as possible, but at least every 2-3
weeks through August. Be sure you are not scattering stem or root fragments onto moist soil or into
the water.
Goats are reported to eat knotweed and in some circumstances controlled goat grazing may be an
option similar to intensive mowing. Be aware they will eat desirable vegetation as well.
Digging/Pulling
If the knotweed has established in soft soil, or better yet sand, try pulling the plant and major rhizomes up by the root crown to remove as much of the root system as you can. Although you will
almost certainly not kill the plant in one treatment, you will reduce the root mass. Each time you see
new sprouts (start looking a week after you pull and search at least 20 feet away from the original
plant), uproot them as well, trying to pull out as much of the root as you can each time. This is
probably only feasible with small patches. Be sure to carefully dispose of any root material.
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Tilling
Used alone, tilling or otherwise physically disturbing the root system will not provide control and
will create many resprouts. This approach may however offer some benefit in an integrated strategy,
since it will increase the shoot to root ratio.
Covering
First cut stems down to ground surface (and possibly follow with tilling). Cover the area with thick
black plastic or multiple layers of cardboard expanding beyond the plant base and stems at least 2
meters (and preferably 7 meters) beyond the outside stems. Weight down the covering material and
watch the perimeters to be sure new stems are not popping up outside your cover material. Try this
right at the beginning of the year or after you’ve cut the plant down a couple of times in the spring
and reduced some of the rapid plant growth. It may be necessary to leave the plant covered through
at least one entire growing season.
*Note - there are no reports of successful long-term control using covering alone (see above).
Comments on Manual Control and Combining Treatments
No matter which control method(s) is used, manual or mechanical control is going to be a lot of
work. But, combining digging/pulling with cutting or even herbicides use, helps break up the root
system and encourages the plant to send up new shoots. The more shoots there are per linear foot of
root, the more likely you will be to be able to physically pull them out, exhaust them by depriving
them of energy (i.e. by cutting the shoot off) or kill them with herbicides.
If you do try and control knotweed manually, be sure you practice the four T’s: be timely, tenacious,
tough and thorough. And as always, carefully dispose of any stem or root material.

Herbicides
Application method variations include spraying, wicking, injecting, pouring or combinations thereof.
General
Many herbicides, herbicide combinations and application methods have been tried on knotweed, and
work to a greater or lesser degree depending on many factors. But like any weed control method,
herbicides will fail if used incorrectly. Because knotweed thrives in riparian areas, herbicide exposure to water, the susceptibility of surrounding desirable plants to the herbicide, and the potential
impact of herbicides on aquatic organisms must be considered in choosing the most appropriate
product for your particular weed control program. Furthermore, using any herbicide correctly means
using:
• An herbicide which has a label allowing applications on the particular use site;
• The correct concentration (rate);
• An adjuvant if recommended (adjuvants are spray solution additives that may make the herbicide
more effective);
• The right application method;
• The correct timing to coincide with plant susceptibility.
As always with herbicide use, carefully read and follow all use directions and any restrictions or
precautions listed on the product label. If in doubt, contact your local extension agent, pesticide
dealer, Department of Agriculture, or the herbicide manufacturer for advice or clarification.
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Herbicide - Foliar Spray
Whether using a small hand held, backpack, or large volume sprayer, spraying herbicide on the
leaves is one way to apply herbicides. Spraying poses a relatively high risk of creating drift (allowing pesticide onto the soil, into water or on surrounding desirable plants) if precautions are not taken
and care is not used. A basic rule to consider is that the faster the application method, the more likely
it is to hit non-target areas. In Washington State it is not legal to apply any herbicides that contact
open or moving water without special permit. In Oregon, permits for aquatic applications are not
currently required. However, contact your local Department of Environmental Quality for further
information. In any state, it is a requirement of federal and state law that the herbicide user follow
the product label.
Herbicides with an active ingredient of glyphosate (Rodeo, Aquamaster, Gly Star, Round-up among
others), triclopyr (Garlon 3a and many “shrub-killers”), 2,4-D, picloram (Tordon) and Imazapyr
(Arsenal) have shown to be variably effective in controlling knotweed either separately or in combinations. Each offers benefits and potential risks. Please consult with your local university extension
agent or herbicide company representative for advice on which product is most appropriate to use in
your situation.
A note about adjuvants - Adjuvants (also referred to as surfactants, penetrants, activators or stickerspreaders) are agents added to the herbicide mix that help it stick to or penetrate into the leaf. They
can make a significant difference on how well the herbicide treatment works. The surfactant LI-700
has been considered the most salmon safe and has been approved by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration - Fisheries (formerly the National Marine Fisheries Service - see paragraph below). Where direct risks to aquatic organisms aren’t involved other non-ionic surfactants
such as R-11, Activator or various seed oil derivatives may work safely and most likely will be better
than LI-700 for glyphosate based herbicides. Away from water, surfactants with silicone (Syltac by
Wilbur-Ellis for instance) may be helpful. Please seek the advice of your pesticide dealer, consultant
or university extension agent to determine which adjuvant is best for the herbicide you choose and in
consideration if there is any potential exposure to waterways.
To successfully control knotweed with herbicide treatments, the active ingredient in a herbicide
product must have a mode of action designed to move the chemical from the leaves into the root
system (i.e. be translocated) at sufficient concentration to kill the root tissue. To achieve successful
translocation at your site, it may be necessary to conduct some field trials to test the efficacy of
different concentrations of spray solution. Some herbicides may need to be used at low concentrations in order to avoid damaging the above ground tissues of the plant before the herbicide is well
dispersed in the root system. Remember, with herbicides more is not necessarily better. For instance, using triclopyr (e.g. Garlon 3A) at 5% concentration appears to give good top-kill to leaves
but does not adequately destroy the plant root system and results in mediocre long-term control on
large patches.
TNC has heard reports of successful control using Garlon at rates as low as 3/4% (about 1 oz per
gallon) in high volume application. In TNC’s field experiments, both 3-5% Garlon 3a and 3-5%
Rodeo with LI-700 eradicate about 50% of small patches after two to four treatments over two years.
In controlled experiments comparing treatments on small patches (30-200 stems), Garlon 3a provided 90+ percent control in one year and 100% control within 2 years. Rodeo was slightly but
consistently less effective, typically taking 3 years of treatment to achieve full control.
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Although some glyphosate products demonstrate acceptable control with one or two treatments in
some cases, they frequently allow survival of several badly mutated stems (so called epinastic
growth) from a given clump. These stems appear likely to survive and recover if left untreated.
Clark County (Washington) Weed Management reports getting good control from applications of 78% glyphosate (e.g. Aquamaster) on first year plants or sprouts from nodes, with some patches
requiring additional treatments. However, inadequate control was observed with a different
glyphosate product (e.g. Rodeo) applied at 7-8% concentration on established knotweed patches.
Because both products used in this trial have the same concentration of active ingredient (53.8%) it
was not clear as to why the difference in product performance was observed (total root mass is
probably an issue).
Besides glyphosate (Aquamaster, Rodeo, Roundup, etc) and triclopyr (Garlon 3A), other herbicides
that may be considered for knotweed control are those with active ingredients of 2,4-D, Imazapyr
(Arsenal) or Picloram (Tordon). Please remember to check with the pesticide regulatory authority in
your state before making your chemical decisions to ensure compliance and applicability for your
intended site.
A important note to herbicide users receiving or applying for federal funding: A pesticide label
approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and registered by the appropriate state
agency does not guarantee that the product will be allowed to be used in certain federally funded
weed eradication projects. If you receive federal funding for your knotweed eradication project, the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and / or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) has the right to consult on herbicide use, and may not approve the use of
certain herbicides or additives. For example, NOAA approved only Rodeo or Aquamaster with LI700 as surfactant for use on the Sandy River in 2002 and 2003. You are advised to check with your
grant coordinator to ensure compliance with agency/grant specifications.
Foliar Treatment Timing
The right time to apply herbicides is greatly affected by herbicide choice. According to Oregon
Department of Agriculture materials, the ideal time to spray most deep-rooted perennials is when
they are in flower bud stage. However, because knotweed may be 15 feet tall when it begins to
flower (July or August in the PNW) this is not always practical. The best time, from a practical
standpoint, is when the patches are 1-2 meters tall. Shorter plants may not have adequate leaf surface
to absorb, and translocate, enough chemical to be effective. However, young, rapidly growing plants
do have a more efficient biological process to translocate chemicals. Spraying taller plants means
creating more risk of pesticide drift and older plants may not be as efficient in chemical translocation.
A spring spray or cutting will set back the plant so that it can be sprayed at an effective height and
growth stage later in the year. Plants first encountered late in the year can be cut to 1.5 meters in
height immediately before spraying, although control effectiveness is somewhat reduced. TNC field
data analysis suggest treatment done in April or May is not as effective as those done in June or July.
Regardless of herbicide choice, rate or spray timing; large, established patches (hundreds or thousands of stems) will almost certainly require foliar treatments over two or more years. Just as when
treating patches mechanically, be sure to search for new shoots at least as far as 20 feet away from the
central patch after herbicide treatment begins
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Foliar Treatment - How To
When mixing herbicides always follow safety precautions and mixing instructions listed on the
product label. At a minimum, always wear the required personal protective equipment specified on
the label, which may include safety glasses, chemical proof gloves, and long sleeves, especially when
handling the concentrated herbicide. A standard mixing sequence for most herbicides that would be
used in knotweed control would be to add half the total amount of water to your spray tank, add the
measured amount of herbicide, any surfactant (and dye), then the rest of the water. Mix carefully, but
thoroughly between steps. After mixing the herbicide solution, follow the directions for foliar applications on the label, which is usually to spray just enough solution to wet the leaves and stems while
avoiding dripping. Try and spray the top surface of every leaf on the plant and the stems. The plant
may take several weeks to show significant adverse effects. Do not worry or retreat, the best control
happens slowly. Return later in the season and again the next season to determine if additional
treatments will be necessary.
Herbicide - Stem Injection
Injecting concentrated herbicide directly into the hollow
of the lower nodes of knotweed stems is an experimental
method showing great promise in trials conducted under
experimental use permits from the states of Oregon and
Washington (photographs 11 and 12). Although time
consuming, not only does this approach essentially
eliminate drift, but Clark County (WA) Weed Management reports obtaining 100% control in one treatment by
injecting 5ml of 100% Aquamaster or Round Up Pro into
each stem of a given clump. More than 20 patches were
so treated (please visit www.co.clark.wa.us/ environ/
knotweed.pdf for more information).

Photo 12. Close-up of lower stem/
root/rhizome structure with section
cut-out to expose hollow cavity. Note
numerous buds at root crown.

Photo 11. Stem injection with plastic syringe
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Except under an experimental use permit, stem injection of glyphosate is currently allowed with most
glyphosate products at 1ml of undiluted product per 2 inches of stem diameter. Based on preliminary
research, this rate is inadequate to control knotweed. TNC, Metro and Clark County Weed Management are currently testing rates between 1.5 and 7 ml of undiluted glyphosate containing herbicide
per stem (typically 0.5 - 2 inches in diameter) in order to refine this method. Conclusive results from
tests on hundreds of sites in three watersheds will be available during 2004.
We anticipate that a refined stem-by-stem injection method will provide much better knotweed
control than is available through other application methods. The manufacturers of Aquamaster
(Monsanto) and Rodeo (Dow Agrosciences) have submitted revised labels for review to the EPA.
The EPA has already approved Monsanto’s request and is likely to also approve Dow’s during the
winter of 2003-4. Both companies are hoping to provide sufficient data to state regulatory agencies
(Department of Agriculture in Oregon) to support the addition of this type of application method to
glyphosate product labels in Oregon for the 2004 field season.
*Note: Please review Addendum on the last page of this guide for label revisions in Oregon.
A high quality injection tool has been created, and if it works as well as reported, it promises to
greatly speed the injection process (please visit www.jkinjectiontools.com for more information).
Please contact your state pesticide regulatory agency to stay informed as to the availability of this
treatment method. Any use of the injection method that is not clearly allowed for on the product label
is a violation of federal and state regulations.
Herbicide: Cut Stem -Wick (wipe) Applications
This methods relies on direct application of herbicide to plant tissue, typically using a sponge or
brush of some sort. Although very slow, this approach greatly reduces or eliminates drift. This
method may be useful in areas where plants are established in particularly sensitive areas or for
landowners who are concerned about spraying. Unfortunately, control is generally mediocre without
multiple repeat applications.
After cutting the stem about 2 inches above the ground (between the lowest nodes), apply glyphosate
or other herbicide into the stem cavity and onto the cut stem surface. Different herbicides allow
various concentrations of solution to be applied by this method. TNC has experienced only partial
control of weed growth even after multiple treatments on small patches using a wiper or sponge
application method and 33-50% concentrations of Garlon 3a and Rodeo herbicides. Using a
handheld mister type sprayer to direct a small amount of concentrated herbicide into the stem cavity
as well as the cut surface appears to give better results than wick applications since more herbicide is
absorbed by the plant. A follow-up foliar or wicking treatment may be needed to control new seedlings and resprouts.
Herbicide: Cut Stem - Pour Applications
This still somewhat experimental method also relies on direct application of herbicide to plant tissue.
Although very slow, this approach also greatly reduces or eliminates drift. This method may be
useful in areas where plants are established in particularly sensitive areas or for landowners that are
concerned about spraying. Clark County Washington Weed Management reports control results
somewhere between injecting and wicking as described above.
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After cutting the stem about 2 inches above the ground (between the lowest nodes), carefully pour
~5ml of undiluted herbicide into the stem cavity. Different herbicides allow various concentrations
of solution to be applied by this method (EPA has just approved this method for Aquamaster). Please
read and follow the label. A follow-up foliar or wicking treatment may be needed to control new
seedlings and resprouts.
NOTE: Currently, neither cut and pour nor stem injection methods are covered by the glyphosate or
Garlon 3a label. The new supplemental label for Aquamaster and possibly Rodeo will include these
methods. If a specific treatment method or concentration is not in the use directions of the herbicide
label or it is not possible to accomplish the desired application within the label limitations stipulated
for rate and/or concentration, please check with your Department of Agriculture for label clarification before you initiate treatment. The label is the law. In some cases it may be possible to work
with your local regulatory agency to obtain an experimental use permit.
Integrated approaches
Combining different control methods offers additional choices and provides flexibility in your weed
control program. TNC has found little difference in control effectiveness of cutting the plant in the
spring and spraying in the summer / early fall versus spraying both times. The spring cutting may
reduce total herbicide load into your watershed and may be more labor efficient than spraying twice.
Maximizing available labor and reducing program expenses allows more patches to be treated in a
given season. Furthermore, cutting allows the use of volunteers, which is difficult or impossible
with herbicide applications.
Digging, pulling or tilling (if conditions warrant) before August and at least one month prior to
spraying may also help by increasing the shoot to root ratio and reducing plant vigor and root mass,
thereby increasing plant susceptibility to the herbicide.
Many knotweed patches have a significant percentage of stems too small to inject. Research is
currently underway comparing the effect of spot spraying the small stems at the time of stem injection, with leaving the small stems untreated until the following year (when they presumably, but not
certainly could be injected).
Commentary on herbicide based techniques
If stem injection proves to provide consistent control, a new label is approved by the appropriate state
and federal agencies, and an injection tool is available on the market, this will be an important
method for knotweed eradication projects. This is especially true for sites along sensitive waterways
and very hard to access sites. Until the injection method is approved as needed for knotweed control,
foliar applications appear to be a reasonably efficient approach (1 to 4 treatments over two seasons)
to obtain control over small and medium size knotweed patches. Larger patches will often require
treatment over several years and combinations of manual and chemical control methods. Each
project manager will need to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of the control methods presented here to design a comprehensive, integrated approach to manage available resources to attain
the goal of eradicating knotweed in your project area.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Mention of specific pesticide products in this document does not constitute endorsement of any material.
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Management Recommendations (Best Management Practices)
As for all weeds, there is no single “best” control strategy for knotweed. The choices you make will
hopefully be guided by understanding the ecology of the plant, your native system and the costs and
effectiveness of the various treatment options discussed here, your project goals and your (or your
organizations) capacity to execute them. That said, the following recommendations are made in an
attempt to provide guidance based on combining financial, ecological, practical and legal considerations. Good luck.
About stem injection
Although stem injection shows great promise for controlling established knotweed patches in a single
treatment (or two), it is currently illegal to use without an experimental use permit at application
rates that will work. If (when) such use does become legal, it should definitely be incorporated into
your control program, especially for hard to reach patches with a high percentage of injectable (i.e.
greater than 0.5 inch diameter) stems. Because injection is slow compared to spraying, some large
and easy to reach sites, especially those found well away from water, may still be treated more effectively with foliar spray or an integrated foliar spray - injection program.
When to use manual methods
If you have easy access to your site, the patches are reasonably small (perhaps 50 stems or less) and
you can commit to following the intensive control regimen described above, consider employing
manual / mechanical methods. Be aware that repeated cutting tends to produce numerous small
stems, which may make future treatment with stem injection (should it become legal) more difficult.
Patches outside the 100-year floodplain
Cut the patches in May-early June, then spray in late summer with either glyphosate, triclopyr
(Garlon 3a) or an herbicide mixture containing glyphosate and triclopyr at a 2:1 ratio or more of
glyphosate to triclopyr. For example use a spray solution of 2% Rodeo, Aquamaster, Gly Star or
Round-up and 3/4 - 1% Garlon 3a. Use R-11 or an equivalent surfactant at 1% volume (about 1 oz
per gallon). Carefully follow the manufacturer’s instructions for combining these two (or any)
herbicides.
Alternatively, carefully spray the plants as soon as they reach 1-2 meters tall as above. Return late in
the summer to check for resprouts. In some circumstances (i.e. isolated patches on cobble bars etc...)
you may be able to spray plants that are in bud without an early season cutting. Spray tall plants very
carefully, desirable plants hit with herbicide will be injured or killed.
Patches within the 100-year floodplain
Cut the patches in May-June, then, when they reach at least 1 -2 meters in height, and if doing spot
treatment, spray with a 5-8% solution of herbicide containing glyphosate that is labeled for riparian,
or better yet aquatic use (i.e. Rodeo, Aquamaster). For wider, broadcast use, the label specifies a 2%
application rate. Use a surfactant that is appropriate and legal. As mentioned above NOAA-Fisheries has only approved LI-700, but many other surfactants are labeled for use in riparian areas.
If a new label that includes stem injection is approved in your state, consider using stem injection on
a all stems large enough to inject (~0.5-0.75" diameter minimum) and spot spraying small stems as
above.
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Patches overhanging water
In Washington State you need a permit to apply herbicides where they will contact water. NOAAFisheries has also expressed concern about herbicide use where it will contact open water. Regardless of legal concerns it is probably a good idea to minimize herbicide water contact. Too little is
known about sub-lethal effects of many herbicides on aquatic fauna to justify disregard. Until stem
injection becomes legal, an integrated approach in which stems are cut, then sprayed when they are
short enough to prevent drift into water is probably the best compromise. A less attractive option is
to use a wicking approach on the stems closest to the water.
Once a supplemental label is approved, this is the ideal situation to use stem injection.

*Addendum: Recent changes regarding the stem injection of herbicides for the control of Japanese and giant knotweed in Oregon
The stem injection method treatments described in this guide were conducted by The Nature Conservancy and Metro Parks and Greenspaces as part of an experiment through an Experimental Use
Permit granted by the Oregon Department of Agriculture. As such, we cautioned that the use of stem
injection without a special permit was illegal.
However, as of January 30, 2004, the Oregon Department of Agriculture received the supplemental
label for use of the Monsanto product Aquamaster (53.8% glyphosate; 46.2% water) to control
Japanese and giant knotweed by stem injection method. The label reflected the changes requested
by the US Environmental Protection Agency. The use of Aquamaster as per the supplemental label
directions is approved for use in Oregon.
For practitioners in the Pacific Northwest: the Monsanto representative in Vancouver, Washington,
Ron Crockett, can be contacted at telephone (360) 892-9884. He, his company or distributors should
have the supplemental labels available with all the use directions.
We expect a similar approval by EPA for Rodeo (Dow Agrosciences version of the same product) in
the near future. Contact the Oregon Department of Agriculture with any questions.
Please note that this decision does not affect the legality of this method in any other state. However,
because the EPA decision is a federal one, it is likely that the supplemental label will be approved in
most states if a manufacturer requests it.
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Additional Resources
Because knotweed is such a widespread problem there are many web and print pages devoted to its
control. The following are a few examples of resources available for more information:
Child, Lois and Max Wade. 2000. The Japanese knotweed manual - the management and control of
an invasive alien weed. Packard Publishing Limited, Chichester. 123p
This is a comprehensive guide to designing and executing a Japanese knotweed control
program from folks in Great Britain.
The Nature Conservancy Wildlands Invasive Species Website (tncweeds.ucdavis.edu)
This website has a wealth of information on exotic species control, and tools, and includes a
review of knotweed control literature. The knotweed page is found at tncweeds.usdavis.edu/
esadocs/Polycusp.html.
Washington Department of Agriculture (http://www.wa.gov/agr/)
Information about becoming a licensed pesticide applicator, which may be required prior to
conducting herbicide applications. Information is also available for permits for aquatic
applications, product label interpretation and product registration status.
360-902-1922
Oregon Department of Agriculture (http://oda.state.or.us/pesticide/index.html)
Information about becoming a licensed pesticide applicator, which may be required prior to
conducting herbicide applications. Information is also available for product label interpreta
tion and product registration status.
503-986-4621
Jonathan Soll, The Nature Conservancy of Oregon
For details of control experiments and outreach materials, and information about the
Knotweed Working Group.
jsoll@tnc.org; 503-230-1221
821 SE 14th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
Cascade Pacific RC & D
For information about knotweed programs around the state, availability of grant funding to
start a program or local contacts for information about weed control.
541-757-4807
Phil Burgess, Clark County Weed Management
For details of their work on stem injection and the availability of a injecting tool
phil.burgess@co.clark.wa.us; 360- 397-6140 x7731
11104 NE 149th St - Suite 300
Brush Prairie WA 98606
Written by Jonathan Soll
The Nature Conservancy
Version is current as of 01/16/04
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FACT SHEET: PORCELAIN-BERRY
Porcelain-berry
Ampelopsis brevipedunculata (Maxim.) Trautv.
Grape family (Vitaceae)
NATIVE RANGE
Northeast Asia - China, Korea, Japan, and Russian Far East
DESCRIPTION
Porcelain-berry is a deciduous, woody, perennial vine. It twines with the help of
non-adhesive tendrils that occur opposite the leaves and closely resembles
native grapes in the genus Vitis. The stem pith of porcelain-berry is white
(grape is brown) and continuous across the nodes (grape is not), the bark has
lenticels (grape does not), and the bark does not peel (grape bark peels or
shreds). The Ieaves are alternate, broadly ovate with a heart-shaped base,
palmately 3-5 lobed or more deeply dissected, and have coarsely toothed
margins. The inconspicuous, greenish-white flowers with "free" petals occur in
cymes opposite the leaves from June through August (in contrast to grape
species that have flowers with petals that touch at tips and occur in panicles.
The fruits appear in September-October and are colorful, changing from pale
lilac, to green, to a bright blue. Porcelain-berry is often confused with species
of grape (Vitis) and may be confused with several native species of
Ampelopsis -- Ampelopsis arborea and Ampelopsis cordata.
ECOLOGICAL THREAT
Porcelain-berry is a vigorous invader of open and wooded habitats. It grows and spreads quickly in areas with high to
moderate light. As it spreads, it climbs over shrubs and other vegetation, shading out native plants and consuming habitat.
DISTRIBUTION IN THE UNITED STATES
Porcelain-berry is found from New England to North Carolina and west to
Michigan (USDA Plants) and is reported to be invasive in twelve states in the
Northeast: Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia, Washington D.C., West
Virginia, and Wisconsin.
HABITAT IN THE UNITED STATES
Porcelain-berry grows well in most soils, especially forest edges, pond
margins, stream banks, thickets, and waste places, where there is full sunlight
to partial shade, and where it is not permanently wet. Porcelain-berry appears
to be less tolerant of heavily shaded areas, such as that found in mature forest interiors.
BACKGROUND
Porcelain-berry was originally cultivated around the 1870s as a bedding and landscape plant. In spite of its
aggressiveness in some areas, it is still used in the horticultural trade (for example, the ornamental A. brevipedunculata
'Elegans' is often recommended as a landscape plant with a cautionary note that "care must be taken to keep it from
overtaking and shading out small plants"). The same characteristics that make porcelain-berry a desirable plant for the
garden -- its colorful berries, good ground coverage, trellis-climbing vines, pest-resistance, and tolerance of adverse
conditions -- are responsible for its presence in the United States as an undesirable invader.
BIOLOGY & SPREAD
Porcelain-berry spreads by seed and through vegetative means. The colorful fruits, each with two to four seeds, attract
birds and other small animals that eat the berries and disperse the seeds in their droppings. The seeds of porcelain-berry
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germinate readily to start new infestations. Porcelain-berry is often found growing in riparian areas downstream from
established patches, suggesting they may be dispersed by water also. The taproot of porcelain-berry is large and
vigorous. Resprouting will occur in response to cutting of above-ground portions.
MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
Because porcelain-berry vines can grow up to 15 ft. in a single growing
season, especially when rainfall is abundant, and seed may be viable in the
soil for several years, effective control requires dedicated followup. Treatment
measures often must be repeated during the growing season and for several
years afterwards to fully eradicate the plant. Prevention of flowering, fruiting
and production of mature seeds will help reduce its spread.
Manual
Hand pulling of vines in the fall or spring will prevent flower buds from forming
the following season. Where feasible, plants should be pulled up by hand
before fruiting to prevent the production and dispersal of seeds. If the plants
are pulled while in fruit, the fruits should be bagged and disposed of in a
landfill. For vines too large to pull out, cut them near the ground and either
treat cut stems with systemic herbicide or repeat cutting of regrowth as
needed.
Chemical
Chemical control in combination with manual and mechanical methods is effective and likely to be necessary for large
infestations. The systemic herbicides triclopyr (e.g., Garlon® 3A and Garlon® 4) and glyphosate (e.g., Roundup® and
Rodeo®) have been used successfully by many practitioners.
Foliar applications
The most effective control has been achieved using triclopyr formulations. From summer to fall, apply a water-based
solution of 2.5% Garlon® 3A (triclopyr amine) to foliage or cut plants first, allow time for regrowth and then apply the
mixture. Smaller infestations can be controlled to some extent with spot applications of glyphosate to leaves, used
sparingly to avoid contact of desirable plants with spray. Cut the vines back during the summer and allow to resprout
before applying herbicide, or apply glyphosate to leaves in early autumn, just prior to senescence.
Basal bark applications
Apply a mixture of 20-30% Garlon® 4 (triclopyr ester) mixed with commercially available basal oil, horticultural oil, diesel
fuel, No. 1 or No. 2 fuel oil, or kerosene, to 2 - 3 ft. long sections of stem near the base of the vines.
USE PESTICIDES WISELY: Always read the entire pesticide label carefully, follow all mixing and application instructions and wear all
recommended personal protective gear and clothing. Contact your state department of agriculture for any additional pesticide use
requirements, restrictions or recommendations.
NOTICE: mention of pesticide products on this page does not constitute endorsement of any material.

CONTACT
For more information on the management of Porcelainberry, please contact:
•
•
•

Lisa Jameson, National Park Service, National Capital Region, Exotic Plant Management Team, Washington, DC,
20007; Lisa_Jameson at nps.gov
Susan Salmons, National Park Service, Rock Creek Park, Washington, DC; Sue_Salmons at nps.gov; 202-4266834, ext. 33
Jil Swearingen, National Park Service, Center for Urban Ecology, Washington, DC; Jil_Swearingen at nps.gov

SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVE PLANTS
Many lovely non-invasive vines are available. Some native substitutes to consider include trumpet honeysuckle (Lonicera
sempervirens), trumpet creeper (Campsis radicans), American wisteria (Wisteria frutescens)*, Virginia creeper
(Parthenocissus quinquefolia), and goldflame honeysuckle (Lonicera heckrottii). In the southeast, several species of
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native Ampelopsis occur and should be considered if the habitat is appropriate. Please consult the native plant society in
your state for more suggestions and information on sources of native plants.
*NOTE: If you wish to plant wisteria, make certain that it is the native species. Two commonly planted ornamental
wisterias, Chinese wisteria (Wisteria sinensis) and Japanese wisteria (Wisteria floribunda), are exotic and aggressive
invaders.
OTHER LINKS
• http://www.invasive.org/search/action.cfm?q=Ampelopsis%20brevipedunculata
• http://nbii-nin.ciesin.columbia.edu/ipane/icat/browse.do?specieId=38
AUTHOR
Jamie Young, National Research Council, Washington, DC
EDITOR
Jil M. Swearingen, National Park Service, Washington, DC
REVIEWERS
Carol Jelich, Ann F. Rhoads, and Louisa Thompson
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Jil M. Swearingen, National Park Service, Washington, DC
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SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON NAMES
Lonicera maackii (Rupr.) Maxim
Lonicera morrowii A. Gray
Lonicera tatarica L.
Lonicera x bella Zabel

Amur honeysuckle
Morrow’s honeysuckle
Tatarian honeysuckle
Bell’s honeysuckle

DESCRIPTION AND DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
Exotic bush honeysuckles are upright, multi-stemmed, oppositely branched, deciduous shrubs that range
in height from 2 m to 6 m. The opposite leaves are simple and entire, and paired, axillary flowers are
showy with white, pink, or yellow corollas. The fruits of Lonicera spp. are red, or rarely yellow, fleshy
berries (Gleason and Cronquist 1991).
In flower, exotic bush honeysuckles can be distinguished from all native bush honeysuckles except
swamp fly-honeysuckle (L. oblongifolia) by their hirsute (hairy) styles. In fruit, the red or rarely yellow
berries of the exotics separate them from the blue- or black-berried natives waterberry (L. caerulea) and
bearberry honeysuckle (L. involucrata) (Gleason and Cronquist 1991). The exotic bush honeysuckles
also generally leaf-out earlier and retain their leaves longer than the native shrub honeysuckles (Trisel
and Gorchov 1994).
Within the exotic bush honeysuckles, L. maackii alone has acuminate, lightly pubescent leaves (Luken
and Thieret 1995) that range in size from 3.5 to 8.5 cm long (Gleason and Cronquist 1991) and
peduncles generally shorter than 6 mm (Pringle 1973). Its flowers are white to pink, fading to yellow, 1520 mm long. Its berries are red or with an orange cast. Height ranges to 6 m (Luken and Thieret 1995).
In North America, there has been considerable confusion regarding the correct identification of L.
morrowii, L. tatarica, and L. x bella, their hybrid. The literature contains a number of references to plants
called by the name of one of the parents, but described as having characters more like those of the
hybrid. L. x bella. The hybrid therefore, may be more common than the literature would indicate (Barnes
1974, Wyman 1977), and accurate field identification may be similarly problematic.
The two parent species of L. x bella, however, are dissimilar. L. morrowii has leaves that are elliptic to
oblong gray-green, soft-pubescent beneath, and are 3-6 cm long. Its flowers are pubescent, white fading
to yellow, 1.5-2 cm long, on densely hairy peduncles 5-15 mm long. The fruits are red. The height ranges
to 2 m (Gleason and Cronquist 1991, Rehder 1940, Wyman 1977). L. tatarica has leaves that are ovate
to oblong, glabrous, and are 3-6 cm long. Its flowers are glabrous, white to pink, 1.5-2 cm long, on
peduncles 15-25 mm long. The fruits are red or rarely yellow. Height ranges to 3 m (Gleason and
Cronquist 1991).
L. x bella has intermediate characteristics. The leaves are slightly hairy beneath. Flowers are pink fading
to yellow, on sparsely hairy peduncles 5-15 mm. long. Fruits are red or rarely yellow. Height ranges to 6
m (Gleason and Cronquist 1991).

STEWARDSHIP SUMMARY
The exotic bush honeysuckles are increasingly common throughout much of the eastern and mid-western
United States and south-central Canada where they have contributed to reduced richness and cover of
native herb communities and to reduced tree regeneration in early to mid-successional forests. Although
disturbance of some kind usually precedes invasion, the exotic bush honeysuckles are adapted to a wide
variety of habitats. Reproduction is almost entirely by seed. Seed production and short-term seed viability

are consistently high, and seeds are readily dispersed by birds and, perhaps, small mammals. The group
is relatively free of known significant diseases and insect or other predators. Mechanical controls include
grubbing or pulling seedlings and mature shrubs, and repeated clipping of shrubs. Effective mechanical
management requires a commitment to repeated treatments for a period of three to five years. Winter
clipping should be avoided as it encourages vigorous re-sprouting. Repeated annual prescribed burns
during the growing season will top-kill shrubs and inhibit new shoot production. Because exotic bush
honeysuckles readily resprout, it may be necessary to re-burn every year or every other year for several
years. Most managers report that treatment with herbicides is necessary to control the exotic bush
honeysuckles. Water-soluble formulations of glyphosate (brand names Roundup, and for use near
waterbodies, Rodeo), a non-selective herbicide, and formulations of triclopyr (brand names Garlon,
Pathfinder, and others), a selective herbicide for broad-leaved plants, have been used as foliar sprays or
cut stump sprays and paints with varying degrees of success. Both glyphosate and triclopyr should be
applied to the foliage late in the growing season, and to cut-stumps from late summer through the
dormant season. The flush of seedlings that sometimes follows herbicide treatments must also be
controlled.

RANGE
L. maackii is native to central and northeastern China, Manchuria, Korea and, less commonly, Japan. It
was introduced to Europe beginning in 1887 and to North America at the Dominion Arboretum in Ottawa,
Canada in 1896 and the New York Botanical Garden in 1898 (Luken and Thieret 1995). It is now
naturalized in twenty-four states of the eastern and central United States and in Ontario, Canada (Trisel
and Gorchov 1994). Reported occurrences of L. maackii in North America include: Arkansas, Delaware,
District of Columbia, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
L. morrowii is native to Japan and was introduced to North America circa 1875 (Rehder 1940). It is now
common in southeastern and south-central Canada, and in most northeastern and mid-Atlantic states and
in some midwestern states. Reported occurrences of L. morrowii in North America include: Arkansas,
Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Brunswick, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Quebec, Rhode Island, Saskatchewan, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, West
Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
L. tatarica is native to western and central Russia (Barnes 1974) and was introduced to the United States
as early as 1752 (Rehder 1940). It is common in southeastern and south-central Canada, and in most
northeastern and mid-Atlantic states and in some midwestern and western states. Reported
occurrences of L. tatarica in North America include: Alberta, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,
District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Manitoba, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Brunswick, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Nova Scotia, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Quebec, Rhode Island,
Saskatchewan, South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
L. tatarica and L. morrowii hybridize to form L. x bella, which is widely naturalized from Alberta, Canada,
east to Maine, south to northern North Carolina, west to Missouri, and north through Kansas, eastern
Nebraska, and the Dakotas (Barnes 1974). Reported occurrences of L. x bella in North America include:
Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New
Brunswick, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania,
Quebec, Rhode Island, Saskatchewan, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

HABITAT

In its native habitat, L. maackii is found in mixed forests in association with oaks, elms and other
hardwoods, and with softwoods such as fir, spruce, and hemlock; in floodplain forests; and in scrub
communities. It is often found in calcareous soil (Luken and Thieret 1995; Luken et al. 1995a). In Japan,
L. morrowii is often associated with mesic sites and acidic soils (Barnes 1974). In Eurasia, L. tatarica
occurs in dry, relatively cool semi-desert locations (Barnes 1974). The group as a whole favors disturbed
sites and forest edges or openings (Barnes 1974; Luken et al. 1995b), but in a New England study of the
L. tatarica-L. morrowii-L. x bella group, it also invaded the interior of intact forests (Woods 1993).
In North America, L. maackii is often found in urban forests or in forests with histories of fragmentation,
grazing, or woodcutting (Luken and Thieret 1995), and in semi-shaded fencerows, weedy thickets, and
brushy groves (Cochrane 1995). It is especially aggressive on calcareous soils (Cochrane 1995; Luken
and Goessling 1995). In North America, L. morrowii, L. tatarica, and their hybrid L. x bella occupy a wide
range of sites. They are most often found on forest edges and in forest interiors but are also found in
lacustrine (lakeside) and riparian habitats and in a variety of waste places such as abandoned agricultural
land and road and railroad rights-of-way (Barnes 1974; Woods 1993). They grow in soils ranging from
poorly to well drained and non-calcareous to limey and tolerate low nutrient availability (Barnes 1974;
Woods 1993). A 1998 survey of The Nature Conservancy’s land managers documented L. maackii and/or
L. tatarica in a number of habitats and communities, including mesic woodlands, old-growth northern
hardwood forests, oak woodlands, floodplain forests, maritime forests, shale barrens, shrub fens,
maritime shrublands, dry prairie, grasslands, and serpentine grasslands (Randall and Meyers-Rice,
unpublished).

BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY
Flowering and Fruiting
Reproduction of the bush honeysuckles is almost entirely by seed (Converse 1985), although greenwood
and hardwood cuttings have been used extensively in their commercial propagation (Wyman 1977). L.
maackii and L. tatarica (and perhaps the others as well) consistently produce abundant annual seed
crops (Schopmeyer 1974). L. maackii may first fruit when as young as three to five years (Luken and
Thieret 1995). L. maackii seeds ripen September through November; L. morrowii and L. tatarica seeds,
June through August (Schopmeyer 1974).
Seed Germination
Horticultural recommendations for germination of bush honeysuckle seeds call for a three-month
stratification at 40° degrees F. (Wyman1977), but in a greenhouse experiment, L. maackii seeds
collected in November began to germinate in just 18 days and continued to germinate three months from
planting. Light promoted but was not necessary for germination; germination rates at the end of 88 days
ranged from 50% in dark to 80% in light (Luken and Goessling 1995).
Seed Dispersal
Seeds of bush honeysuckles are dispersed by birds and perhaps by small mammals. L. tatarica and L.
maackii fruits, which persist on the plants into the middle of the winter, are often consumed by a variety of
birds (Ingold 1983; White 1992). Bird dispersal contributes to germination success by increasing the
likelihood that seed will be dropped in lighted tree fall gaps and other openings rather than in shaded
settings (Hoppes 1988). Bird dispersal also increases germination success where allelopathy is present,
as has been suggested for some Lonicera species (Converse 1985).
Phenology
In a study conducted in three northeastern forest stands, L. tatarica was the earliest deciduous plant to
leaf-out, with leaf break beginning two weeks earlier than for co-occurring trees. It also retained its leaves
longer than any other woody plant (Woods 1993). In Wisconsin, L. x bella showed a wide adaptability to

different light regimes (Barnes 1975). Although L. maackii (and perhaps the others) are not unusually
shade tolerant (Luken et. al. 1995b), their unusually long photosynthetic period may help explain their
competitiveness. The competitive success of L. x bella may also be due in part to hybrid vigor (Barnes
1974).

ECONOMIC USES
Lonicera spp. have been widely used in ornamental plantings. L. tatarica has also been used in mine
reclamation (Wade 1985).

IMPACTS AND THREATS POSED BY EXOTIC LONICERA SPP.
Forest regeneration following disturbance can be severely impeded by these species. The group is widely
considered an aggressive, highly successful weedy complex (Barnes 1974; Luken and Thieret 1996;
Woods 1993 and others). In a survey of Ohio forests, tree seedling density, tree seedling species
richness, and herb cover were all inversely related to L. maackii cover, and tree regeneration appeared to
have been inhibited (Hutchinson 1997). In a study in New England, the L. tatarica-L. morrowii-L. x bella
complex reduced the richness and cover of herb communities and the establishment of new seedlings.
Seedlings that predate L. tatarica establishment were more tolerant of its presence. Annual herbs were
entirely suppressed. (Woods 1993).
The L. tatarica-L. morrowii-L. x bella complex is an aggressive invader of lower elevation forests
throughout the northeastern United States (Woods 1993). L. maackii becomes a dominant shrub in a
large variety of plant communities growing on calcareous soils (Luken and Goessling 1995) and is
increasingly common in a variety of disturbed, early to mid-successional forests throughout the eastern
and central United States and south-central Canada (Luken and Thieret 1996). In a study conducted in
the Oxford, Ohio area, L. maackii moved outward from its urban point of origin at a rate of from 0.1 to 0.5
km/year. Agricultural land can act as a barrier to L. maackii spread while greater forest cover and
connectivity facilitates its extent, presumably due to the relationship between cover type and dispersal by
birds (Hutchinson 1998).
Schmidt and Whelan (1999) studied nest predation on American robins (Turdus migratorius) and wood
thrushes (Hylocichla mustelina) for 6 years in a 200 ha woodland fragment near Chicago. They found
that robin nests in Lonicera maackii and another non-native, invasive shrub, Rhamnus cathartica,
experienced higher predation rates than nests in similar native shrubs (Crataegus, Viburnum) and in
native trees. Part of this difference was due to nests in L. maackii being built closer to the ground. The
authors speculate that absence of thorns on the exotics and a branch structure that facilitates movement
of predators like raccoons may also help explain the difference. Robin use of Lonicera increased sharply
during the 6-year study and the authors suggest this may be due to the exotic shrub's early leaf-out. If
so, higher predation rates early in the season may also help explain the difference between nest success
in exotic and native plants. Predation on wood thrush nests in native and exotic plants was not
significantly different. High proportions of thrush nests were in L. maackii and as use of L. maackii by
robins increased, predation rates on thrushes increased. The authors caution that these results are
specific to a single site and to the two bird species followed and that it is not known whether they will be
applicable to other sites or species. But they note that if higher nest predation rates are found in exotic
shrubs elsewhere, restoring native shrubs would serve several conservation goals simultaneously.
The exotic bush honeysuckles may provide an important source of winter food for birds in areas where it
is abundant and few other shrubs survive (Whelan and Dilger 1992). In a study of New Jersey frugivores,
L. tatarica was one of two introduced species used most by birds during the winter sampling period, after
high-quality native fruit sources had been exhausted (White 1992). Despite their low fat content and
extreme bitterness, L. maackii fruits, which persist into the middle of the winter in Ohio, are also
consumed by a variety of birds (Ingold 1983). In a study undertaken in southwestern Ohio, deer mice

(Peromyscus maniculatus) were found to be the major small mammal consumers of L. maackii fruits
(Williams et al. 1992).
The bush honeysuckles have been promoted for decades by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and by
commercial nurseries for their wildlife, shelterbelt, and ornamental value. Many state and private
nurseries still sell them, although less widely than previously (Luken and Thieret 1996). Commercial
sources continue to introduce Lonicera spp. to areas not already colonized, but most future invasions will
originate in naturalized populations of the shrubs. Only cropland and large, closed canopy forests, where
bush honeysuckles remain relegated to the edge (Luken and Thieret 1996), will be secure from invasion
(Barnes 1974; Hutchinson and Vankat 1998).

MANAGEMENT
Potential for Restoration of Invaded Sites
Lonicera spp. annually produce large numbers of viable seed that are readily dispersed by birds and
germinate at high rates in a wide range of conditions. The different species are extremely adaptable and
have successfully invaded a wide range of habitats and communities in North America. Manual and
mechanical, environmental/cultural, and chemical methods are all useful to varying degrees in controlling
Lonicera spp. The use of prescribed fire may be effective in some cases where the density of Lonicera
spp. is low and sufficient fuels are available. Restoration potential is likely to be lowest where Lonicera
spp. occur in high densities and there is a high likelihood of continued dispersal of seeds into the
restoration area. Lonicera spp. have a high degree of reproductive vigor, a wide range of adaptability, and
few pests and predators in North America. The potential for large-scale restoration of unmanaged natural
areas or wildlands infested with Lonicera spp. is probably low. Restoration potential for managed natural
areas or wildlands infested Lonicera spp. is probably moderate. If attacked during the early stages of
colonization, the potential for successful management is high.
Biological Controls
There are no known biological controls of Lonicera spp. The aphid Hyadaphis tatariacae (Aizenberg) is
an obligate feeder on the tips and shoots of L. tatarica and perhaps L. morrowii and L. x bella . The
resulting “witches brooming” may somewhat reduce flowering (Voetglin and Stoetzel 1988) and therefore
fruiting. Hyadaphis is present throughout the northern U.S. and southern Canada, as are a number of
native ladybug beetles that prey on it. (Nyboer 1992).
Mechanical Control
Mechanical controls include grubbing or pulling seedlings and mature shrubs, and repeated clipping of
shrubs. Effective mechanical management requires a commitment to cut or pull plants at least once a
year for a period of three to five years (Virginia Natural Heritage Program, no date). Grubbing or pulling
by hand (using a Weed Wrench or a similar tool) is appropriate for small populations or where herbicides
cannot be used. Any portions of the root system not removed can resprout (Tennessee Exotic Pest Plant
Council 1997). Because open soil can support rapid re-invasion, managers must monitor their efforts at
least once per year and repeat control measures as needed (Nyboer 1992). Mature L. maackii shrubs
growing in shaded forest settings can be eradicated by clipping once a year, during the growing season,
until control is achieved (Luken and Mattimiro 1991). Other bush honeysuckles growing in more open
settings can be managed by clipping twice yearly, once in early spring and again in late summer or early
autumn. Winter clipping should be avoided as it encourages vigorous re-sprouting (Virginia Natural
Heritage Program, no date). Mature honeysuckle wood is tough and easily dulls power-tool blades
(Nyboer 1992).
Prescribed Burning

Repeated annual prescribed burns during the growing season will top-kill shrubs and inhibit new shoot
production. Because exotic bush honeysuckles readily resprout, it may be necessary to re-burn every
year or every other year for several years to achieve good control (Nyboer 1992).
Herbicides
Most managers report that treatment with herbicides is necessary for the control of L. maackii populations
growing in full sun and may be necessary for all large bush honeysuckle populations. Formulations of
glyphosate (brand names Roundup, and for use near waterbodies, Rodeo) and formulations of triclopyr
(brand names Garlon, Pathfinder, and others), have been used as foliar sprays or cut stump sprays and
paints with varying degrees of success (Nyboer 1992). Glyphosate is a non-selective herbicide which kills
both grasses and broad-leaved plants while triclopyr is a selective herbicide that kills broad-leaved plants
but does little or no harm to grasses. A survey of The Nature Conservancy land managers undertaken in
1998 found that most used glyphosate, and used it as a cut stump treatment, to control L. maackii and/or
L. tatarica (Randall and Meyers-Rice, unpublished). For cut stump treatments, 20-25% solutions of
glyphosate or triclopyr can be applied to the outer ring (phloem) of the cut stem. 2% solutions of
glyphosate or triclopyr can be used for foliar treatments. Both glyphosate and triclopyr should be applied
to the foliage late in the growing season, and to the cut stumps from late summer through the dormant
season (Tennessee Exotic Pest Plant Council, 1997; Virginia Natural Heritage Program, no date). The
subsequent flush of seedlings following all herbicide treatments must also be controlled (Luken and
Mattimiro 1991).
EXAMPLES OF LONICERA SPP. CONTROL ON TNC PRESERVES
Exotic bush honeysuckles have been reported from TNC preserves in Kentucky, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Vermont, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Ohio, and in New York. Garth Fuller reported that
prescribed fires are useful in controlling Lonicera spp. in Minnesota, but only if the fires are hot and
repeated at regular intervals. Steve Richter of Wisconsin similarly reported that fire is useful in controlling
the growth of small seedlings.
All preserves reported that pulling is effective for smaller plants, but is labor intensive. Cutting the shrubs
was also effective, especially if the herbicide glyphosate (tradename RoundUp and others) is applied to
the cut-stump immediately after cutting. Margaret Shea of the Kentucky preserves and Ross Lebold of
Ohio reported positive results using the cut-stump method. David Banks of Indiana, however, reported
that results from cutting were poor without an herbicide application. Garth Fuller (of Minnesota) added
that the cut-stump technique using glyphosate or triclopyr (tradename Garlon and others) was effective if
applied in fall, but not effective if applied in spring.
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MONITORING
Control efforts must be repeated and monitored for three to five years following the initial treatment
(Virginia Natural Heritage Program, no date). In natural areas management, monitoring programs will
likely combine assessing changes in abundance of exotic bush honeysuckles with changes in abundance
of species or changes in community attributes that are the targets of management. Such programs
should be designed to meet certain minimum confidence levels (for example, a 90% confidence level that
changes of 20% and more will be accurately captured). And such programs should have explicit
objectives that can be measured and that are meaningful from both a biological and management
standpoint. These objectives may vary depending on the abundance of exotic bush honeysuckles and
other invasives. For instance, in a forest that currently has 40% cover of exotic bush honeysuckles an
appropriate management objective might be to reduce honeysuckle cover to 20%; In a forest that
currently has just 10% honeysuckle cover, an appropriate management objective might be to prevent
honeysuckle cover from increasing by more than 10% (total honeysuckle cover 20%). In addition,
increasing the regeneration and abundance of native species may be an important objective. Monitoring
the status of other conservation targets, such as invertebrates dependent on specific nectar sources, may
be more important than tracking invasive plant species abundance. In general, the objectives of
monitoring should track those of management.
In terms of effort (number of plots established and monitored), transects or long, linear plots are generally
more effective in providing sufficient statistical power to determine change than square or broadly
rectangular or otherwise regularly shaped quadrats. Analyses of plant species composition and
abundance can be simplified by (1) collecting data on abundance of dominant species; (2) collecting data
on all species and pooling data on less abundant species; and (3) pooling data on species by placing
them in guilds (invasive grasses, invasive legumes, native grasses, etc.).
While generally a research technique, measuring change, or lack thereof, in control (unmanaged) areas
can be an effective way of assuring that changes seen in treated areas are actually the result of
management actions and not due to other factors. In forest communities that are in early successional
stages or recently disturbed, declines in abundance of the exotic bush honeysuckles may occur over time
without management.

RESEARCH NEEDS
Among the research topics suggested in the literature are: 1) What are the mechanisms of exotic
honeysuckle invasion and spread in a variety of fragmented forest landscapes? (Brothers 1992); 2) What
is the light environment of disturbed forests and bush honeysuckle’s corresponding tolerance limits for
critical life history events? (Luken et al. 1995b); 3) What can comparisons between invasives and native
congeners (or other less prolific non-native congeners) tell us about those traits that are most likely
responsible for successful invasion and establishment versus those that are merely coincident with them?
(Schierenbeck et al. 1994); and 4) What are the effects of bush honeysuckle invasions on herb layer
species? (Hutchinson and Vankat 1997).

White tailed deer are a major influence on the composition of forest communities in the midwest and
northeast . No information exists on the relationship between high deer populations and the abundance of
the exotic bush honeysuckles. To what extent selective browsing by deer is important to the abundance
of the exotic bush honeysuckle as a forest invader, is an important area of research.
Other research questions might include: 1) Which if any biocontrols are effective in the native ranges of
the taxa?; 2) What role do logging and other forestry practices play in the successful spread of these
taxa?; 3) How could forestry operations be carried out to prevent invasion by exotic bush honeysuckles?;
4) Which species replace honeysuckle when control succeeds?; 5) What is the effectiveness of
prescribed burning on reducing or eliminating these species and encouraging regeneration of native
species in forest types that are fire influenced?; and 6) What are the latitudinal limits of the species? Have
they been reached in North America?
Work is also needed on more efficient control methods, especially where cutting is used. Standard tools
such as weed whackers, brush hogs and other equipment are not designed for cutting this species or the
kinds of habitat where work is needed.
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